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1.? 

1.1.1 As a developing country Liberia findn heme If at the 

threshold of commencing the application of chemical 

fertilisers in the  tree crop plantatione and  in  the   fields, 

where upland rice ,   svonp rice and  other tropical   crops are 
grown. 

Until now,   chemical fertilizers have been  spread at an 

optimal    seal,.- only in sone of the rubber plantations 

operated by concessione, while the  initiation - ,r, usefulness 

of fertilization   is still being contemplated .i:.   the other 

important plantations of pain oil   trees,  cocoru4   trees, 

coffee trees,   and  cocoa trees,   where big inert   n.'O  of the 

cultivated areas  are projected for the next yc~.rr,. 

Fertilizers  have been utilized  so far in ti,(    rice fields 

merely in a very  fei/ and scattered  areas.    A scries of 

fertilizer field  trialB have been  carried out during the 

last years under  the programme of  the Ministry of  . gricul- 

ture with assistance of experts  from UNDP /FJ.O and US^ID. 

1.1.2 Since 1962 T'xchem-l'est African Explosiver  and Chemicals 

Ltd.   have established an explosivec manufacturin¿   plant at 

Charlesville,  "hich supplies the  explosives to the mining 

industry in Liberia and other Wept African countries. 

All raw materials like ammonium nitrate,  sodium nitrate, 

TNT,   etc.  for the  manufacture and preparation of   the explo- 

sives in this plant are being imported. 

1.1.3 In the autonn of 1974 the Government of Liberia received 

from W-Ren Corporation a proposal  on a chemical  complex, 

consisting on an ammonia plant,   a nitric acid and ammonium 

nitrate- ;)lant,   and  a IIP. confound "blending and frranulation 
plant,  to be built   in Liberia. 
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The propesoci  f- ctory  ahould deliver F^K or.ipouiid  ferti- 

lizers  to  the    -roi inf   domestic market,   amnoniui   rp'tr~te  to 
the I.xchora  explosives   p3 • nt,  and  th     United quantity  of 

ammonir  used  in th(    rubber plantations   for lat.< x stabilization. 

The design capaci tier of the  conplex has been  cugfe-ested 

at 100.000 short  tone  of NPK compounds  per ye- r    2A.Q00 

short   tons of ammonium nitrrte low density gr !     for ox- 

plosives  pnr year,   and   5 000 short  tons  of exc so    nnonia 

">er year for the rubber plantation«. 

The raw materials of the complex would  b    naphtha and 

fuel  oil No.   2 deliverer1   fron Liberia Refinin,   Company 

based  on  imported  petroleum,  and besides,   in,orted 

di-aiiuoniun-phosphate   and  imported nurir.tr of ;>ot-sh, 

1*1.4 In March  1976  the   Government of  Liberia n.civ«.d a 

re/i«er!   and up-dated   proposal from i -Hon Corporation vith 

two  alternatives!      .ltcrnativo      correspondis   to  the   pre- 

vious  alternativo with  none modifications,   and   .] t«rnr.tive B 

based  on  imported  armonia anü no armonia   plant   trnt otherwise 
identical  to  alternative ,.. 

The end-products and design capacities of the  revised 

proposal  are similar  to the qualities and  fi(-urtr given 

above,   exec t  th-t   the  quantity of  armonium nitrate haß 

been slittiti ' ce creased  to 25.000 short  tons  ;er year, 

because  the phosphatic  raw material  has  been changed  fron 

di-ounoniun phosphate  to mono-aunoniun phosphnto,  which 

contains  less armonia  and which also would have to be 
imported. 

1«1«5 The Government  of  Liberi- has  -sked   its - renoy Liberian 

Developnent Corporation  (LDC)  to study and  assesn  the 

feasibility  of the  F-Ren proposal  and  it« rel< vanee  to 
Liberian conditions. 
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In  the beginning of 1975  LDC requested t'irou/jh the 

Ministry  of  i'lannin^ and 'ksononic affairs and   the Ministry 

of Foreign   .ffairn the United Nations Devflo^ncnt Probarme 

to furniuh through tht United Nationn Industrial  Developnent 

Organization technical assistance to carry out the 

above-nontioned feasibility and assessment stur.y.    UNDP/UNIDO 

have conplied with this request and delected t'ic writer to 

Liberia on said nission 

Originally>   this assistance had been defiued in a job 

description of 50 July 1975 which,  however,   to sone decree 

anticipated that the aseessnent study would conclude the 

projeot  to be feacible ".nd reooimendable for realization. 

1.1.6 Upon ny arrival  to Liberia,  ny tentativo review of the 

N--Ren proposal book led ae to conclude that thn proposal 

after a detailed study and assessnent would prove to be 

unfeasible. 

Consequently,  at the start and during the progrese of ny 

tank it has being agreed with LDC to revise the job descrip- 

tion,  ae  follows? 

(1) Study of the use of fertilizers,  annoniun nitrate for 

explosivee,  am1  armonia in Liberia. 

(Rei.ort Part 2.) 

(2) Review of fertilizers and their raw naterials, manufacture, 

procuronent, shipment, distribution, and application, and 

preparatory study of a fertilizer bulk bl nding and 

bagging plant. 

(Report Part 5). 

(3) Feasibility study and assessnent of a oher ioal conplex, 

consisting- of an armonia plant,  a nitric acid and 

otinoniun nitrate plant,   and a FPK oonpound blending and 

granulation plant as proposed by N-Ren Corporation. 

(Report Part A). 
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1.1.7 My ¡liBBion in the field started 20th ïïecenber 1976 onci 

vili  end. 18 th July 1976. 

j«: 
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1.2    Suanary 
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1.2.1        This report ¡ art denle with the present consumption of 

NPK fertilizers, armonium nitrate for explosives, rind ammonia 

for the rubber plantations and the forecast maximum consunp- 

tion of NPK fertilizers over the ensuing years in Liberia. 

1.2.2.       The import statistics of the Ministry of >lanning and 

Economics Affaire on fertilizers, ammonium nitrate and sodiun 

nitrate for explosives, and armonia are reproduced and 

discusse 1 in tho report. 

In addition, the various fertilizer gradis and the respec- 

tive quantities which have been imported through one of the 

largest inport agenta during 1969-1974 into Liberia are 

listed. 

The few grantr of fertilizers received by Liberia fron 

abroad in recent years are given in the report. 

1.2.3        The farming and tree crop plantations in Liberia are 

described and the cultivated areas at present and as pro- 

jected over the next five years until 1981/82 are reviewed 

and broken down into the respective figures for wild oil 

pain areas, oil pain plantations, cooonut plantations, 

coffee farms and plantations, cocoa farris and plantations, 

and the various field crops, etc. The traditional and 

Itili overwhelming field crop is upland rice, whil>. 

rair.füd and irrigated uwamp rice is growing in importance. 

The cultivated acreage is now 1,2 million, but nay in- 

oreacc \jith approximately 250.000 aoree to 1.45 million 

acres in 1981/82 if the projected inoreasee for the next 

five years are realized. However, the total land, -rea 

of Liberia is 26 million acres, which it is Generally 

believed could nearly all bo productively utilized. There- 

fore, Liberia has a huge land reserve. 
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The information and data on the subject have benevolently 

been iir.clo available by the Ministry of ;'.¿"riculture. 

1.2.4 Typicnl f utilizer application ccheucs for palu oil 

trees, coconut trees, coffee trees, cocon trees nnd rubber 

trees have kindly been suggested by LiLerian i'roduce 

Marketing- Corporation and Firestone Plantations Company and 

are ¿;iver in the report. In these scheues the .grades and 

yearly quantities of fertilizers to be applied are stated 

iu function of the ages of the trees. 

1.2.5 Calculations have been undo on hovf big the concunption of 

NPK fertilizers and other fertilizers nay crow as naxinun at 

optinal and full fertilization in all the troc crop planta- 

tions for pain oil, coconut, coffee, cocoa, an1, rubber 

production at the present cultivated nreae of 412.000 acres 

in total and, bonides, if the total plantation acreage is 

increased to 586.800 acres as projected for the next five 

years until 1981/82. 

Separate calculations have been nade on the possible naxinun 

fertilizer consunption at the present sizes and at the projected 

sizes, of the rospectivo tree plantations. 

In the calculations certain assunptions on felling apes 

and atee distribution of the trees have been nado which nay 

not prevail in practice. Besides, fertilization at the 

typical rates as mentioned under the above iten 1.2.4 has 

been assuned. 

However, through these calculations it has been endeavoured 

to find the naxinun possible quantities of fertilizer consunp- 

tion, and any actual deviations fron the basic assunptions of 

the calculations will definitely result in lower figures. 
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1.2.6 Tho results of the fertiliser field trilla "hich have 

been carried out during tho last 3-i- years in Liberi", are 

mentioned and su:-ü-iarized in the report. ^11 these trials 

have been arranged under the programmes of the Ministry of 

Agriculture o Tho first fev trials on both upland rice 

fields and swamp rice fields were -nade under the supervision 

of Mr. i.lan Carpenter, US/.ID agronomist, v;hile tho major 

series of trials in the swamp rice fields have been managed 

and supervised by Lr. Yen-Sun Puh, UNDP/FAO technical officer. 

The results have been copied fron Mr. 'Ian Carpenter's 

terminal report (see references) and have r.ost kindly and 

helpfully been nade available by Dr. Aih luring interviews. 

Based on information received fron Dr. Puh, the usual 

rates of fertilization nade by the swamp rice farmers in 

Taiwan .and Thailand are stated in tho report for conparison. 

According to Dr. Puh the rates applied by the farmers in 

these countries art lower than the optimal rates found 

during experimental tests. 

Dr. Puh ha« pointed out that potassium •• containing 

fertilizers ar^ not applied to the swamp rice fields in 

Taiwan and Thailand, as the soil in these countries ¿'ives 

only a suall response or no response to potasnium. 

1.2.7 The question of soil acidity in rice fields as mentioned 

by Dr. Puh during the interviews is shortly described in 

the report. 
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1.2.8 The- unsuitability of nitrr.te fertilizers , or swanp 

rico fields is explained in the report. 

1.2.9 The fertilization protrarrne in rice fiel'a by Ministry 

of Agriculture is sunnarized in the report. 

1.2.10       A forecast of the fertilizer consumption of rice and 

other field crops is civen. 
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ReportPart _¿ 

1.2.11 This report starts with a short review of the nutritional 

elenente needed for the .growth of trees and plants and of the 

principien and need of fertilization in dependence of crops 

and virginity or nutritional lack or depletion of the soil. 

1.2.12 The report pointe out that the densely populated 

countries with continuous and intensive agriculture need 

high fertilization of the fields while other countries 

like Liberia with a scattered population, fi>:l rotation 

through the fallow principle, and large reserves of arable 

land will remain relatively snail consumers of fartilizors. 

1.2.13 A list on the major fertilizer grades bring manufactured 

and sold on the world market nowadays is given. 

The iuportant difference between cheuical conpound 

fertilizers and physical blende of fertilizer is explained. 

1.2.14       The manufacture o\ fertilizers is expounded in broad lines, 

The main conditions for establishing; a fertilizer 

ii.dustry, lile the reliable and feasible supply of raw 

materials and utilities on a long torn basis, largo capital 

requirements, modern technology, satisfactory ¡.anagenent, 

operation and maintenance personnel, secure and sufficiently 

big marketing outlet, etc. are given. 

The r»w materials and process routes for the production 

of the different fertilizers are reviewed. 

In particular, the competitiveness of large capacity 

ammonia plants over small capacity armonia plants is 

explained and stressed, alimonia is the basic intermediate 

of any and all nitrogeneous fertilizers. 
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The economic factors ruling the operation of armonia 

plants, euch as raw materials, investments, plant size, 

plant design, specific energy consunption, construction 

and start-up year, etc. are dealt with in broccl terns. 

1.2.15 Fron the explanations given in the report it can be 

deduced that a large, say 1,000 MTPD onnonir. plant based 

on cheap natural gas and constructed around 1970-1972 

can produce ammonia at a total manufacturing cost, which 

is around l/lO - I/6 of the total manufacturing cost of 

a snail, say 100 STPD armonia plant based on hich cost 

naphtha and if constructed for start-up around 1978-1980. 

1.2.16 A cenerai introduction on the fertilizer factories which 

have been built during rhe last decade is given, nil new 

factoriec have bern very large in capacity and placed either 

where raw materiale aro cheap and readily available or in 

the niddle of bi market areas of fertilizers. 

1.2.17 The fornulae calculation method and the limited freedom 

in making different grades of NPK fertilizer coupounds fron 

a limited number of straight fertilizers are explained. 

1.2.18 The procurement of fertilizers is described as an 

integrated process which rmst be planned, or -anized, and 

performed in all steps. 

The detailed aspects of purchasing, shipnent fron abroad, 

storage, transportation, c .stribution, and application of 

fertilizers are explained. 

A non-exclusive list of international fertilizer brokers 

and exporterf is given. 

1.2.19 The business purpose, the technology, the investnents 

and the operating costs of a fertilizer bulk blending and 

bagging plant are outlined and described in details. 
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The selection of the streicht fertilizert for the bulk 

blended products on basis of leant-coot analysif and the 

least-cost analysis couputatinp methods are uc-ntioned. 

The personnel and vrorkers, exclusive administrative 

personnel of such plant aro listed. 

A list is civen on reputated contractors and equipnent 

suppliers of a bulk blending1 and backing plant, and r. net 

of typical basic infornation for the design of a particular 

plant is stated. 

41 
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1.2.20 

R} PORT P,.RT 4 

1.2.21 A feasibility study rind assessment hec ben carried out 

in details of both the original proposal of September 1974 

and the revised proposal of February 19^6 ^f submitted by 

N-Ren Corporation to the Governnent of Liberin. 

In the study the financial and contractual terns, the 

technology and the quoted plant units and deliveries, and 

the Danfccturing costs of both proposals have been perused 

and evaluated. 

1.2.22 The availability and prices of naphtha -.nd luci oil no.2 

fron Liberia Refininc Company have been oxar.inod and checked. 

1.2.23 Spot checke have been made on the present import prices, 

c.i.f. Monrovia of the nain raw materials and the present 

narket prices, c.i.f. Monrovia of the finished products of 

the N-Ren proposals. 

The spot checks have been made through the kind collaboration 

and assistance of the import agent company U.L.R.C, Monrovia 

and the internationally reputated "est Geruan Badisene 

Anilin-und Soda-Fabrikon (T-ASF), which is represented by 

ULRC in Liberia.  There is all reason to believe that the 

prices quoted by BASP/ULRC on a c.i.f., Monrovir basis and 

used for the spot chocks are a true reflection of the com- 

petitivo world price conditions as prevailing rt the sane basis. 

JÊÏ 
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1.5 Conclusions mid reoonuaendatione 

M 
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Report  Part 2 

i'3.1 As far as it can be  judged from the import statistioe 

of the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs, the annual 

import of fertilizers until 1975 do not surpass the order 

of 10.000 metric tons,   which is n very insignifioant 

quantity as compared to  the fertilizer quantities consumed 

in North Americrn and West European countries.    Hardly, more 

than 6.000 metric tons or,  as absolute maximum,  8.000 netrio 

tons out of the 10.000 metric tons per yscr are oanprised toy 
NPk oompound fertilizers. 

The balance is represented    by straight  type fertilizers 

like ammoniui: sulphate,   urea,   triple super-phosphate,  rook 

phosphate,  nuriate of potash,  Kieserite,   etc. 

Until now, cost of  these fertilizers have been used by 

the Firestone Rubber Plantations and a few other rubber 
plantations owned by concessions. 

The other tree crop plantations for pain oil,   coconut, 

ooffee and cocoa have not applied any fertilizers so far. 

Durinp ]r, 5 around 6OO - 700 netrio tons  of NPK 

(15-15-15)  oonpound fertilizer and probably less than 200 -  300 

metrio tons of armonium sulphate were distributed and sold 

to the rice farmers by the Ministry of Agriculture.    Similar 

quantities of fertilizers are    scheduled for distribution 
to the rice farmers during 1976. 

1#5'2 Th© above total quantity of fertilizers are exolusive 

of the onnoniun nitrate and sodium nitrate,  which are being 

imported by Exohen-i'est African Explosives and Chemioals Ltd. 

at Charlesville for the nanufacture of explosives for the 

mining industry,  etc.  in Liberia and other West Afrioan 
countries. 
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However,   in  the inport statistics  these materials are 

entered as  fertilizer,   but have for the élaboration of the 

presant report been subtracted  fron the inport statistics on 

fertilisers.     It  is recomended   that these naterials are listed 

as raw uaterials  for explosives  in th<   future  import statistics. 

¿ccordinr to  rixchen,   approximately 1?.000 netrio tons of 

annoniun nitrate were inported   to ite factory   in Liberia during 

1975.    Exohen points out  that   the annual  inport quality 

fluctuates with the consumption of explosives  of the nininp 

industry in  Liberia and other v«,8t African countries. 

1-3.3 According- to   the import  Btatistics around   1.500-2.000 

netric tons  of anr onia per year  is inported by  the rubber 

plantations  for latex atatiVili^ti.n.Thc   annonifl ls br0U(„ht  ±ri 

pressure vessels  owned by  the   rubber plantations froi   D.S.A 

and,   naybe,   other countries probably by  the latex container 
ships durinp the  return voyare. 

1.5.4 There  can be  doubt that  the yields of the   tree crop 

plantation*  can be  increased economically if optimi  ferti- 

lization is  initiated and  applied also in the other plantations 

than those rubber plantations owned by concessions,  where 

fertilizers  are now bcinp used. 

Forecast calculations  on the uaxinum fertilizer consumption 

in the tree  crop plantations have been uade under the   following 
assumptions 

All rubber plantations  are   fertilized at  the sane rates 

per acre as actually in Firestone Rufcbtr Plantation«. 

-11 plantations and fan is  for pain    oil,  ooconut,  oof fee, 

and cocoa production are  fertilized at the   typical  rates 
per acre as advised by LPMC« 

All trees arc  felled  at certain ages,  as they beooue 

unproductive,   and are  replaced by seedlinrs. 

I'.Ven atfe distribution of the  trees. 
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The calculation results are, as follows s 

FQxeoaat agxiuuo oonauaption of tree oron 

plantations  

Metric tons  aer ytoar. MTiTf  

Rubber Plantations Total 
plantations for pain oil, 

coconut, cof- 
fee,   and cocoa 

At present 412.000    or> o of 
plantations.  

NPK  fértil iaere ?9.400 IR.900 48.300 

Straight fertilizers 8,400  l.tZSS 10.100 
Totnl Jls.800_ _2Q._60p 58.400 

M 59^iQQg. .asre_s, of plantations  as projected until 1981/82. 

NrK fertilizers 55.!00 28.600 64.000 

Straight fertilizers 10.000  Lt59P_ 17.500 
Total ..iSu.-;.0JL 56.100 81.500 

Under the quantities  of FPK  fertilizers 1 iven in the above 

tabulation are included  several  different compound grades.     The 

Crades to be used depend upon the species of trees,   tine of  season, 

etc.  and nust be chosen  strictly out of agronomic reasons. 

The straight  fertilizers of the  tabulation are annoniun 

sulphate,  urea,   triple superphosphate,   and,  noot important,   rock 

phosphate,   muriate of potash and Kieserite. 

NPK compound fertilizers are used when the application of all 

the three nain nutrients  shall  take place at  the sane  tine.     Straight 

fertilizers  are uoed when only one or two nutxt«nts are needed. 

Consequently,   any further use of NPK compounds as apparent fron the 

tabulation nay not be possible and oufht  to be considered only out 

of strictly agronomio points of view. 
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It  is added that the reconnended -rades and rates of 

fertilizers  to  be applied to  treeB are dependent nainly on the 

species,   ages,   growth,   etc.   of the  trees and not or only to 

a United extent on the soil  conditions.   (See iter: 1.3.5)- 

It  is emphasized that  the annual fertilizer consumption 

cannot  exceed  on an average  scale the figures of the tabula- 

tion through the years, unless the  plantation areas are 

enlarged above  the acrery;e8  as stated,     toy deviation fron 

the assui.ed oven ape distribution of the trees would not nake 

the averare  fi,-ureo over the years bigger,   but would result 

in corresponding fluctuations  in the yearly quantities and 

oualitieF to  be used frou one year to the next. 

Attention  in drawn that  the dtsired benefit  fron 

fertilization of tree crops  requires a proper and  sufficient 

care and weed  clearance of the plantations.     Any excessive 

or incorrect  fertilization and/or less care of the  trees  and/or 

less clearance  of  the  ground  nay  lead to  smaller crop yields 

or even destruction of the trees.     Therefore,   fertilization 

will necessitiate  training,   reliability and  experience of  the 

labour  and  supervision expertr.     This , leans  that  fertiliza- 

tion should not  he  initiated  and  accelerated,  until  skilled 

and reliable  Labour and experts are  available. 

Since  the  present fertilizer consuuption of the plantations, 

apart  fron the Firestone plantations and a few other rubber 

plantations,   is nefcli/cible,   it is nost probable  that the 

actual  consumption of the plantations will   start  ¿trowing 

slowly durin-T the next years,   but v.ay not reach the order 

of the   forecaet fibres of the  tabulation before after say 

10 years or nore. 
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!•3.5       The fertilizer trials as carried out during the last 

years under supervision by Mr. Alan Carpenter and Dr. 

Yen-Sun Puh in upland rice fields and swanp rice fields 

have proven that Liberian soil is deficient in phosphorus, 

while it shows no yield response or, at least, no economical 

response to potassium. 

This iuplies that YVK  compound fertilizers are not 

feasible for Liberian fields. Besides, fertilizers con- 

taining nitrate like aunoniun nitrate based calnitro and 

Bono NPK coupounds should not be used in swaup rice fields 

because nont of the nitrate content would not reach the 

plant roots at the- water submerged and reduced soil conditions. 

It nay seen contradictory that NPK compounds are 

advantageous to tree crops while potassiun io needless for 

Liberian fields. According to the fertilizer field trials 

Liberian soil is relatively rich in potassiun as characteris- 

tic of aary soils which have never been intensively and 

continuously cultivated. However, most tree crops and in 

particular pain oil and coconut do require for optimal growth 

and production nore potassiun than can be liberated fron any 

soil, vinile, Liberian soil, as far as the fertilizer trials 

are representative, is able to supply enough potassiun fron 

the slow, but steady decomposition of the soil uinerals for 

the optimal ,:rowth and production of rice and other field 

crops during the next nuuber of years. Anyway, unlike tree 

plantations the recommended grades and rates of fertilizers 

to be applied to field crops are determined nainly by the 

soil conditions. 

Nitrogen is always necessary for swaup rice fields, 

upland rice fields show a snail response to nitrogen 

according to the few fertilizer field trials nade by Mr. 

Alan Carpenter. 
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Át the writing of thin report the optimal fertilization 

rates to be concluded from Dr. Puh's swamp rice field trials 

were not yet available. 

The fertilizers  is Guitable for Liborian fieldc are 

urea or ammonium 3ulphate    as straight nitrofeneous 

fertilizers and triple superphosphate as   straight phosphorous 

fertilizers and/or straight NP fertilizers  like MAP and DAP. 

Other trade narked NP type  fertilizers arc  sold on the world 

market but for swamp rice fields  they ou^ht not  contain 

nitrate.    It fjoes without sayinf that any M' fertilizer 

under consideration must contain N and Po0c  in the desired 
2  5 

ratios and must be  selected strictly in accordance with the 

agronomic requirements.    For field crops  other than swamp 

rice calnitro nay be used like urea and AS as  straight 

nitrofteneous  fertiliser. 

JIS mentioned under above item 1,3.1  the annual fertilizer 

consumption for the-  rice  fields ia not more than 1.000 metric 

tons at present. 

If the  fertilization rates found by Mr.  Alan Carpenter 

from the very few trials would be representative,   full 

fertilization of all rice fields  in Liberia at  present and 

at the increased acreage as projected until 1981/82 would 

amount as follows; 
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ForeoftBt aaxinum ooneunution of rloe fields 

Metric tonB per year,  MTFY __ 

Upland 

rice fields 

 V7Q.non PreBflnt,   fttlltivatftd   n.r>*n..   Aftyaw 

Urea (46#N) 

Application rate: 

Kgs fertilizer/acre 16 

Kgs N                   /acre 7 

Number of crops  per year 1 

Annual quantity,   MTPY 6.100 

Swamp 

rice fields 

-2Z.AQ0_ 

91 

41 

3 

10.100 

Total 

¿16.QQQ 

16.200 

Triple superphosphate   (45'/P?Ot.); 

Application rate; 

Kgs.  fertilizer/acre 

Kgs P20,- /acre 

Number of crops  per year 

Annual quantity,   MTTY 

Total quantity,  MTTY 

18 32 

7 14 
1 3 

6.800 3.600 

12.900 ÄU00. 

10.400 

26.600 

Projected cultiYated_n.rgp.f_ acres ^06.000 

Urea (46'^N); 

application rate? 

Kgs.  fertilizer/acre 

Kgs. N /acre 

Number of crops  per year 

Annual quantity,   MTPY 

Triple superphosphate   (45%P20,.): 

Application rate¿ 

Kgs.  fertilizer/acre 18 

Kgs.  PgO-              /acre 7 

Number of cropo  per year 1 

Annual quantity.   MTPY 7.500 

Total  quantity,   MTPY 13.8OO 

77.900 483.900 

16 19 

7 41 
1 3 

6.500 21.500 

32 

14 

3 

7.500 

26.800 

27.800 

14.800 

42.600 
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Certainly,   it nay last a number of years before the 

consumption of fertilizers in the fields nay reach the 

forecast fibres  of the tabulation,   because fertilization 

requires capital,   experience,   etc.   and  faraers are 

conservative and  do not want tr  riek  to  invest so nuch in 

fertilizers that  their title of the  land nay become at «take 

at low harvests due to bad woacher or diseases or pests  or 
at failing; market of the cropa. 

In the future,  when cultivation will be continuous 

and intensive the nutrients o^ the  soil will gradually 

dininish.     Consequently,  more  fertilizers will have to bo 

applied,   and the  consuription of fertilizers will increase 

over and above the tabulated figures. 

1*3.6 /, peruan«nt  fertilizer center oucrht to be established in 

Liberia to operate currently to investirate the uce of 

fertilizers on crops and soils,   to  instruct farriers end 

plantations  in the uso of fertilizers,   to make field visits, 

soil  tests,   arxonony trials,  denonstrations,   etc. 

The  sane center nay also advise  on disease r.nd pest 

control,   crop selection,   crop varieties,   agricultural 
methods,   etc. 

PAO/UNIDO can assist Liberia in  ostabliohin." such a 
center. 

1-3.7 As pointed out in chapter 2.2.13 of Report 2,  a larce 

scale application of fertilizers anone plantations and 

famers is an integrated and conplexecl  process, which will 

require to be dealt with,  organized,   and co-ordinated by  the 

Liberian authorities in order to be p.  success. 
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Re-port Part  3 

I.3.8 The establishment of a fertilizer factory requires   that a 

feasibly priced and reliable  supply of raw materials haa   been 

secured,   that the design and capacity as  selected will make 

the  plant competitive  in terms of investment and operating 

costs,  and that ample marketing outlets at  feasible prices 

of  the finished products are at disposal.     Besides, the 

factory must have a qualified personnolJfor the operation and 

maintenance. 

1.3.9 At any rate,  a fertilizer factory always costing a 

tremendous amount of money ought to be bought on basis of 

competitive tendering by reputated contractors.    A fertilizer 

factory should never be purchased based on a single quotation 

from any company»   irrespective how tempting the quotation 

might look at first hand. 

1.3.10 The procurement and import of fertilizers into Liberia ought 

to be orien+ed against the best interests of the farmers  and 

plantations and renain a liberal trade free of custons  or any 

other duties in order to safeguard  the least cost fertilizers 

in the appropriate qualities and quantities  at the increasing 

or varying demands of the market. 

1.3.11 When tho consumption of fertilizers  in Liberia reaches a 

substantial quantity,   the procurement,  shipment,  storage, 

transportation,   and distribution ought to be performed  and 

organized through a co-operative enterprise to bring about 

the overall lowest cost of the transactions. 

1.3.12 The procurement,   storage,   transportation,   and distribution 

of  fertilizers may suitably by coordinated  and carried  out 

through the Liborian Produce Marketing Corporation in order 

to  save in investment and operating cost  through the joint 

use of stores,   transportation vehicles,  personnel and workers. 
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Such saving will be possible as the  handling of  the 

agricultural produces is tine lagged to  the handling of 

fertilizers. 

Care oust be taken that  the agricultural produces  in 

jute or similar ba^s are not  contaminated by any remains or 

spills  of fertilizer particles or dust fron breakage of 

fertilizer ^açs. 

The same enterprise nay deal with other agricultural 

needs,   like tools and machinery,   seeds,   chenicals,  etc. 

The enterprise oufdit not be ^iven an/ monopoly or 

concession, but must be able   to compete with the private 

business to safeguard tho interests of  the farmers and 

plantations. 

1.3.13 An analysis of lopistics by specialized experts  on the 

whole  fertilizer and produce  operation nay be advisable  in 

order  to plan adequately and  economize on the investnents 

and operatin,; costs of the  adninistration,   3toreo,  and 

transportation vehicles. 

1.3.14 Liberia nay coordinate  its purchasing and shipnent of 

fertilizers and,   for that natter,  other  crucial roods  and 

services with neighbouring countries. 

1.3.15 Fertilizer bulk blending am1- ba^;in^ plants are   installed 

in the  (¿reat fertilizer consuninf? countries in Morth Anerica 

and Rurope for the needs of  local areas   on NPK fertilizers in 

order  to obtain a saving through the purchase of straight 

fertilizers fron competing suppliers and  a savin,; in  the  lone 

distance shipnent. 

It may be  suitable for Liberia to  install a bulk 

blending and badine plant on the sane  ^reniseo within a 

nunber of years when the donestic consunption of NPK 

fertilizers has reached the  order of say   30.000 metric  tone 

per year. 
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The ostinateci total investment of such plant with an 

annual capacity of 30.000 metric tons will bo approximately 

US w0,5 million for fixed assets and approximately 

US ''.0,5 million for workine capital. 

The variable plus fixed operatine costs, exclusive 

cost of the fertilizer materials will amount to US 

$15-30 per metric ton. 

The yearly salary budget, exlcusive wa^es of the 

administrative personnel will be in the order of US 95.000 

at 1975/1976 price level and under Liberian conditions. 

A fertilizer bulk blondin:; and bap£in;; plant u-... be 

bought fron a series of alternative reputateci contractors 

and equipment suppliers. Delivery and construction tine io 

estimated at 6 « 12 nonths. 

!• 3.I6      NPK bulk blended fertilizers are a loss satisfactory 

product with a certain tendency to become hcteroreneous in 

the b^£s or in bulk an conpared to NPK compounds (chemical 

blends) imported from abroad.  Consequently, NPK blending 

must take plrce within the local marketing arua, and 

transportation of the blende in baps or in bulk to the 

customers must be lenient, without vibrations and United 

to say 50 - 100 kns. NPK bleads arc not suitable for export 

and lonr; distance phipiaent and undue handling. 

1 • 3«1?      Most logically, a bulk blending niant is installed on 

a co-operative initiative from the variouo consumero and 

operated as a co-opr-rative enterprise, anyhow, the blended 

products will need to meet the approval and requirements of 

the clients and will be aocepted only if they will be sub- 

stantially cheaper than the imported NPK compounds. 
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If the uarket of bulk blende will expand in the future 

over and above the capacity of a first plant, another 

sinilar plant will suitably ha  constructed at another narket 

center location in order to shorten the transportation dis- 

tance of the blended products. 

1.3.18      Indeed, it would be entirely against the idea of 

establishinc a fertilizer bulk blending plant if any conpany 

would be assigned the concession rights for such a plant by 

the Government of Liberia. By all neans, the fertilizer 

inport and blending business oupht to renain a liberal trade 

free of any custons or any other duties. 

* 
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Report Part 4 

Summary 

1'5»19 A fertilizer plant in Liberia as proposed by N-Ren 

Corporation will have to depend upon either imported 

petroleum or imported armonia,  and,  besides,   imported 

phosphatic and potassio raw materials.    Liberia does not 

dispose of any indigenous raw materials for the manufacture 
of fertilizers and ammonium nitrate (35.5$ N). 

1,3*20 Although the proposed plant has relatively a very small 

oapacity as compared to the modern size fertilizer plants, 

whioh have been built during the last 10 years around the 

world,  the domestic market of Liberia,  as it is  to-day and 

it may still be during the next years, will be able to 

consume merely approximately 60-70$ of the annual production 

of ammonium nitrate  (33,5$ N) and in the order of 15-35$ of 
the annual production of NPK fertilizers. 

1.3.21 The annual production of the proposed plant at a stream 

factor of 80$ as typical for developing countries will total 

approximately 18.000 metric tons of ammonium nitrate (33,5$ N) 

and approximately 73.000 metric tons of NPK fertilizers. 

1.3.22 The domestic consumer in Liberia of the ammonium nitrate 

(33-5$ N) would be  entirely Exchem-West African Explosives 

and Chemicals Ltd.   at Charlesville,  which possesses the 

exclusive rights on explosives manufacturing,  blending and 

preparation in Liberia,  and which covers practically all the 

market on explosives in the West African countries.    The 

consumption of explosives is a function of the production of 

the mining industry,   the construction of roads etc.  in the 
marketing areas. 
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1.3.23 In Liberia the present and future consumers of NPK 

fertilizers are and will be the tree plantations, in 

particular the rubber plantations and other plantations 

operated by the concessions. The plantations nay prefer 

NPK fertilizers adnixed with uicronutrients and Kieserite. 

The N-Ren proposal does not inolude, but could probably be 

suplenented with the extra equipment for such admixture. 

At any rate, it would be necessary to cheok carefully with the 

concessions whether the NPK crades to be manufactured in a 

Liberian factory i^ould be acceptable and suitable for their 

purposes. 

1.3.24 In case of field crops, such as rice it is not feasible 

at present and probably for a number of years to apply to the 

Liberian soil potassiun (K), which is one of the three 

constituents of NPK fertilizers. 

In swamp rico fields the nitrate content or 50?° of the 

N constituent of the NPK fertilizers of the proposed plant 

will be lost to the atmosphere, before the plants can nake 

use of it. 

Therefore, NPK fertilizers are not economic and suitable 

for the fields in Liberia. The sane nay be valid in soue 

other African countries. 

j 1 jc      At any rate, ".ny production of a Liberian factory in 

excess of the donestic narket would need to be exported to 

other African countries, where a serious competition fron 

the international exporters havinp nuch lower manufacturing 

costs due to modern and lar^e sized technolo/ry and indigenous 

raw materials would have to be faced. 

Since most .frican countries consume small auounts of 

fertilizers, the excess fertilizer production would have to 

be sold to several countries. 
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V'ith respect to AN  (33» 5?')   the surplus production 

could only be sold outside  the West African region to the 

other African countries,  which do disposo of their own 

explosive manufacturing,   blending, and preparation facili- 

ties. 

Besides,  the export of armonium nitrate   (33»5% N), 

which is classified as an explosive, would require the 

construction of a new ocean harbour with stores complying 

with "the US Coast Guard Regulations" which nay not permit 

this harbour to be used for other commodities and ships. 

Please note  that Exchem at Charlesville is not allowed to land 

their import of AN  (33»5$ N)  in the Monrovia and "Ruchanon 

harbours. 

1.3«26 The prices quoted in the revised N Ren proposal are 

appreciably higher than those in the previous  proposal, 

even though the extent of supplies of both alternatives A 

and B of the revised proposal are lees aB conpared to the 

previous proposal.     The  increased prices can be  explained 

by the draotic inflation on capital goods fron 1974 to 1976. 

1.3-27 The apparent profits of a Liberian factory as demon- 

strated in  thr  previous and revised N-Ren proposal uve 

entirely unrealistic. 

The reasons of this are that N-lîen have based their 

fictive estimates on hypotetical and extremely  low raw 

material prices which cannot be obtained to-day  in liberia, 

and because  they consider the factory to be able to operate 

continuously at design capacity all through the year 

corresponding to a stream factory of lOO/i.    Undoubtedly,   the 

raw material prices will  increase during the next years,  and 

even a stream factory of 805¿ is optimistic in a developing 
country. 
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In the revised proposal straight line depreciation over 

14 years of only 85^ of the investments has been anticipated 

by N-Ren instead of r.  period of 10 years and 100$ of the 

investments as it ourrht to. 

It is noted that the raw material costs make out the 

major part of the manufacturing costs of the end-products. 

A less, but still important part is formed by the deprecia- 

tion and interest on the investments. 

Furthermore, N-Ren does not account adequately for the 

cost of maintenance and repair of the factory during opera- 

tion, shutdowns, and annual overhauls. 

Besides, N-Ren has not made any allowances for harbour 

fees and local transportation of raw materials and end- 

products or any depreciation and interest on the additional 

capital to be financed and paid by the Government of Liberia 

f«r site preparation, indigenous supplies and construction 

works, auxiliary equipment, ex battery limit installations 

and provisions, harbour facilities etc. 

1.3*28      The revised N-Ren proposal includes the battery limit 

process plants and facilities and expatriât« services, but 

excludes the indigenous building materials, civil 

engineering works, and salaries of local personnel and workers. 
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The investments and financine of tho N-Ren supplies and services 

are,   a« follows: 

InvfcatutmtB. workln« capital 

and pre-operating interest 

Alternative A    A^ernat^ve ? 

Million US i      Million US * 

55.9 49.5 

Financing 

Equity 

N-Ren Corporation's shares 

Government of  Liberia's shares 

Lonp turn debt Supplier's loan 

Total 

4,5 ( açi) 
10,0 (18*) 

4t|6 (74») 

Îîi9(ioofl 

5,8  (  80) 

8,8  (18*) 

56.7  (74*) 

4*M(1W*) 

The long torn debt or loan is required by N-Ren Corporation to be 

IOO54 surety quarantoed by the Government of Liberia.    Repayments on the 

lonp- tern loan and payments of accrued interest will  start 6 months 

after oomnissionine of the plant,  irrespective of the plant will be 

operatine or not. 
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Therefore,  the commitment of the Government of Liberia 

as related to the N-Ren auppliee and expatriate services,  but 

exclusive of additional  conni tríente would be: 

Paid up Government of Liberia's 

shares 

Repayments  on lonp: tern debt 

Payments  of accrued interest 

Total 

Alternative A Alternativo B 

Million US « Million US  % 

10,0 8,8 

41,6 36,7 

14*4 12.4 
66.0 57,9 

There can be no daubt at all,   that the  plant and services 

as offered by N-Ren Corporation are much uore expensive  and 

includes a fat profit   to N-Ren Corporation as compared to 
bidding on competitive   terns. 

Thus,   the modest  capital retained in the factory as N-Ron 

shares correspondinp to  &fo of tht above investments would 

surely be  a part only  of the  extra profit  secured by N-Ren 

Corporation under the  contract terns  as offered and to be 

paid and  guaranteed by  the Government of Liberia. 

In this context,   it shall be mentioned  that N-Ren Cor- 

poration  is  a branch-off or the remains or  the left-over of 

the previous U.S.A.   contractor C & i/Girdler Inc.,   which got 

into financial troubles  around 1970-1972 and was bought and 

taken over by another contractor.    The capital at disposal 

for N-Ren Corporation either through own funds or through 

bankers nay be relatively united. 

The guarantees,  warrantees,  and liability as offered by 

N-Ren Corporation are very unsatisfactory,  narrow and of 
little legal value.     Besides,  N-Ren  is prouped into a series 

mm 
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of Belgian, U.S.A. and Bcrnuda corporations which means that 

any legal action later on againBt N-Ren probably night be 

bound to fail. 

Nevertheless, the modest share capital retained by N-Ren 

Corporation would entitle this company to a 30; ownership of 

the Liberian factory. 

1'3'29      The annual deficit of a  Liberian fertilizer factory has 

been calculated on the following bas-s: 

Prevailing ex-Liberian refinery prices on naphtha and 

fuel oil Ho.2 without any allowance for additional 

fractionating cost to fulfil the naptha specification 

required by N-Ren Corporation. 

Previaling c.i.f. Monrovia prices on imported 

phosphatic and potassio raw materials. 

electricity cost ae prevailing in Monrovia for 

large industrial consuÄ.;rs, while other utility 

costs as foreseen by N-Ren Corporation. 

Straight-run depreciation over 10 years and 3»7/¿ 

p.a. ivsrr.,'9 int.ront on battery limit investments and 

expatriate services of above item 1.3.28 exclusive 

electric power station. 

lO/u p.a. interest on working capital. 

Maintenance cost at 2,5V¿ p.a. on the battery limit 

investments and expatriate services of above item 

1.3.28, excluding electric power station. 

A stream factor of 80%. 
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Ex factory prices on end-products equal to prevailing 

cif. Monrovia pricus on imported fertilizers and AN. 

Labour and staff oostB as forenoon by N-Ren Corporation 

US :. 200 por metric ton of imported ammonia for 

Alternative B. 
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The annual deficits as calculated are, as follows: 

Annual d« 3fÌCÌt 

US  :,1 6, 5 nillion 

US  i 5i 5 nillion 

Alternative A 

Alternative B 

At an imported price of US ; 220 per metric ton on 

armonia as figured by N-Ron Corporation, the annual deficit 

of alternative B would increase by US ¿0,5 nillion to US í> 

3,8 million. 

Evidently, tha ex factory prices which can be obtained 

fron the exported end-products will be substantially lower 

than the o.i.f. Monrovia prices on these products imported 

from abroad at to-day's level. A discount of say US Z  50 

per netric ton to cover loading, freight, insurance, and 

unloading costs and inport agents' fees on a yearly 

quantity of for instance 70.000 netric tons would nake the 

above annual deficits to increase by US 3.5 nillion. 

Moreover, the above annual deficits do not include any 

allowances for harbour fees and local transportation of 

inported raw naterials and exported products or any 

depreciation and interest or other charges related to the 

lar^e extra investnents of the Governnent as explained under 

the subsequent itens 1.3.30 and 1.3.31- 

I.3.3O      Further to the investnents on u-Ren Corporation's 

battery limit supplies and expatriate services of above iten 

1.3.28, the Governnent of Liberia would be obliged to furnish, 

pay, and finance, as follows: 
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Price escalation on N-Ren Corporation'B battery linit 

supplies and expatriate services during the delivery 

and construction period. The^e amounts would probably 

have to be paid cash and could very well reach the 

order of US ft 5-10 nillion or more 

Additional fractionating equipment at Liberia Refining 
Company. 

Site of plant and site preparation. 

Auxiliary equipment, indigenous building materials, 

and civil engineering works at battery limit plant. 

Ex battery limit installations, harbour facilities in 

existing harbour, new harbour for AN export, etc. 

Housing of personnel and workers. 

Stores, transportation, distribution, and farmers' 

credits for the domestic fertilizer market. 

Consultants and staff during contract period to control 

the interest of Government of Liberia. 

Training and employment of plant staff and workers 

during final construction period. 

Supply of raw materials of factory. 

Repair of factory and loss of production due to 

possible maloperation during the first start-up and 
operation years. 
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Seemingly, the N-Ren Corporation does not permit the 

Government of Liberia to convert any of the above invest- 

ments into share capital. At any rate, these investments 

could only be recovered through sky-high fertilizer prices 

in the domestic market whioh would imply any import of 

fertilizers to be prohibited for many years. 

1.3.31 Referring to chapter 4-9.5 of Report i'art 4 the 

Government of Liberia would be asked and would have to pay 

to ICl/Kellogg a large license fee on their naphtha reforming 

process as soon as the Libérien factory would start to pro- 

duce. This claim presupposes that the ICl/Kellogg patents on 

said process are in force in Liberia. 

1.3.32 The technical references on the Anmopac units of N-Ren 

Corporation would have to be checked carefully th ugh 

visits by neutral experts to existing units in operation 

before signing of any contract. In particular, it would be 

imperative to control the technical references of N-Iîen 

Corporation on naphtha reforming.  It io emphasized that 

naphtha reforming is a much more stringent and difficult 

operation than natural gas reforming. 

1.3«33 All supplies on raw materials would have to be secured 

on a long term delivery, freight and price basis before any 

signing of oontract. 

1.3«34      A Liberian fertilizer factory would give employment 

possibilities for around 100 Liberian nationals and no more. 

I.3.35      The plant units offered by N-Ren Corporation would 

hardly meet the environmental protection standards now being 

in force in most industrial countries. 
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1.3.36      Liberia R#fining Company has no access to any crude 

petrolour. to be able to produce a naphtha with the high 

naphthenic contents as specified by N-Ren. 

It is stressed that any deviation of the naphtha 

actually to be supplied to the fertilizer factory fron the 

naphtha specified by N-Ren any forni a legal escape by N-Ren 

fron any liability on the naphtha reforming process of the 

Annopac armonia plant. 

1.3.37      In conclusion and referring to the above, it is 

diareconnended that the N-Ren proposed plant would "!e accepted 

and constructed in Liberia. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AN ammonium nitrate 

AS ammonium sulphate 

N nitrogen 

P phosphorus 

K potassium 

0 oxygen 

MTFD metric tons per day  (24 hours) 

STPD  short tons per day    (24 hours) 

MTPY metric tons per year 

STPY  short tons per year 

NPK  (17-17-17) means a NPK compound  fertilizer containing 
17$ or 170 kftn. of N per metric ton,   17;' or 170 k^s.  of 
P2Or  per metric ton,   and 17^ or 170 kßs.  of K20 per metric 
ton. 

DAP di-ammonium - phosphate. 

MAP mono-ammoniun-pho sphat e. 
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2.1    Import  statistics on fertilizers,  ammonium 

 nitrate for e3tp.lp.si_ves^_j^ ajMBoniao r__T_. 
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The  import  statistics are  collected and issued by the Ministry of 

Planning and economics Affairs.    The source of this information is 

the import entry forms which importers are required to file with 

customs officials. 

The  import  statistics list  the figures on imported quantities and the 

values,  c.i.f. Monrovia on,   among other commodities,   crude fertilizers, 

manufactured fertilizers,   ammonium nitrate and  sodium nitrate,   and 

ammonia.    The import  statistic figures or  said  items arc reproduced 

in the subsequent tabulation for 1972 - 1974 and the first three 

quarters of 1975-    The import figures for the 4th quarter of 1975 

were not yet  ready from the Ministry of Planning and economic Affairs 

at the writing cf this report. 

Ammonium nitrate and  sodium nitrate are imported  into Liberia for the 

manufacture of explosives.    These materials are not used as fertilizers 

in Liberia.     Liquid  ammonia is imported by the  rubber plantations. 

The imported sodium nitrate  is registered in the  import  statistics 

under commodity No«   271200 as natural  sodium nitrate and crude  ferti- 

lizer,  but ought to be filed as done in the tabulation under a new 

com.uodity No.  571101 as  sodium nitrate and as a br.iic material  for 

explosives.     Natural  sodium  -i-:+.r--te v;•"- pre/iou^ly fono1   \n fi'iile    but the 

deposits have been exhausted many years ago. 

On basis of information received from the  importing agents and com- 

panies it  seems that  calcium nitrate and calnitro,  which is the ferti- 

lizer grade of ammonium nitrate mixed with limestone,  have never been 

imported into Liberia in the past. 

Consequently,  the quantities of commodity as registered in the  import 

statistics under the fertilizer code No.  561101 - Calcium and Ammonium 

nitrate comprise entirely ammonium nitrate for explosives.     It  is re- 

commended that in the future statistics this commodity is filed as a 

separate commodity under the main code No.  571 - explosives and pyrotechnic 

products. 

mmmKmmmammmEimEmmmmmmmmmmm*mEEmtqmK***cmmß 
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The quantities of the imi ort  statistics have ticen  recalculated  into 

metric tons as given in the tabulation,   and the  specific import prices, 

c.i.f.  Monrovia in USÍ per metric ton are  stated   for the respective 

commodities  in the tabulation     They are average  figures of the period 

concerned and  calculated by dividing the values of the import  statistics 

with the quantities in metric tons. 

Moreover,,   in the tabulation,   the figures of the  codc¡.   -71100 and  561101 

have been deducted from the total  codes 271 and  561 respectively. 

Prom the figures of the tabulation it  is obvious that they are not all 

correct.    Figures which most probably or even distinctly must be wrong are 

put within brackets in the tabulation-     One reason to the incorrect figures 

may be that  some commodities other than fertilizers have b .en declared as 

fertilizers by the  importers to the  customs.     It  is noted that  fertilizers 

contrary to many other porducts are duty free,     A spot check in the 

Ministry of Planning and economic Affairs of a few import entry forme 

proved an instance where a highly costly plastic material actually subject 

to  import duty had been declared and   imported as a luty-frc3 fertilizer. 

This of course  io a mistake or even a fraud,    On the other hand,   this does 

not preclude the cheaper materials other than fertilizers have been filed 

as fertilizers in the  statidtica. 

At any rate,   the above men+ioned  tabulation and  import statistics 

classify the  fertilizers into a few main commodity codos which however 

do not describe the detailed categories of the  fertilizers*     Thus,   in 

another subsequent tabulation are  given the quantities of the various 

grades of fertilizers, which have been imported during I9/.9 - 1974 by one 

of the major import companies.    This tabulation has cooperatively been 

made available by the import company  (ULRC). 

During 197S Liberia has raceived a grant on 500 metric tons of NPK compound 

fertilizer  (l5-15-15)  from United  Kingdom and  another grant  on 20 metric 

tons of triple  superphosphate from West Germany. 

Attached; 
Tabulation on import  statistic on fertilizers,  ammonium nitrate, 
and ammonia.. 

Tabulation of fertilizers imported by U.L.R.C. 
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Anponia. 

Fe rt i li ze rsj   c rude_ _ and manuf act uraL, 

Commodity Codo  27U (exql.. _271_200), 

Fertilizers,, .crude (Total.).- 

Quantity:  Metric tons 

1972 (2,863) 

1973 509 

1974 3°8 

I975, 1st quarter 

1975t 2nd quarter 

I975, 3rd quarter 

Commodity, Codo ?JU0°¿ 

Natural .Fertilizer s, Animal, Vegetable., 

Quant? uy Metric tons 

(2.132) 

470 

138 

Ipecific import price 
(average) 

USjjper Metric ton 

40 

149 

1972 

I973 

1974 
I975,  1st quarter 

1975, 2nd quart or 

I975,  3rd quarter 

Commodity. Code 271100    (proposed cancelled).. 

Natural Sodium Nitrate.    This r ferial is Chilean salpeter is no more 

available on the world market.    Those figure* registered under this 

number are supposed to comprise manufactured sodium nitrate which pro- 

bably is used as basic material for the manufacture of explosives,   and 

thus, they are indicated below under a proposed new commodity code 

No. 571101. 

ë 
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Commodity Code 27A3PQ.I 

Natural phpjptotejjnofàngjAjE^^ttài. 

1972 682 

1973 38 

1974 3 

1975, 1st quarter 352 

1975, 2nd quarter - 

1975, 3rd quarter - 

Quantity Metric tons Specific import price 

28 

34 

38 

33 

Commercial Code. ,271.4°Pj. 

Natural.j).otassic salt,   ferlUizer, 

Quantity Metric tons Specific import price 
(average) 

167 95 

1972 46 
1973 

1974 
I975, 1st  quarter 

1975, 2nd  quarter 

I975, 3rd  quarter 

CODPodity Code 561:   (excl. proponed ncw 571102.) 

Fertilizers,. ma^factured__X.'tP.1i5ìl* 

Quantity 
Metric tons 

1972 5 o 697 

1973 4.B02 

1974 11*885 

I975, 1st quarter 344 

I975, 2nd quarter 729 

19751 3rd quarter HO 

11S1 por metric ton 

96 
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Commercial firáp^frU-Olj. 

Calnitro airi Pjdciun jn^r^e^revi^d^^tejrt),. 

Quantity  Hot rie tons Specific import price 
(average) 

^S_l ^er_metric ton 

1972 

1973 

1974 
I975, 1st quarter 

I975, 2nd quarter 

I975 ¡  3rd quarter 

(The figurée of the  import  statistics on anunoniur 

are moved to below code No,  571102)« 

Commodity Code 561102; 

Sulphate of .ajmonieu 

Quantity Metric ton 

1972 3 

1973 I26 

1974 164 

I975, 1st quarter 49 

I975,  2nd  quarter 

I9751  3rd quarter 

Commercial Code   36IIO3.;. 

Other nitrofloneous fertilizers (except natural' 

Quantity Metric ton3 

1972 

1973 

1974 

nitrate for explosives 

Specific import price 
(average) 

US y Per ne"t"-c "*'on 

44 

72 

156 

160 

Specific import price 
(average) 

US,:) per metric ton 

93 

98 

227 
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1975,  1st quarter 

I975 2rú quarter 

1975, 3rd quarter 

22 

361 

4 

Cotjxrci..-,j. Code  361200: 

Phosphatic fertilizers,  etc. 

Quantity Metric tons 

1972 1.699 

1973 1.214 

1974 3.627 

1975,  1st quarter 309 

I975, 2nd quarter 24 

1975,  3rd quarter 2 

Commercial Code 561300: 

Potassio fertilizers,  etc. 

Quantity Iletric tons 

1972 542 

1973 715 

1974 2.905 

1975, 1st quarter 25 

1975, 2nd quarter 2 

1975, 3rd quarter 16 

ill 

(281) 

(465) 

Specific import price 
(average) 

Commercial Code 3.6JL900;. 

Manufactured fertilizers, nothing, else specified, 

Quantity Iletric tons 

1972 878 

1973 191 

1974 3,208 

1975, lGt quarter 137 

1975, 2nd quarter 341 

1975, 3rd quarter 87 

Specific import price 
(average) 

US') per metric ton 

85 

84 

73 

(312) 

5803) 

(2687) 

Spécifie import price 
(average) 

US'? per metric ton 

97 

142 

177 

(327) 

(1020) 

(436) 
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Eylo.Bive, . 

Pr^osed cojH^Ai^. ii?Ar. SU^PkJj'ÏSy^yil 131222} 
Quantity; Metrie tons 

1972 

I973 

I974 

1975,   Ist  quarter 

I975,   2nd   quarter 

1975,   3rd  quarter 

lib 

1   Lj6l 

3,9< 1 

I.43O 

1 » 434 

3 = 426 

Sodiujn Jiitr.'it^ 

Specific import price 
(average) 

US':;j>cr metric tons ._ 

94 

49 

31 

:;>o 
51 

41 

Proposed commodity code  371102:   (3ce  361101),, 

Amnoniuii nit rate f oi^explpoiy^ « 

Quantity Metric tons 

1972 3.54Ó 

1973 6.703 

1974 (32.238) 

1975, it* quarter 783 

I975,   2nd quarter (6,190) 

I975,   3rd quarter (-037 

Aimordac 

Conmodit^ Code 51,3610; 

Alimonia. 

Quantity Metric tone 

1972 lo 778 

1973 1,3.9 

1974 I.94O 

1975, 1st  quarter 222 

1975, 2nd quarter 574 

1975, 3rd quarter 542 

Specific import price 
(average) 

ÍPJLP.C.L rcetric "ton 

73 

08 

(49) 
2 10 

(98) 

177 

Specif iz import price 
(average) 

US$ per metric ton 

239 

208 

220 

36', 

260 

358 

i 
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TACTION ON QUANTITIES AN» ^ZF^T• "^^ ** 

NPK (12:12:17:2) 

NPK (13:13:21) 

NPK  (12:24:12) 

NPK (15:15:1'J) 

NPK (15:15:6+4) 

NPK (13:13:13:+5) 

Ammonium Sulphate   (21$ N) 

Triple Superphosphate  (45$ P2°5) 

Hyperphosphato   (rock phosphate) 

Muriate of potash  (60$ K2O) 

Sulphate of potaci  (50$ K2O) 

Urea (46?* N) 
Kieoerite (' R ;0A,H20,  2 6¿ 11*0 

TOTAL 

\2:%~. 

2SS 

892 

270 

12:; 

?30 

729 

30 

I5A 

74 

80 

2565 

410 

120 

100 

103 

157 

=l¿S¿á   Uâ21     a¿21S 

4255 

10 

120 

185 

838 

1482 

li1? 

13o0 

8.663 

10 

8 

273 5 

30 

705 

80 

10 

381 

4-224 

3203 

142 

588 

502 

895 

10 

80 

870 

1974 

705 

763 

255 

10.063 

1.781 

2.715 

768 

310 

2.615 

2.921 

120 

523 

3.128 

tdlì li-Jàl 
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2-V2T. 1_ T CuUivated^JLartì juid .£roj>ÊU 

The Ministry of Agriculture has readily suhmitted the following 

information on cultivated  land, and crops in Liberia: 

existing:  I974-I975 
I»000 acres 

Projected increase: 
(I976-I98I  or I977-I983) 
1„000 acres 

Wild oil palm areas: 332 

Libsrian owned farms 
Concessions 

Total 

8 
10 

18 41,1 

Coconut plantatij>ns: 

Coffee 

Small farms 
Plantations 

Total 

51 
0 

51 

3A¡3... 

21,5 

24,2 

Cocoa 

Small farms 
Plantations 

Total 

45 
0 

45 

.28,0 _ 

28,0 

Nurseries for tree sjsedlingj3: 

Rubber Plantations: 

Liberian owned farms 154 
Concessions ¿4fL. 

Total 298 

9 

60 
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Upland ricp^Jft olds i 

Traditional farms 

Rainfcd sw.amp. .rA.c.c. /A?*?.85 

Traditional farms 

Irrigated J3wap£ rice  fie Ms: 

Total rice fields 

379 

32 

t-' 416 

2.12 

27 

14,8 

26.1 
*""~ 67,9 

Sugar cane plantations: 

Citrus and other fruit s tree s • 

Traditional farms 14 

Intercropping with rice in XraAitippa.1 iâ1?1-8-«- 

Cassava '9 
18 

14 

(113) 

Sugar cane 

Corn 

Eddoe 

3,0 

1,6 

(4,6) 

Mij»r CTOE5. (sweet potatoc.  ground nuts tomato sesame seed,  peppers 

eggplants,  cucumber,  onions). 

Total cultivated area 15 3,6 

1,194 ^54 

Jfc 
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?.'2.°?... JSEPJ-PR J*P$* Plantations o 

iberia has a huge land reserve,    The cultivated acreage of 1.? million 

is only a small part of the total land area of 26 million rieres;  mostly 

covered by rain forests and swamps.    Although there is little  systematic 

evaluation of the  arable potential of the land  reserve.,  it  is generally 

believed that  a substantial part of the area baing in the state of nature 

could be productively utilized,. 

Liberia is parsely populated.     The  rural population lives in small 

villages scattered around in the country,     The  farm land of each village 

is placed around,  the fi llago with the natural  land  surrounding the village 

and  its small  farming acreage  in most places, 

In the traditional  farming rice in the major crop.    Minor crops like 

cassava,  sugar cane,   corn,  etc.  are usually being intercropped with the 

rice.    The average  size in 3¡5 acres of the many small household farmSj 

with an average  of 5t4 people  per farm household,     ^ivery house-hold 

grows soveral vegetables like   sweet potato,   tomato,  peppers,   eggplants, 

cucumber,  onions    etc. on a tiny garden plot  and may have a few citrus 

fruit and banana trees.    Some  farms have coffee and cocoa trees o    Re- 

latively few farms have livestock,  while chickens on the other hand are 

raised by the mojority of farm households» 

The farming method  applied at  the villages follows the traditional 

West African bush fallow principle.    An area near the village Í3 cleared 

by felling of trees and burning,  and the rice  seeds are sown      After 

a very few uearo of cultivation when the corop yield decreases,  the area 

is left fallow,   and the farming is moved to  another plot near the village. 

The areas left  fallow are gradually covered by secondary wild  forest or 

bush.    After a  series of y^arn under fallow conditions,,  the areas are 

cleared a new *"Td   farming in  resumed      In this manner,  the farming areas 

move  slowly around  the village. 

The traditional  farmer household have always lived on a self-subsistence 

basis, but during the last years the production of rice is being increased 

and the farmers have started  to  3ell rice as the road system and traffic 

facilities have been improved ,    The Government pays much attention and 

efforts to stimulate the domestic production of rico,  as rice still neods 

to be improted  from abroad to  cover most of the consumption of the urban 

population. 
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The first rubber plantations,  were astablishod in the  1920*3 and rubber 

in an important export  commodity from Liberia« 

Most of the oil palm plantations have been founded since 1963° 

Intercropping in the tree plantations is not  recommend od ¡  except that 

cover crops (legumes covers)  arc eotrMishod to control weeds and keep 

the moisture in the ground. 

The Government has impressive projects for expansion of the farrung and 

plantations as listed in details in the next chapter. 
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2.2.3    Break-down of project«! increase of cultivated land and crops 
lima •• «i -   •   •   11   «   • j   -   1   1   1   *^<*  • mmmmm \mmwmimmmt m mm m\ • + ,^m. mm  * -tmm^^mmtmm ••• •  «• • »m .1 1 M i   • èHM—^^1 

during. Aff.oT-ASJp^ 

lj 000 acres. 

Oil palm plantations. 

Ivorien/Liberian Technical Assistance 
Agreement 37 > 5 
Central Montserrado Project JLiL-„ 

ft 

Coconut flotations. 

Ivorien/Liberian Technical Assistance 
Agreement 20 
Central Montserrado Project M- 
Cj3_fj|c_c plantations,. 

Ivorien/Liberian Technical Assistance 
Agreonent 10 
Upper Lofa Project 7 
Upper Bong Project 7j2_. 

24,2 

Co^ajJ^an^tions^ 

Ivorien/Liberian Technical Assistance 
Agreement 15 
Upper Lofa Project '),8 
Upper Bong Project «7jiL 

New planting 42 
Rehabilitation of previous plantations . Iß.  
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Cassava 
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Uglarai^ rice ^fields  (_ l^crpp/pe^r ^eax^ 

Upper Lofa Project 14 
Upper Bong Project . . 13._, 

27 

Rainfe¿ swamp, rice fields ^ 1 pjpp.j??. i?Är-L. 

Upper Lofa Project 4,8 
Upper Bong Project >*0 
Ministry of Agriculture Projects . .5»P. 

14 8 

Cestors Project 20 
Dube Project 2,1 
Ministry of Agriculture Projects .... A-P. 

26.1 

Mijnor^J/Togs^ 

Upper Bong Project: 3,0 
1.6 

Corn 3,6 

Legumes and pulset " "872 
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2¿2.4     Maturity,   felling,, .and, ¿SEiaPJ&ifL.0/. t ree s in ¿lantati. ons. 

Oil palm trees 

Coconut trees 

Coffee trees 

Cocoa tre^s 

Rubber trees 

Planted trees 
per acre 

(Recommended 
Number) __ 

57 

57 

'535 

430 

150 

Age when 
production ia re- 
ached; in years 

3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

Optimal age 
in average for 
felling and 
replanting of 
jtreeB,   in years 

expected 

Expected 

220 

?5 

15 

20 

17 

The  above age figures are approximate and may deviate depending upon local 

conditions, etc.    The felling of old trees and. replanting of new trees should 

be based upon statistics on the productivity of the trees in variation to age 

in the respective plantations. 

2• 2 °5_.    Fertili^ex.triala._in rice  fields. 

Fertilizer trials in rice fields in Liberia have be^n carried out at the 

results as gjven below! 

Trials during 1972 b¿ Mr._jU^_Jfejpjgnte_:rJ_ AgronomiBfr, Mr.  John: Wilson^_etc. 

Trials on the; response and application procedures were carried out duiring 

1972 by Mr. Alan Carpenter,  Mr,  John Wilson etc. under the co-operation 

programme of the Ministry of Agriculture« 

According to Mr,   Alan Carpenter's report the  results of the over-all 

trials under said programme have suggested that the upland rice farmers can 

increase the yields by growing a new variety of rice and oven more by adding 

small doses of fertilizers,   containing phosphorus. 

In the studies by Mr. John Wilson on upland rice fields there was no or a 

slight ¿osponse to nitrogen and no response to potassium,   and there waa 

found no advantage from delayed or split fertilizer application. 

In other areas,   there may be some response to nitrogen. 

According to Mr.   Alan Carpenter's report,  there ia evidence to believe 

that the results  from the few trials on upland rice made  in 1972 will be 

typical throughout whole Liberia,  when the variety rice-fertilizer package 

i8 adopted. 
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With respect to swamp rice Mr.  Alan Carpenter reports that phosph 

is universally required in swamp rice fields in Liberia.    No differences 

in yield have been found whether rock phosphate,   triple  superphosphate 

or compound fertilizer phosphorus has been used-    No response to potassium 

has ever been shown in irrigated fields  in Liberia,  except in an old 

report from Firestone Plantations,     ^ ' a nitrogen as ammonium  sulphate 

(AS)  or Urea should be applied during che  crop growth according to 

Mr.  Alan Carpenter. 

Mr.  Alan Carpenter suggests in his  report  the following fertilizer 

applications: 

- Upland  rice,   soil conditions like trial farm 
in Bong County: 

- For each crop: 
Triple superphosphate  (45$ P2O5) 25 kgs/acre,  (corresponding 
to 11 kgs„,  N2Ûij/acrc) 

- Upland  rice,   soil conditions  like trial farm 
near Foya in upper Lofa Coiur  r: 
For each crop: 
Urea (46/0 N) 

(corresponding to 4 kgs. N/acrc) 16 kgs/acro 
Triple superphosphate  (ffi/o PpO,) 18 kgs/acre 

(corresponds • to 7 kgs» P20c/acre) 
Swamp rice  (both rainfed and  irrigated) 

For each crop: 
Urea (/|£# N) 
(corresponding to I4 kgs.  N/acre)  91 kgs/acre 
Triple superphosphate  (4"$ PgOj    ^2 kgs/acre 
(corresponding to 14 kgs.,  P2&5/acre) 

Trials carried out ^xrin^lßJi-l^l^^pr,}]^^J?e^kB^0R?f. 

During three years Dr, Yen-Sun Puh has conducted mon- than 100 fertilizer 

trials on swamp rico fields around  in Liberia.    The trials have bean 

carried out at  several locations of each of the following areas:    Foya» 

Cape Mount,   Salala,  Gbanga,  Belefener,   Ghedin,.   and Techein.     Conclusions 

can be made  from 86 of 'he trials while  the remaining trials are ruled 

out due to incidences of diseases and posts during the trials. 

« 
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In each trial a series of different fertilizer applications were 

tested, as follows: 

N-PaO^.-k&s/ha±1  ha^JJIJl.agres}.:. 

0-0-0 (blind test). 

O-O-O   80-0-0, 

0-30-0, 4O-3O-. 8O-3O-O, 

0-60-0, 4O-ÓO-O , 80-60-0, 

80-60-30,80-60-60,. 40-6-30. 

The fertilizars used during the trials were: 

Ammonium sulphate   (20$ N),  triple  superphosphate  (6^??0^)¡  and muriate 

of potash (60$ K20). 

The fertilizer field test  results have now been collected and sent 

by Dr» ! ih to PAO,   Rome for economic evaluation,  before Dr.,  Puh's 

report and recommendations will be  submitted. 

Meanwhile,  on faco  of the facts already available from the trials 

Dr.  Puh is able to   substantiate the above  recommendations of 

Mr»  Alan Carpenter and to conclude,  as follows: 

1. Severe lack of phosphorus is characteristic of Liberian soil. 

2. According to  general experience on cultivation of rice, 
nitrogen is essential in swamp rice  fields,  but nitrogen 
alone cannot   increase the rice yield  to any  appreciable 
extent.     In some areas, yield even decreases at addition 
of nitrogen alone.    But nitrogen added with phosphrous 
will always  increase the yiold  of rice. 

3.       Some few areas show good response to potassium,  but in 
most places potassium gives only little response in yield 
of rice.     ¡Ven though the yield of rice may increase a 
little in the  latter cases,   an addition of potassium will 
not be profitable,   \s the extra yield will not be able to 
cover the ex"tra cost of fertilizers. 

4 
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According to Dr.  Puh, the Libcrian  soil is a strong acid.     The use  of 

ammonium sulphate  fertilizer will gradually  increase the acidity of 

the  soil.     On the  other hand,  in general paddy rice docs not care 

much about  soil acidity.    The whole  range  from acid to alkaline 

conditions in the  soil is usually suitable  for the paddy rice.    Mean- 

while,  so fear Dr.   Puh has not investigated whether any addition of 

limestone to  the Liberian soil eventually being fertilized with ammonium 

sulphate nay increase the rice yield as a separate  effect. 

In Taiwan the  soil  in the  swanp rice  fields has a  PH - value arourd 

5,5. 

In Sierra Leone and Thailand where mangroves are present  they absorb 

sulphur compounds  fron the atmosphere.    This leads  to an accumulation 

of sulphur compounds in the  soil where they arc oxydized into sulphuric 

acid,  which  results in a PH -value  as extremely low as 3 in the ground, 

"'he  soil of this category is called  cat clay or sulphate  soil and 

nakes problems to   rice cultivation, 

•?.--2-'J- - -fort i 1 izat i on_ oX_Bwarap__rice  fioIds^ in.Jtouthc¡äst Africa. 

Dr.  Puh,  has  stated his experience  fron Taiwan (Formosa) 

and Thailand  as follows: 

Fertilizers  field  tests carried out  in Taiwan by the authorities have 

proved a 3uall response in swamp rice yield to addition of potassium, 

but not to an extent that fertilization by potassium is profitable. 

In Thailand  similar tests ha^o shown no response  to potassium,  not 

even in rice yield.     Consequently,   potassium-containing fertilizers 

are not applied in Taiwan and Thailand. 

The usual rates of fertilization made by the farmers in Taiwan and 

Thailand are,   as follows: 

Taiwan 

per crop: 

80 kgs. N/ha 

80 kfcs. P205/ha 

33 kgs. N/acre 

33 kgs. P20r/aros 
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In Taiwan the farmers apply ammonium sulphate   (A3) or urea and single 

superphosphate.    Other branches of fertilizers are available and being 

used o 

AS and  single  superphosphate are produced in Taiwan,   and a few years 

ago a urea plant has been constructed  in Taiwan 

However,  through many years the farmers have boon used to AS and still 

have a preference io  AS rather than urea,  because AS is less hygrescopic 

then urea and does not  tend to cake at  opening of the bags in the fields 

during humid weather as urca does = 

Besides, when referred  to the  same quantity of nitrogen content AS gives 

jf.) some rice yield than urea.    In practice,   thi3 only means that corres- 

pondly more urea will  have to be used.     At  the final  end,  the choice 

between AS and urea will depend upon prices  and availability of the 

fertilizers. 

Tjia^iland. 

Per crop: 

30 kgs,  N/ha =13 kgs/acre 

30 kgs.  P20ij/ha      =13 kgs/acre 

In Thailand the fertilizers being used are "Ammophos"   (a trade named 

fertilizer imported from West Germany and an ammonium phosphate compound) 

and urea. 

Dr. Puh has pointed out that the experimental  tests in Taiwan and Thailand 

show that it is economical to apply even higher fertilizer rates than 

given above and as applied in practice by the  farmers.    However,  the  farmers 

limit  the application because they are  conservative,  have little cash money 

available and do not  want to be involved in any undue  risk on their pro- 

perty on occasion of the purchase of fertilisers as would occur if the 

harvest becomes abnormally 3mall because of bad weather or incidences of 

diseases or pests. 

2.2 a<8 __Wj.trate, fertiJLJLzers_ are^ iwt^j3uitjable^ fpr^swamp^ rice. 

Under the flvvlol conditions in a swt'inp rice  field the soil  is devoid 

of oxygen and iu either directly or through the metabolism of mic- 

rprgamosjS reducing to oxygen-containing components. 

«J 
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Consequently,  the use  of nitrate fertilizers in  swamp rice fields 

implies the risk that  the nitrate fom is reduced into gaseous nitrogen 

and as such diffuses through the 3oil and escapes into the atmosphere. 

Thus a part of the nitrate will be lost without  any fertilizing benefit 

to the plants. 

Nitrate fertilizers aro  ammonium nitrate  as calnitro or as component 

in certain compound fertilize.^,  calcium nitrate,  or sodium notrate, 

and for the above reasons they ought not be used either alone or as 

a component in any N-P-K,  N-P,  and N-K compound  fertilizers for swamp 

rice fields. 

Ammonium sulphate,  urea,   or any compound  fertilizer containing the 

nitrogen as urea,  AS,   or any other ammonium salts like di-or mono- 

ammonium phosphate,  all  containing the nitrogen in a reduced state, 

are satisfactory for swamp rice fields,   as they   \re not decomposed and 

lost due to the  reducing conditions of the  soil. 

2.2.JJ    Fertilizatj¿n^jp£rame^ in .ripe. /_i_ejdj_jby_jlinistr^ of Agriculture. 

The Ministry of Agriculture pays great  importance to introduce  the 

practice of fertilization of the rice  fields by the farmers with the 

aim to increase the national rice production. 

Thus, during the  last  few years the Ministry of Agriculture has 

purchased and imported  N-P-K compound fertilizer (15-15-15)  from 

abroad and distributed  and sold the fertilizer through the co-operatives 

to the fanners at a sales price,  which by January 1976 was US?. 13,06 

per 100 lbs. bag  (corresponding to US:'? 288 per metric ton). 

The Ministry of Agriculture has   ?•     emphasis to distribute  a compound 

fertilizer in order to  facilitate the application of the fertilizer to 

the farmers.    The choice of the NPK (15-15-15)  has been made because 

of policy on purchasing and supply rather than any specific need for 

this particular quality.    No information was available whether the 

N portion of the N-P-K   (15-15-15) contains nitrogen in the form of 

nitrate or not. 

Jt 
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During 1975 the Ministry of Agriculture distributed NPK (15-I5-I5) 

and ammonium sulphate  to the rice farmers for the fertilization,  as 

follows: 

Upland  rice:     5-300 acres 

Swamp rice  :     1 «J00. ap_reg_. 

Total 7-000 acres 

Application: 

N-P-K (lr;-15-15) 200 lbs/ac*e    = 9I kgs/acre,   corresponding to 

636 metric tons in total and AS 100 lbs/acres = 45 kgs/acre,   as 

topdressing where severe lack of nitrogen was observed. 

During 1976 the Ministry of Agriculture intends to distribute ferti- 

lizers for 10$ more acreage.     Some of the upland rice fields of last 

year have boon planted with tree crops (oil pain,  coffes,  and  cocoa), 

and the  farmers have  reclaimed  new swamp rico fields.     Therefore,  the 

distribution of fertilizers during 1976 is envisaged,  as follows: 

Upland  rice:     I.9OO acres 

Swamp rice :    5»800 acres 

7.7OO acres 

Application: 

N-P-K (I5-I5-I5) 200 lbs/acre = 91 kgs/acre,   corresponding to 

7OO metric tons in total and AS 100 lbs/acre = 45 kgs/acre,  as 

topdressing where severe lack of nitrogen is observed. 

The Ministry of Agriculture foresees that the fertilizer consumption 

by the  rice farmers will increase by approximately 10$ per year during 

the next years. 

2.2.1.0    Fertilizer application schemes for treo crop^s^ 

The Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation,  Agricultural Development 
Division has been most helpful  in submitting the attached typical 

fertilizer application schemes for oil palm trees,  coconut trees, 

coffee trees,   and  cocoa trees.    However,  according to LPMC fertilizers 

-* 
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have been applied very little for these trees in Liberia so far. 

LPMC points out that in new plantings fertilizers should be used only 

if the ground is kept cleared around the trees,  as otherwise the 

growth of the weeds will prevail and suppress the young trees.     It  is 

regretfully experienced that  the  fanners do not  clear the grounds 

around the trees in a  satisfactory manner. 

The Firestone Plantations Company has very willingly made its attached 

typical fertilizer application scheme for rubber trees available.    No 

contact has been made to other rubber plantation companies.    Ileanwhile, 

there is no doubt that  fertilizers are extensively being applied in the 

rubber plantations in Liberia,   in particular in the plantations owned by 

the concessions.    It can be concluded that the  rubber plantations are the 

only important consumers of fertilizers in Liberia at the time being. 

It can be assumed that the rubber plantations of Firestone are being 

fertilized to the optimal extent. The consumption of fertilizers in 

the rubber plantations may increase, "ntil the remaining plantations 

owned by other concessions or Liberian nationals reach the same degree 

of fertilization as the Firestone Plantations. Any further increase of 

the fertilizer consumption of the rubber plantations will not occur, 

unless the rubber plantation areas are being expanded. 

Attached; 

Fertilizer application schemes 

- Oil palm treeB 

Coconut trees 

Coffee trees 

- Cocoa trees 

- Rubber trees 
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Fertilizer application scheme 

Crop:    Oil palm trees,   57 trees per acre. 

Soil conditions^ - 

Typical scheme^ 

For both small holders and industtial plantations: 
1st year after planting: 
Urea (46$ N) 250 gr/tree =    14 kgs/acre 
For small holders: 

2nd year after planting: 
N-P-K (17-14-14 or I5-I5-I5) 5OO gr/tree =    28 kgs/acre 

For industrial plantations: 
2 nd yoar after planting: 
;T-P-K ( 8-IO-I5) 500 gr/trea =    28 kgs/acre 

For small holders: 
3rd year after planting: 
N-P-K (12-15-17) 750 gr/tree =    43 kgs/acre 

For industrial plantations: 
3rd year after planting: 
Triple superphosphate  (45$ P2O5)        400 gr/tree =    23 kgs/acre 
Muriate of potash (60$ K2O) 750 gr/trej =    43 kgs/acre 

For small holders and industrial 
plantations: 
4th year after planting: 
Triple  superphosphate  (43$ P2O5)        300 gr/tree =    28 kgs/acre 
Muriate of potash (60$ K20) 1.000 gr/treo -    57 kgs/acre 

5th year after planting and 
each year onwards: 
Triple superphosphate (45$ P0O5)        500 gr/tree *    28 kgs/acre 
Muriate of potash (60$ K20) 500 gr/treo =    28 kgs/acre 

Remarks:    The final application will depend upon the soil conditions, 

the growth and state of the trees,  and loaf analysis and 

productivity,    As the nuts are rich on potassium absorbed 

by the tree roots, the oil palm trees need to be added 

muriate of potash after the trees have reached production 

age. 

Source of information:      The Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation 
Agricultural Development División, 
Monrovia. 
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Fertilizer application scheme. 

Crpj3¿    Coconut trees,  57 trees-par acre 

So il „cordi_t i qnst - 

Typical scheme : 

1st year after planting: 
Urea (46$ N) 

2nd year after planting: 
Urea (46'/. N) 
Muriate of potash  (60$ K?0) 
Kieserite   (26$ Mo0) 

5OO gr/tree = 29 kgs/acre 

250 gr/treo =14 kgs/acre 
500 gr/tree = 29 kgs/acre 
500 gr/tree * 29 kgs/acre 

3rd year after planting: 
Triple superphosphate  (45$ P2O5) 300 gr/tree = 29 kge/acre 
Muriate of potash  (60$ K2O) 1.000 gr/tree =  57 kgs/acre 
Kieserite   (26$ MgO) 500 gr/treo = 29 kgs/acre 

4th year after planting: . 
Triple superphosphate X 1-5% ^2^5) 500 gr/tree = 29 kgs/acre 
Muriate of potash  (60$ K2O) 2.000 gr/tree =104 kgs/acre 
Kieserite   (26$ MgO) 500 gr/treo = 29 kgs/acre 

5th year after planting: 
and each year onwards 
Muriate of potash  (60$ K2O) 
Kieserite   (26$ MgO) 

2.000 gr/tree =104 kgs/acre 
1.000 gr/trec =  57 kgs/acr'. 

Remarlcsï    The final application will depend upon the soil conditions 

and the growth and state of the trees.     As the nuts are 

rich in pobassium absorbed by the tree roots,  the coconut 

trees need to be added muriate of potash after the trees 

have reached the production age. 

Source of information: The Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation 
Agricultural Development Division, 
Monrovia. 
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Cropj    Coffee treos,   535 "       ^ 

PpJ-^oojpàit ionsj - 

T^^ca^^schpmc: 

1st year after planting: 
AS (2l'fn N) 

2nd year after planting! 
AS (21$ N) 

3rd year after planting: 
N-P-K (12-15-18) 

4th year after planting 
and each year onwards: 
N-P-K (12-15-18) 

per aero 

50 gr/tree 

150 gr/troj 

45O gr/tree 

600 gr/iree 

27 kgs/acre 

80 kgs/acre 

24I kgs/acre 

321 kgs/acre 

Remarks:    The final application will depend upon the soil conditions 

and. the growth and state of the trees.    The abovo scheme 

originates from APCC,  the French Instituto of Coffe¿ and 

Cocoa and is based upon a typical West African soil. 

Source of information:    The Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation, 
Agricultural Development Division, 
Monrovia« 

Jfc 
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FertJLLi^zer appi ic at i o n^ fícheme. 

Cropj    Cocoa trees,  430 trees per acre 

Sqil_ conditions:- • 

Igieni  scheipD: 

RÎciVh^sfkaoe  (30-36/0 P2O5) 12 oz/tree =    1A6 kgs/acro 

2nd year after planting: 
AS   (21 # N) 2  oz/tree =    24,5 kgs/acre 

3rd yaar after planting: 
AS   Ç-Xfo N) 2 oz/tree =    24,5 kgs/acre 

4th year after planting: 
N-P-K (12-15-13) 8 oz/tree =      98 kgs/acre 

5th year after planting 
and each year onwards: 
N-P-K (12-I5-I8) 11 oz/tree =    134 kgs/acre 

Rojrarks;     The final application will depend upon the soil conditions 

and the growth and state of the trees.,    The above scheme 

originates fron APCC,  the French Institute of Coffco and 

Cocoa,  and is based upon a typical West African soil. 

1 oz.  = 28,4 gr. 

Source of  information:    The Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation, 
Agricultural Development Division, 
Monrovia. 
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Fertilizer application scheme. 

Crop;    Rubber trees,   I50 trees per aero, 

Soil- ß°Jpd-i}j-?ßt- 

Typical Jîchjeme. 

Por new planting and replanting after felling old trees: 

At planting. 

Rock phosphate  (30-36$ P2O5) ; oz/trce 

For new planting: 
1st year at  3rd month after planting: 
N-P-K (I5-I5-I5) 
Rock phosphate  (30-36$ P2O5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

For replanting: 
1st year at  3rd month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (15-15-15) 
Rock phosphate  (30-36$ P2O5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

3^ oz/trec 
2 oz/treo 
1 oz/treo 

3ij oz/tree 
2 oz/trec 
1 oz/troe 

= 21,3 kgs/acro 

23,4 kgs/acrc 
8,5 kgs/acre 
6,3 kgs/acrc 

14,9 kgs/acre 
8,5 kgs/acrc 
4,2 kgs/acrc 

For new planting and replanting: 
1st year at 6th month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (15-15-15) 
Rock phosphate  (30-36$ P2O5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

2nd year at 15th month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (I5-I5-I5) 
Rock phosphate  (30-36$ P2O5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

3lr oz/tree 
2 oz/trec 
1 oz/treo 

7 oz/tree 
2-h oz/tree -2 
2 oz 

z/tree 
/tre o 

14,9 kgs/acre 
8,5 kgs/acrc 
4,2 kg3/acre 

7 kgs/acre 
,7 kgs/acre 

29 
1°. 
8.5 kgs/acre 

2nd year at  18th month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (15-15-15) 
Rock phosphate  (30-36$ P2O5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

9 oz/tree 
2-£ oz/tree 
2 oz/treo 

38,3 kgs/acre 
10,7 kgs/acre 
8;5 kgs/acre 
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3rd year at 27th month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (15-15-15) 
Rock phosphate (30-36$ PoOr) 
Kiosorito  (26$ HgO) p 

4th year at 40th month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (15-15-15) 
Rock phosphate  (30-36$ PpOc 
Kieserite  (26$ ItgO) 

3th yoar at 52nd month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (15-I5-I5) 
No 1eck phosphate 
Kieserite (26$ Mg6) 

6th year at 64th month after 
planting: 
N-P-K (I5-I5-I5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

7th year and each year onwards: 
N-P-K (I5-I5-I5) 
Kieserite  (26$ MgO) 

14 oz/treo 
2jç oz/treo 
3i oz/tree 

18 oz/tree 
2 oz/troe 

4lr oz/tree 

21 oz/tree 

5 oz/troe 

24 oz/tree 
5¿ oz/tree 

2? oz/treo 
6.2 oz/troe 

2.30 

= 59î 4 kgs/acrc 
= 10,7 kgs/acre 
=    14» 9 kgs/acre 

76,4 kgs/acre 
8,5 kgs/acre 

19,2 kgs/acre 

89,1 kgs/acre 

21,4 kgs/acre 

= 101,9 kgs/acre 
=    23,4 kgs/acre 

• II4,6 kgs/acre 
=    26,3 kgs/acre 

322ñí2&?.   Tho final application will depend upon the soil donditions, 
the growth and state of trees,  and productivity.   1 oz. 
= ?p,  A ~~    jnstPT/l  of N-P-K (15-15-15) given in the above 

scheme; FireBtone prefers to use 13-13-13 + 5 MgO. 

Source of infornation:    Firestone Plantations Company, 
Harbel,  Liberia. 

~J 
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2.2.11      Forecast fertilizer j^jisumpt ion o£ ^reo_ crop s 0 

In the attached fertilizer consumption schemes the annual consumption 

figures on the various fertilizer grades have been calculated  for the 

various tree crops on the acreage presently being cultivated and on 

the increased acreages as projected to I98I,   respectively 

The calculations have been made under certain assumptions,   which may 

differ from the existing conditions,  as follows: 

1. The trees have been assumed to be 
felled at a certain age depending 
upon the species and replaced by 
young trees to grow up, 

2. The trees have been assumed to have an 
even age distribution,   i.e    the same 
percentage of trees on each year of age. 

3. The typical fertilizer application schemes 
given previously have been supposed in all 
respective plantations 

It should be noted that the  need of fertilizers of tree crops  is 

mostly governed by the spocies of trees and to a less extent by the 

soil  condition, which however must be acceptable to the trees. 

The following essentials related to fertilizer consumption of tree 

crops ought to bo brought forward-: 

1. The present acreage of tree crops is around 
412,000 acras. 

2. Probably, imst  rubber plantations other than 
the Firestone Plantations are not fertilized 
at optimal rates as may bo supposed in the 
case of Firestone» 

3c    No appreciable fertilization of the oil palm, 
coconut,  coffee,   and cocoa plantations and 
farms takeG place at presente 

4.    The acreage of tree  crops are projected to 
increased by 42/J to approximately 586.800 
acres during the next  five years. 

Therefore,  on basis of the above mentioned  fertilizer consumption 

schemes the attached fertilizer consumption tabulations have been 

worked out for three cases.     The results of the thre > cases are 

summarized below: 
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.Case 

Total acreage 

Fertilization of 
rubber plantations 

As existing 
412.000 acres 

All at typical 
application rato3 

As existing 
412.00 acres 

As projects for 
I98I 586.8OO acres 

All at typical        All at typical 
application rates   application rates 

Fertilization of 
all other tree 
plantations and 
farms 

None 
as at present 

All at typical 
application 
rates 

All at typical 
application 
rates 

Fertilizer grades; 

Armonium sulphate 

Uroa 

NPK (17-I4-IA) 

HPK (I5-I5-I5) 

NPK (I2-I5-I7) 

NPK (12-15-18) 

HPK (8-IO-I5) 

Triple superphosphate 

Rock phosphate 

Muriate of potash 

Kieserite 

^Contents in total 

N 

P2°5 
K20 

Araiual fertilizer cpnsungtj^qn^^jtojtjrj^ tons 

29.449 

1.411 

6.981 

4.417 

4.887 

4.417 

492 743 

13 78 

11 11 

29.449 35.378 

17 17 

I8.838 28.523 

14 72 

440 I.515 

1.735 2.228 

476 3.653 
6.98I 9.280 

6.792 8.93I 

8.024 11.021 

8.O9O 12.648 
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In reality tho fertilizers consumed as to qualities and quantities 

may differ fjpn the figures suggested in the above tabulation for a 

series of reasons, for instance  such as: 

1. Felling and replanting of trees will not 
be optimal. 

2. The age distribution of trees will be 
different. 

3. Application of fertilizers will depend to 
some degree upon the soil properties and 
other agricultural factors „ 

4. Availability and cost of fertilizers on the 
market. 

5. Financial  standing of plantation owners and 
farmers» 

6. Training and skill of plantation personnel 
and farmers, 

7. Market and prico situi+ion of final products 
of trees. 

This means that the actual consumption of fertilizers on trees crops 

may lay behind substantially in comparison to the figures of the 

summary given abovo. 

On the contrary, the actual consumption of fertilizers on tree crops 

cannot expand beyord the figures of the summary,  unless the acreage 

of cultivated land will be extended more than projected. 

Attached ; 

*.-   Fertilizer consumption scheme; 

- Oil palm trees,  small holders,  8.000 acres 
- Oil palm trees,  industrial plantations,   10.000 acres 
- Oil palm trees,  industrial plantations,   51.100 acres 
- Coconut trees, 21.500 acres. 
- Coffee trees,  51.000 acres. 
- Coffee trees,  75.200 acres. 
- Cocoa trees,   45.000 acres 
- Cocoa trees,   73.000 acres. 
- Rubber trees,  298.000 acres. 

,     - Rubber trees,   358.000 acres. 

.fertilizer consumption tabulations» 

- Case A 
- Case B 
- Case C 

: 
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2,2.12    Forecast fort i1i ze r ^onsut^t ion of ri ce and other field crops. 

Ao oontioned previously,  the Ministry of Agriculture envisages to dis- 

tribute to the rice farmers during 1976 around 700-800 metric tons of 

fertilizers in total,  which indeed is a very unsignificant quantity as 

compared to the consumption figures prevailing in developed countries. 

The futu*e consumption of fertilizers by the farmers will be greatly 

influenced by the suitability,   cost,   success,   etc»  of the fertilizers 

actually being' sold.     It is added that the suitability of the NPK 

compound fertilizer being actually soli to the rice farmers ought to 

be carefully checked and proved soonest possible. 

Meanwhile, it se¿ms reasonable to conclude tha- the consumption of fer- 

tilizers by the farmers will not reach any subs-antial quantity during 

the next years. 

An important irrigated «wamp rice development prop-rimme for next years? . 

is the Cestors project  encompassing n«w 20.000 acres.    All or part of 

these fields may be established on virgin land, which may not need much 

fertilization during the first  few years.    When fertilization may be 

started,  this total  area will need  in the  order  if  ,6r> metric tons 

of urea and 580 metric tons of triple superphosptuv^ per each crop sea- 

son,   if fertilizers will be applied at the  same rat-;s of 13 kgs.  of N 

and 13 kgs. of P2O5 per acre as typical for Thai lar.:'  as previously 

described.    Even if the application of urea would to tripled  in accord- 

ance with the suggestions of Mr. Alan Carpenter as lentioned earlier, 

these quantities are very small as compared to the consumption figures of 

the vast,  intensively cultivated farm lands of the developed countries. 

Unlike Liberia,  the countries,  where fertilizers nowadays are in great 

demand and use,  such as North America,   Europe including European USSR., 

Middle East,  India and Pakistan,  Southeast Asia,  China,  and Japan, 

ore densely populated  and have cultivated the land continuously and 

incessantly during many dec----'i?>   hundred, hundreds, thousand,   or even 

thousands or years. 

Therefore,  in the sense that fertilizers arc not in groat need and 

large areas of arable land not yet under cultivation is at hand 

Liberia is a rich country.    Liberia should use fertilizers only to 
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the extent like in other countrie3-that it is profitable,  i.e. the 

economic benefit in yield  surpasses the cost of the fertilizers and 

their application. 

The need of fertilizers ought to he judged from current fertilizer 

trials in the fields. 

Any further accelaration of the consumption of fertilizers would be 

purposeless and a waste of money and effort». 

2.2.13    Prerequisit e s f o r suc cess of fQrtilizp.txpn.. _ 

A large scale application of fertilizers -.mone the small plantation 

owners and farmers is an integrated and e.xtremely completed process, 

which will require to be dealt with, organized,   and co-ordinated in 

order to be a success,  as follows: 

- The fertilizers must be available in qualities 
to suit crops,   soils and climate. 

- A fertilizer center must be established to 
investigate the use of fertilizers on crops 
and soils,  to instruct farmers in the U3c of 
fertilizers,  to make field visits,  soil tests, 
agronomy trials, demonstrations, etc,  PAO/UNIDO 
can assist Liberia in establishing such a center. 
The same center may also advise on disease and 
pest control,   crop selection,  crop varieties, 
agri cultural method s,   etc. 

- A marketing organization for instanco LPMC must bo 
established to purchase, distribute,  and 3ell the 
fertilizers to the farmers at credit arrangements. 
Farmers will certainly not be willing to put their 
property of land on stake at purchase of fertilizer 
and failure of harvest due to bad weather and i:i- 
ciden8es of diseases and pests.    Central and local 
warehouses must be built and transportation facili- 
ties provided.    Farmers must be able to shield the 
fertilizer bags,  against rain, until the fertilizers 
are spread. 

- The largaryields of the agricultural crops due TO the 
introduction of fertilizers must be adapted to the 
national market, the national policy and the export 
markets.    The proportion between various crops may 
have to be changea,   and new and botter crops may have 
to be applied.    Farmers may need to bo instructed by 
agronomists and field trials may have to be made as 
to the necessity of circulation of crops in the fields. 

J 
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To a certain extent  the higher yields of crops may 
be converted   into   large production of douestic animal 
stock, mi IK ,   eggs,   etc      T- rmers will ne od  advice and 
assistance fro . vetorvrar^ans,  etc   ,   in breeding of 
cattle, pigs,   hen  oto.     Medical protection.   etc  will 
have tobe org .m ocÌ    nd   i inanced ,     Im; ort  of quality 
breeding animi s ^':' v-• necessary.. 

-     Machinery for be\t->r  traction,  plowing,   narrowing, 
sowing,  ferii1 using    harvesting,   thrcshi tg,  miliar-*, 
etc. will have  to bo }rev idei and  financed. 

Stables for domestic  animals,   if necessary  storehouses 
for crops,   folder  silos,   etc« will  ne od   to be built  and 
f inane ¡d. 

Ronds, trucks,   railway  and  airplanes must be at disposal 
to bring the  agricultural products to  the markets,   contrai 
stores,  slaughtering,   fool  porcessing,   cold  stores,  etc. 

Slaughters,   diaries    canning fa.-tori < sy   eoli   .rtorcs, 
cotton mills,   grain  silos    flour nails,   etc.,   mua,  be 
established ,   financed  ani  manage' , 

Wholesale,   retail,   and  t xport ìnu.v. K;   ¡rganized    .ni 
improved. 

- Collaboration between  f-rm.rs,   ferai li :.'.er center     jgrono- 
mists, veterinarians,   fertilizer coa-any     transporters, 
financing institutes,   food  processing factories,   etc., 
must be co-ordinated under the out he rit,"  of the Ministry 
of Aricuitvrc , 

Formers nust  organize     -,nd   join in co-operatives to handle 
purchases,   .vues    processing of food    otc. 

- Agricultural   schools must be made  ?v,.l iblo for th.' sons 
arri daughtern  of farmers,   and the meet   ^lovcr t    —   >f the 
young people rautrt have  accese to university education as 
agronomists,   veterinarians,  etc,  ¡>orsibly through scholar- 
ships.    It  is most beneficial and  ma;  even be necessary that 
agronomists have  a practical training  and  knowledge in all 
details beside th  ir university degree. 

First .and  foremost,   the structure of prices of fjrtilizers, 
crops, domestic animals,  processed  food  otc. must be secured 
to bring about  a flow of goods through  econo»ionl incentives 
arel gains to  all  chain links in the process,   such as farmers, 
transporters,   factories,  marketers,   exporters,   .to      The 
authorities must   see to  it that  cus+ons clearance,  customs 
duties,  taxes,   etc,,   on machinery,   ^eods,  must^ cattle for 
breeding,   etc,   do not  act .against  the whole process. 
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In order that the latter condition can be fulfulled,  the 
income of the population out sida the agriculture must be 
increasing,   or/and the export of agricultural products 
must be enlarging at beneficial prices,   or/and the prices 
on agricultural products will bav^. to bu subsidized by 
the Government. 

A healthy and  rich food supply is a must for the healthy 
growth and development of the young generation and creates 
more energy,  happiness, self-reliance,   and display of skill 
to the generation of -adults.    Pre- milk or even frej healthy 
ratals to schoolchildren each day is common practice in some 
countries. 

L 
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2.3.1    Exchp-m's exclusivo concession on manufacture of explosives. 

ExchGm - West African Explosives and Chemical^ Ltd. at Charle sville 

has an exclusive concession for the manufacture of explosives in 

Liberia in accordance with a concession agreement with the Ministry 

of Finance, Concession 3u.cirotariat. 

Exchem is an affiliât, of C-nodian Industries Ltd.  (CIL) which again 

is an affiliate of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.   (ICI), England. 

Exchem - Canada and CIL hav, ho ad offices in Montreal,,   Canada. 

Consequently»   Exchem is the only importer of armonium nitrate  (33,5$ N) 

into Liberia, because Ali needs mixing with other materials and pre- 

paration prior to and for the use as explosives. 

Exchem has purchased and imported the AN from several  foreign manufact- 

urers in Norway,  Sweden,  Wost Germany,  France,  USA,  Canada,  etc, on the 

the basis of competitive bidding.    Exchem is not restricted to buy the 

AN from CIL or ICI.    In nost cases other suppliers arc cheaper and are 

chosen.    Purchasing is merle through Purchasing Department at Exchem- 

Canada,  Montreal.    The AIT rhall meet the specifications on AN as demanded 

by Exchem.    Samples of AN fron bidders  and suppliers  are subjected to 

prior tests by Laboratory Department of Exchem - Canada, ¡-fontreal. 

Previously,  the AN was bought on long tora contracts with suppliers, 

but at the fluctuating conditions of the market the last y.iare the AN 

is now being deliverer  under short torn contracts. 

CIL io presently constructing a 250.000 TA AN plant  in Canada, mostly 

to supply the North American market on AN ftr explosives. 

From the beginning of 1973 to the end of 1975 the AN price,  o.i.f. 

Monrovia has nearly tripled according to Exchem. 

The last deliveries of AN orig:jiate from Norsk Hydro,  Norway. 

The basic chemical for production of AN is ammonia.     As a matter of 

fact a substantial part of the manufacturing cost of AN is due to the 

cost of the ammonia feedstock. 
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At the beginning of 1973 the world market price on armonia delivered in 

bulk was 50-100 US'1', per metric  ton,  but a sudden rioe   occurred in the 

world market price,  which became  and kept at  .•,00-3')0 U3". por metric ton 

all during 1971- awl the  spring of 1975*    However,   then a drastic drop of 

the price took placj.    Fron the  cuinmcr ar1  through the  autornn of 1975 the 

world market price on anuo nia dovi ivo red  in imlk has bc.-n down at  IOO-I5O 

USI per metric ton. ex-f - <-tory  or f   > 1 

The  freight  and insurance  co;;t  of .:.] clasaifiod   as an explosive is an 

essential element  of the  c.i.f-   Monrovia price on AN ;-jii  has increased 

during the autonn of 1975»     This lias counteracted to  sono  orient the fall 

in the ex-factory prices on AH due to the lower prices on ammonia accord- 

ing to Nxchen.    But during the  last months of 1975 than: has been a soften- 

ing of the  import prices of AN according to  r:xche'ïi. 

A good average c.i.f.  Monrovia price for the autonn of 1975 on the AN de- 

livered by Norsk Hylro is Norwegian Crowns 1,100 per metric ton,  corres- 

ponding to US?, 234 per metric ton at 0,18 US    per Norwegian Crown accord- 

to Exchen. 

In the Nxchem plant,  the  AN is nixed ani prepare1   in sverai explosives, 

as follows: 

AN and TNT 

- AN and sodium nitrate: 

- AN and aluminium 

AN and  fuel oil  into  nlurrics   (30-60/5 PO content),   and 

AH and  fuel oil  into  AJ"F0 dry mix (C/, TO omtent) 

The products are made  ac cor-ling to the spécifie needs  of the customers. 

Explosives are sold as a part of an entire package,   consisting of know- 

how and consultation on rocks and »xploitation methods,   recommendations 

on explosives and pertaining commodities as needed  in the  specific cases, 

supply of the materials,  explosive mixing and application in the quarries, 

etc. 

Sxchen also  imports large  quantities of dynamite,   etc.   "xchem is com- 

petitive and covers the whole market on explosives  in the Nest African 

countries. 
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According to ^xchem,   they imported in the order of 12.000 metric tonB of 

AN in total during 1975,  and  they estimate that around 9.000 - 9.500 metric 

tons of the  total quantity was soli as final products in Liberia,  while 

around 2.500 - 3.000 metric tons were reexported  in the  form of mixed 

products to the West African countries,  in particular Mauretania. 

Tüxchem points out that the market on explosives  in West Africa is very 

fluctuating,   as the  consumption of explosives varies with the production 

in the mines,   closing of old  mines,opening of new mi^es,  etc. 

2.3.2      Specification of ammonium nitrate .(.3.3, 5f N),   low density grade 

for explosives. 

The ammonium nitrate ourchased from forcipi manufacturers by ïïxchcm 

through *Ixchem-Canada»s Purchasing department,  Montreal is subjected to 

sample testing by Txchem-Canada's laboratory Pepartnent,  Montreal and  is 

required to  comply with the  following specification: 

Chlorides maximum 0,03$ (as NH^ Cl) 

Nitrite maximum 0;005$ (as NH4 N02 ) 

Acidity or Alkalinity: not  more than 0,01$ 
as  ffiJO,  or 0,02% as NH3. 

Sulphate No positive reaction for 
sulphate:. 

Density 0,80-0,33 gr/cm3 

Fineness (Tyler Standard  Screen Scale). 

0$ on mesh b¡ 
minimum 77$ on mesh 14, 
minimum 23'/) through mesh 14, of which 
minimum    3$ through mesh 28. 

Organic coated 

Non-volatile matters: 0,75-1,15$ 

Oil absorption minimum 7¡0''. 

Nitrogen '$ 

Friability 10-65$ through me3h 14 

Moisture maximum 0,15'' 
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2.3.3    Safety regulations, for handling of ammonium nitrate  (33.5¿ N) 

TSxchen follows the US Coast Quart Regulations'   luring shipping,  transhipp- 

ing, unloading,   transportation, handling,  and storage of the amnoniurn 

nitrate being imported  fron abroach    These  net  ,>f rules have been chosen 

in agreement with the  Ministry of Finance,   Concessions Secretariat. 

According to this agreement,   '-'xenon is not allowed to   lock  ammonium 

nitrate  in Monrovia and Buchanan»    The AN is imported   in 1.000 tons lits 

in 50 kgs. bags,    'Cach  lot is transhipped fror, the  freighter ]-l1  ^ lo 

from the sea coast near Monrovia into the feeler crafts ownui by Farrcll 

Lines Inc., which caí   ¿       he bags along the coast and through Famington 

River to the Sanfu Dock.    There the bags arc unloads i into the special 

trucks which take the t?ag3 to storage at ^xchen^s site at Cahrlecville. 

Maximum 2.000 - 2.5OO tons of AIT is ¡torci in the storage at a time. 
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2.4   The uso of annonip.. 
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Liquid ammonia is imported in pressure vessels from abroad, probably mostly 

from USA by the rubber plantations. The armonia is dissolved in water into 

aqueous ammonia solution at the plantations. 

Aqueous ammonia solution is odd od to the cups on the rubber trees by the 

tappers in order to prevent or limit coagulating from the  juice.    In the 

centrifuge and processing plant,   the latex is added more aqueous ammonia 

solution and a phosphate compound for stabilization of the latex before 

its shipment. 

The quantities of imported armonia total I.5OO - 2.000 metric tons per 

year according to the import statistics. 

i M 
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3.1    Fertilizers 
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3.1.1    Nutritional  elements of plants. 

Some fifteen clcmontr, :i.ro known to be essential   for plant growth. 

Kxcept  for oxyen,   carbon,  and hydrogen, which  are supplied mainly from 

air and water and  converte! by the  plants through photosynthesis of carbon 

dioxide and water  into  carbohydrates   tnc fat-.,    etc.,  these elements are 

obtained  through the plant roots  from the organic and material   substances 

in the  soils. 

The  three elements having the greatest  effect  on plant growth are nitrogen 

(N),  phosphorus  (P),  and  potassium  (K).    All three elements are essential 

to plants, but nitrogen is the more  important  one. 

Depending upon the  characteristics of the soil  these elements  are slowly 

liberated as soluahle  ch.mical compound s from the organica and  minerals 

of the  soil.    Part  of the soluble  components will remain chemisorbed by the 

soil and become  available to the  plant  roots,   awl part  of the   liberated 

components will be depleted from the  soil through the  flow and   action of 

the  rainwater and be  removed with the   surface water and the ground water. 

Virgin land where  cultivation is  initiated may be rich in the  nutritional 

components an1  may yield   satisfactory harvests during a series of years. 

During fallow conditions of Land  previously cultivate!  the gradual and 

slow liberation of the nutritional components will go on and  the components 

will start to accumulate in the   soil.     After some years in fallow,  culti- 

vation of the land may be resumed  for a limited  number of years until  a 

new fallow period will be necessary. 

Daring incessant  cultivation of  land  it is necessary to odd the nutrition- 

al elements in the form of manure  and chemical   fertilizers to the soil in 

order to secure an adequate supply of the elements to meet the crop require- 

ments in the agricultural production. 
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As the nonurc  fron livestock contains only a very reduced  portion  of the 

elements proncnt  in the  fodder as gained fror, the cultivation of the larri., 

the addition of   onuro will not be  sufficient.    Artificial fertilizers 

nu3t be up re od  Oí¡ well. 

Primarily;   nitrogen-containing fertilizers will be  required.    Pew years 

after virgin or follow conditions phosphorus-containing fertilizers will 

also bo necessary.    At  the elapse  of say ¿<j years of continous cultivation 

the addition of potossiun-containing fertilizers nay have  an impact on the 

harvesting yields.    Many  soils contain relatively high anounts of potassium 

and nay still not need the  addition of potassium before the depletion has 

taken place  after a prolonged crop production peri od. 

Beside-,  the  three major elements,  plants need the nicronutrient olenents 

such as n-ogncsiun,  copper,  Pongane so,  b >ron,  »ine,   iron,  etc.    which nay 

have to be  .od.de1. through fertilization   or t • cultivated  soil.    Certain tree 

crops need  appreciable quantities of magnesium. 

Regulation of the acidity   of the soil May become  feasible  and necessary, 

and is carried  out    through spMMttrç; of nari,   limestone,  etc. 

3.1.2   Fertilization 

Fertilization should be carried out at rates which are o canoni colly feasible, 

T^e increosed yields must nore than conpensate the cost of the fertilizers. 

Fertilization ought not be ^onc beyond the rates where the costs  of the 

fertilizer rate differentials surpass the yield  inervóse differentiols. 

Excessive  fertilization :iay even decrease the yields of the crops.     Sone 

of the nicronut rient s which ore essential in snail concentrations nay as a 

fact become  toxic to the plants introduced  in exceso. 
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The optilftl     application of fertilizer will   lepcnd upon the   soil 

characteristics,   soil virginity,   climatic conditions,   crops,   etc.    Thus 

the optiaoi    application rates may vary very much from one country or 

region to another. 

Fertilizers are greatly needed  in the developed  countries,  which are 

densely populated ani where  continuous cultivation has taken place during 

deconnia or hundreds of years.     Some  of the developing countries like the 

Middle fast  countricp,   India,  Indonesia,  Red China,  etc.,  where huge 

populations and  intensive  agriculture exist,   are  in great  need  of fer- 

tilizers.     In developing countries with a scattered population and an 

abundancy of arable land the consumption of fertilizers may grow slowly 

as the population is increased ani  is urbanize!. 

On a, world-wide  scale,  the  fertilizer consumption in I972/1973 was,  as 

follows: 

p2o5 

KoO 

36,1 million metric tons 

22.6 million metric tons 

18.7 million metric tons 

Total 77,4 million metric tons 

3.1.3   Fertilizers Grades. 

The most important fertilizer grades which are  sold nowadays on the world 

market are,   as follows: 

N 

Liquid .ammonia (82'?&j).     Large quantities of liquid ammonia are used 

by the farmers in temperate climate zones in U.S.A. and ^rope where 

the soil  is cold and humid in the spring time,  while the application 

of liquid ammonia is not feasible in subtropical and tropical climates 

due to excessive evaporation loss. 
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Ureo. (46$ N).    Urea in the highest ooncentrated,  hitrogonoous solid 

fertilizer which involves low transportation costs.    It han a reliable 

fertilizer offoot,   and per ton of nitrogen it has the lowest manu- 

f      facturing costs as compared  to other nitrogenoouo fortilizors, Hhe-n 

référença is mad^ to the  name construction ani r;tart-up time of plants. 

All the fertilizer planta built during the  last  10 yearn around  the 

world for convcrnion of liqui'3   ammonia into a solid,   straight nitrogon- 

eous fertilizer have "been baaed upon the urea route. 

(Ammonium nitrate  (34$ N),  which is AIT will 1 % coating agent is used 

entirely as a raw material  for explosiver,;   but  in prohibited for the 

uso  an fertilizer because of explosion rick hiring storage,  handling, 

nnd  shipment.    But All i e the main ingredient in the  subsequent,  diluted 

grade  and in some ITP or NPK compound fertilizers). 

- Calnitro  (26/, N),   which is AN with limestone powder in combined prills 

or granules. 

- Ammonium sulphate   (21/5 ïï).    This is one of the o Id ort-   fertilizers 

which have been manufactured in large  scale.    It  has excellent,   low 

hygroscopic properties and  is still in groat use  .among farmers in many 

countries in spite  of its low concentration of F.    AS in advantageously 

used where the soil  is deficient  in sulphur.    \S was a by-product  in 

earlier town-gas plants based on coal. 

-     Other straight nitrogencour. fertilizers with even lower percentage of N 

are available on the world market,   such as calcium nitrate,   sodium 

nitrate  (same as previous,  natural Chilesalpeter,  but is produced by 

manufacture to-day),  etc. 
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Rock phosphite   (3O-36 '% PPO5).     Since its phosphate  content  is in- 

soluble  ani,   thus;   bocono s only wry slowly available to the  plants, 

it  is used merely for particular crops. 

Single  superphosphate   (20  '.' P20r).     Like the  next  grades it  is rock 

phosphate which has been treated with sulphuric acid;   so its phosphate 

content has become  soluble  and directly .accessible to plants. 

- Triple  superphosphate   (45 $ P2O5). 

(Phosphoric acid (73 '% P20s) is not directly applied as fertilizer, 

but is shipped as a highly concentrated phosphorus source for manu- 

facture  of any of the next phosphate compounds). 

- Di-ammonium-phosphate   (18-21 $ N,   46-50  ^ P20r;),   named DAP. 

- Mono-ammonium-phosphate   (11-12 $ N,   43-50 4, P205),   named MAP. 

- Nitrophosphatc. 

- Muriate of potash = 

Potassium chloride (48-62$ K20)). 

- Sulphate of Potash = 

Potassium sulphate (48-52$ K20). This fertiliser is produced from 

potassium chloride and is used for chlorine sensitive crops, like 

potato, tobacco, tomato, citrus fruit trce^, etc. 
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Binary and tertiary compound8- N-P, N-P-K,  P-K« 

- Further to the binary N-P compounds given above,  a aerie«, of «thar 

binary and tertiary compounds or blends are available on the world 

markets.    In particular the N-P-K compounds are getting a bigger 

share of the fertilizer market,  as they imply easier,  labour-saving, 

and choaper application in the fields. 

It is most important to distinguish between chemical 

blends and physio»! blends: 

- In the manufacture of chemical blends the straight components are re- 

acted or mixed as solutions or sludges or melts with subsequent drying 

and prilling or granulation.    Consequently,  chemical blends are uniform 

as all fertilizer particles are identical in composition. 

Physical blonds are mixtures of different fertilizer grades and they 

are made through blonding of the granules of the fertilizer grades 

concerned.    Although fertilizer grades of nearly uniform partióle sizes 

are used for the blonds,   in practice the particles of the different 

compositions will vary.    Consequently,  physical blends must be treated 

with great care during handling,  shipment, and application in order 

to avoid a seggregation into the basic components,  as otherwise uneven 

and unsatisfactory fertilization of the fields may bo implied. 

m 
- Kioserite,  MgS04 p 1^0 (26 % MgO). 
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3.2    Fertilizer Manufacture 
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3.2.1 Introduction 

The oetablishmont of n. fortuit manufacturing plant, which fall« into 

the category of large scale ani bulk chemical industry,   presumes the 

fulfilment of certain main conditions,  as follows: 

- Raw materials must be available  in acquate quantities at feasible 

arri competitive prices.    The raw materials may be either indigenous 

or imported. 

- Utilities like electricity,  water,  etc. must be  available at 

«icquatc and ro ali able rates at feasible and competitive prices. 

In developing countries,   a fertilizer plant ought to have its own 

electric power station. 

- Capital requirements arc extremely high, which means that the 

operation of the plant must be reliable and constant and as near 

the design capacity as possible as otherwise even a feasible and 

modern plant may result in severe economical losses. 

- The best and modem technology of the plant must be provided in 

order to secure its operation and competitiveness. 

- The management,  operation and maintenance personnel must be highly 

qualified,   skilled,  and experienced in order to safeguard a reliable 

operation,  production,  and maintenance of the plant. 

- The fertilizer market must be adequate and able to accept and 

absorb the entire production of the plant at feasible ani competi- 

tive sales prices. 
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The costs of freight of r-iw materials and fortilizcr3 must bo 

reasonable and within acceptable limits with respect to the 

competition from other plants and importers and,  of course,  the 

world market in general. 

- A fertilizer plant should not have -a monopoly of the national 

market as this could load to a serious economic burden on the 

farmers or the consumers of agricultural products. 

3.2.2 Raw materials and process routes. 

The raw materials and process routes needed for production of the fertilizer 

components containing nitrogen  (N),  phosphorus (P),   and potassium  (K),  re- 

spectively ire,   as follows: 

H 
All nitrogeneous fertilizers aro produced from ammonia as an intermediate 

product. The manufacturing cost of ammonia forms the greater part of the 

manufacturing cost of any other nitrogeneous fertilizer. 

Ammonia is made from either one of the following alternative raw materialst 

Natural gas. 

-     Naphtha» 

Fuel oil  (Bunker C). 

Refinery off-gas (if available in sufficient quantity). 

Lignite   (coal) 
TUectrioity through electrolysis of water.    This method is no 

longer used by the industry. 
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The mo'ern proc ;    route  Ajr   i . oduction of ammoni i bas. > upon hydrocarbor-a 

is desulphurizaticn,   stc.., reforming,  secondary raforning,   steam pro- 

duction from process waste heat,   carbon monoxide  convex.sion into carbon 

dioxide,  carbor. dioxide  - — oval,  methanization 3f c.rbon .•- oxide traces, 

high pressure c impression,   and  ammonia synthesis, 

In lignite based anmonia plams the lignite is gr.Lifict through reaction 

with oxygen or oxygen-enriched air and steam.    Th'    nc¿.  process steps 

are  steam production fron process waste heat,  desulphunzation,  carbon 

monoxide conversion into carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide -emoval,  nitrogen 

wash for removal of carb n oxide traces and for nitroge- enrichment,  high 

pressure compression,   .an-    ammonia synthesis.     The-   oxy.<*c    and ritrogen is 

produced in an air separation plant.    Lignite based  pla.es have not been 

built during the last  10--15  years. 

For production if rroa,    „.    >i,ia is reacted with .;   roc     noxidi. at  high 

pressure.    Carr-n dioxl<   in a by-product of any .-n:r  - plant.    Therefore, 

a urea plant muse by pi-   rl  near and beside  an ammonia plant. 

Ammonium nitral is made   tur  ugh reaction of ammo r. i a v ' ,h niV.-ic acid. 

The nitric acid is formo,   ir  -  separate unit by catalytic burning of 

ammonia with air.    Thus,  afonia is the major raw material.    Cheap linestone 

must be at disposal for admixture with the AN into  cai nitro. 

Ammonium su'phato is prcv.'cv1  from .ammonia and su^Jri^.c acia.    Tue 

sulphuric acid is m.ade in a  separate unit on the basic r? sulphur or 

pyrite as raw nate-rial.    Previously, gypsum was s^me.i^s use! as a sulphate 

source, but th. j is now considered, as an obsolete   rout   , 

Rock phosphate is the mar material of all phosphatàc f   -tilinrs.    Rock 

phosphate is fcuirt in ri-h deposits in U.S.A.,  U.S.S.T   ,  Morocco,  etc. 
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In a few instances of tree crops, rock phosphate is applied directly as 

a fertilizer. 

However, for -.11 oth»r crops, in particular rice, -rains, corn, etc. the 

insoluble rock phosphate must be converted into water soluble phosphate, 

which can be easily -ini directly absorbed and  made use of by the plants. 

For this parpóse,  the  rock phosphite  is reacted  in special process plants 

with sulphuric  acid.     The  sulphuric acid is produced in a separate  unit 

on the basis of sulphur or pyrite as a raw material. 

The acidulated products will be either single  or triple superphosphate 

or phosphoric acid. 

Phosphoric acid  will be neutralized with ammonia into mono - or di- 

ammonium-phosphatc fertilizer. 

Instead of sulphuric  acid  some rock phosphate treating plants use  nitric 

acid  for the manufacture of nitrophosphate  as a combined fertilizer or 

nitrates and water soluble phosphates -.s individual  fertilizers. 

In certain instances the rock phosphate is reacted with both  sulphuric 

acid and nitric acid in combination for production of particular fer- 

tilizers. 

Muriate of potash and  sulphate of potash arc produced from potash - 

bearing minerals,   such as sylvite,  camallite,  etc. which are found in 

large underground deposits at many places of the world, for instance 

Western and eastern Europe,   U.S.A.,  Canada,   some African countries. 
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The deposits vary much in concentration.     The ore  in Canada is highgrade 

ani contains 26-28$ K20.    Whereas some of the  low-?radc Carlsberg,  New 

Mexico ores contain only 12 - 14% K/jO. 

The exploitation of a potash deposit  io a large  scale and  high invest- 

ment  requiring operation,  which comprises mining with sinking of shafts, 

underground  recovery,   and hoisting of ore,   separation and  disposal of 

waste,  and  further refining and concentration of the product.    This 

manner,   the  freight  cost  of the product  is  lowered,   and the purity and 

quality of the product becomes suitable  fot  its use as fertilizer. 

A source of natural ?as or fuel oil for the  tlectric power plant  and 

production of sto am must be available  for the potash mining operation, 

and water supply must be ample. 

^.2.3 Modern design of ammonia plants 

The modem design of ammonia plants makes use of the centrifugal com- 

pressor type for the high pressure compression and recycle of the synthe- 

sis gas instead of the reciprocating compressor type which is much more 

expensive,  requires much more space and  is much more costly and trouble- 

some  in maintenance. 

The contrifugal compressor type for .ammonia plants was not  available 

until about  12-14 years -ago and has been improved during the past years. 

Only a very restricted number of companies are specialized and capable 

in the design and manufacture of the said  centrifugal compressor type. 

Previously,  the reciprocating compressor type was applied nearly exclu- 

sively in ammonia plants. 
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The modern centrifugal  c irmror'i'.or type  i;;  ouitably   1 riven by  rrtean turbine 

which n.ak. o  it   possici.   t>  "avance  the expl nt ^ i «n    >f the  waste heat 

in the  .•vinoni.". plant:; through  vi.-.inp nt*an   if "-'uqutely high pre33ure 

ti the   large   ntt.-n  turbin.;.     Thin no "tin " v. -ry  nufcatantial  oc mony  in the 

consumption   >f electricity  i>   the  armonia pi-Tit.> an  invdved   in comparison 

to the  -vinoni'i plants uuing the reciprocating onproisor type which cannot 

be driven by  -   stein  turbine but require;   \n electric   iot ir. 

However,  for fundamental technical  re-pn- the centrifugal  c onpressor type 

en be used    inly in  annonia plants havin»- "  capacity not less than ibout 

600 short tons   if armonia per stream day while sn-.ller linoni" plants 

will  still have to use the reciprocating compressor type. 

One large .armonia plant unit will not use m re personnel and  workers than 

a snaller or  snail  armonia plant unit. 

Therefore,  besides the effect  fron the dtoreasing specific  investment cost 

per ton of armonia,   a norlern armonia plant   above the 600 TPD  of armonia 

capacity will  have  a  substantially  lower armonia production cost for the 

above  reasons  as conp.ared to  snaller capacity annonia plants. 

Today,   snail  annonia  plants with -  capacity  less than 600 MTPD of    annonia 

and necessarily applying tho  reciprocating compresaor type would be  in- 

stalled only  in a rare  and highly specific cases,   fir instance where the 

annonia plant  in an old fertilizer or other petrochemical complex is the 

only unit being obsolete and have to be replacée?,   ir where  a very protected 

armonica market  is present,   or where  the ammonia is going to be u3ed  as 

process feedstock in  ~  snail potrochenical plant,   ote. 
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3.2.4 Eicononics of Ammonia Plnnts 

The investments  and  op« rating cost of an  ammoni"   pi .nt   will depend 

strongly  upon the   w.looted process feedstock arri   fuel,   plant   size, plant 

design,   and construction and start-up year.    This dependency is demon- 

strated   in the   nub sequent  subchapters. 

It can be de'ucci  from the relationships given below that a large,  say 

1.000 MTPT) ammonia plant  based  on cheap  natural   g~s arci   constructed 

around   1970 - 197? can produce  ammoni-  at  a total manufacturing cost, 

which is  arouni   l/tO-l/6 of the total manufacturing cost  of a  small say 

100 STPD ammonia plant  based on high corrt naphtha anr>   if constructed  for 

start-up around   1978-1980. 

3.2.4.1  Relative  investments of ammonia  plants versus  raw materials. 

Below are given on a rough basis the typical  ratios between the overall 

investment figures of ammonia plants in dependence of the raw materials. 

The figures refer to the  same plant capacity and  same   construction period. 

Raw material 

Natural gas 

Naphtha 

Fuel oil  (lunker C) 

Lignite 

Investment 
 "%  

100 

loo - 115 

130 - 140 

170 - 180 

3.2.4.2  Relative operating co3t of .ammonia plants based on natural gas 

voraus plant size. 

Based upon the  invcstnen+   ' ^res as valid in 1974 njnñ. using a total rate 

of 15 % for deproci t;       Jû interest,   the following approximate dependence 

is valid between t oorating cost  and. plant  size  of .ammonia plants 

which are using n      .   J   gas as process feedstock and   fuelf 
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Ammoni''- capacity Tot al operating cost 

(Raw materials and 

utilities,   labour, 

maintenance,   and depre- 

ciation aiïl   interest) 

Metrie tons per 24 hours 

1.000 

600 

400 

200 

100 

PÜF. cent 

approx.     100 

110 - 120 

135 - 150 

155 - 170 

180 - 200 

The above figures  assume that the  plants being compare!  have been assigned 

after competitive "bidding. 

3.2.4.3 energy consumption and cost per metric ton of ammonia 

The  specific energy consumption of an ammonia plant as relating to the 

lower heat value  of the hydrocarbons used as process feedstock and fuel 

will vary within certain limits  ani will depend uT>">n the   individual   •••• 
process design 6f the plant.    The  process feedstock consumption per ton 

of ammonia will be nearly identical in all cases,   while  the specific con- 

sumption of fuel  for the primary reformer is greatly influenced by the 

selected process design of the plant.    In this way,  the   specific total 

LHV consumption of one plant may  surpass another plant by as much as 

approximately 35 %» 
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Benitos,   the  specific consumption of lower hct v\luo of the hydrocarbon 

feedstock ani  fuel varice with the   type  of hyv>r"rbon ri'..' material. 

Thus     ammonia plants  h.-dtfnoii  for  low ho-1  c/r ainrt i m will  an;   increa- 

sing   T.ount.-.  ef ho-t whether the  hylrocarbon i~|  n turai   "TIB.   naphtha, 

fuel  oil,   or lircnit. .    In particular    the  fu. 1 oil    ni  lirnito based 

plants have   a relatively  hi-?h conmmption of low v heat  value.    Tfctt«» » 

lif-nite base",  armonia plant  aay nee1   20 -  }0''' ;ior<.   low'.r heat value  input 

per ton of  alimonia  than a natural  fta:-; h a sod   rxmoni-   pl-nt. 

Ar. previously riant i or. e<,  the   -ipooific eonnumpti. "   if .dectrirdty  in 

proatly depon1. ,nt upon whether electric- driven r <a .p roc at. in,", conprcsoors 

or  a  rrtcam turbine   'riv n contrifur^l conprever    r    installed.   which 

ap-in io a  question of t:v.<  pi <nt   capacity.     Por in --tane ,   a 100  3TPD 

ammonia plant vdth  r ciprocatiiif conpres-or?. v.'il1   consurrk   -n nuch  electri- 

city   an a  1.000 I1TPT) -u.moni •   plant. 

The  unit  cost of enere, will  l-opond  very Much upo»   the. type  of hydro- 

carbon,  geopraphic  location,   freight,   availability   of hydroelectric 

power,  etc. 

In the    below t dml tion a comparison on the 'iivci^.c energy consumption 

and   cost  is mlu between -   ranal 1   armonia plant with reciprocating com- 

pressore; and a relatively high consumption of n-ihth-   ind   fuel oil and 

located  in  a ciuntry with hi/rh energy cost,  and  a molern  largo  ammonia 

plant base'   upon natural ¡p? at  a price  of US* 1,00 per 103 SCP and a 

LHV of 1.045 BTU/SCP. 
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100 STPD   ammoni . pi rait 

Process  feedstock: 

Naphtha:    0,')5r.it 

Process  fuel: 

,6 

I * xlcrn 1.000 MTPD ammonia plant 

Proceso feci stock: ¡ÉE 
5,8 x 10 Kcal      Natural (-as 

LUV Process fuel: 

UK 

5,8 x 106Kcal 

LHV 

Puoi oil No.  2:0,50nt   -    5,1 x KfKc.il      Natural ,   r,    2,2 x 10l'-3,0 xlD Kcal 

10JL2 
X
 l.Q°Kf-n..l      LHV,  total      3,0 x lo'J-8,8 xTD Kcal LHV,  total 

794 KWh electricity     15, jl-^jOiO-Jh 

energy cost por metric ton NH, 

100 STOP ammonia plant. 
"* ~* us$ 
Naphtha 

0,55mt  a    216 ^    = 110,80 

Fuel oil No.  2 

0,50rat  ,i    lgjfl    =   91.50 

electricity 

794 KWh a   0,055?= 43,70 

ModornJL 000 MTPD ammoni a plant. 
uff" 

Natural pas,   total 

3,0 x 106-3,8 x 10uKcal=32,0 x 106- 
35,0 x 106 Btu 

at LHV- 1045 BTU/SCP= 

10,6 x 10^-33,4 x 103SCF a «11,00/ 
103SCP 

30,60-33,40 

electricity 

15,4-26,0KWh a    0,02$= 0,31 - 0,50 

Total energy  cost,25_4JOO Total energy cost,     30,90 - 33.90 
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3.2.4t r Ammoni?, production cost versus 3tart-up ¿car jf ammoni- 

plants based  on natural ^?,3 

For the reason ~>f the  steady escalation of equipment prices and con- 

struction expenditures the manufacturing cost of  amonia is a function 

of the construction and   start-up time of the respective  plant.    During 

the last years,   this influence has been important. 

Along these lines it  is estimated  approximately that  the  production cost 

of ammonia        plants having a capacity in the ran^c  of 600 - 1000 metric 

tons P** 2\ hours and using cheap natural ras as feel stock varies with 

the start-up year of the plants,   as follows: 

Total production cost of ammonia 

approximately 

(Raw nitori als  ani utilities, 

labour,   maintenance,   and dopre- 

cin^ion _and  interest) 

I972 awl before 

I972 - I975 

I975 - I977 
I977— I960 

US1". JP.crj-.ie tri_c jton 

Less than 50 

75 - 100 

100- 150 

150- °00 

In the above estimates it has been assumed that the  ammonia plants have 

boon purchase under competitive bidding conditions. 
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3«2.3 Constructed  fertilizer plants during the las_t_10_]/ßJ±SJLJ•k 

their rowr ma t G ri al s. 

The  fertilizer factories which have been constructed around  the world 

during the  last  10 years have all been very bif.     The annual  capacities 

of these  factories have been within the   ran,~e of   1,00,000 - 2.000.000 

metric tonn per year each. 

In particular,  the expansion of the  ammonia in'ustry has been enormous. 

Plants with capacities of 1.000 - 1.75^ metric tons of ammonia per 24 

hours of each plant unit have been built  in a great  number in U. S.A., Canada, 

Western Europe,,  ^ast^rn Europe,  U.S.S.R,,   îliddle Tast,   Iran    India, 

Japan,   Indonesia,   Re-i   China,   Taiwan,   Algeria,   Contrai America,   and  South 

America. 

Man¿"  of the  fertiliser plants built   in the  course of the  last  10 years 

for conversion of liqui1  ammoni.", into  noli1-  fertilizers have been based 

upon the urea process,  which progressa«'   in   'evelopmcnt ani   reached a 

reliable  ani  competitive ^.esign around,  the  mi. 'le  of the  I960»c. 

The  ammonia ani urea plants established  in this period have been placed 

either where  natural gas is abundant  and  cheap or in great  fertilizer 

consuming countries.    In the later cases,   fuel oil Bunker C has been 

applied  as process feedstock if natural  .-ras has not been available. 

The  ammonia plants have all been desiane1   on basis of the  advantageous 

large  size ammonia technology developed  and   improve! during 10''0 - 1965 

and utilize the cheapest available  feedstock st the  respective plant 

locations. 

Countries where che.ap aril large deposits of natural gas is at  hand have 

turned  into  important exporters of nitrogeneous fertilizers. 
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Naphtha was and is still used as food stock in lar^e ammonia plants 

built from the beginning to the middle/ond of the  19ó0»s in '-/estorn 

Ruropo,   IM in,   Japan,   and Brazil.     In the meantime,   naphtha ha.s iooieaaod 

disproportionately in price  and become less abundant  or even ,^ot  scarce 

due to the increasing number of automobilen arri because naphtha, has no 

alternativo in sufficient  quantities as feedstock of  some other petro- 

chemical pl.anta,   luco ethylene  crackers,   etc.    Therefore,  ammonia plants 

built after the cnri  of the  1960»s  ,  where no natural gas in at disposal, 

have been based upon  fuel oil Bunker C ani not naphtha a3 previously. 

One exception is Re*  China,   where automobiles are not  found  in a large 

number. 

All phoephatic fertilizer factories built during the  last  series of years 

produce from rock phosphate  as raw material intermediate products or 

fertilizers like phosphoric acid,  mono-ammoniurn-phosphate  (TtAP),  di- 

ammonium-phosphato   (DAP),   or NPK or NP or PK compounds.    Tr-e previously 

used  superphosphate route has become obsolete. 

3.2.6 .Formulâtion of NPK compound fc,rtJLJj.zo_rs 

The manufacture  of chemical  or physical blends of NPK compound  fertilizers 

is done through mixing of  straight components each containing one or two 

of the constituent s ÏÏ-P,   and K. 

The mixing of a certain number of these fertilizer components will always 

involve a limitation of the NPK i6walà»a which can be obtained.     More 

freedom in the formulation is possible,   if an inert material  Ì3 added 

during the mixing. 

The insert fillers a»c used in the mixtures by the manufacturers in order 

to arrive at formulations which are known by the farmers and may have 

boon used for years as common practice.    However,  as a general  rule 

neutral filler materials should not be used,  as they only add   to the costs, 

lower the concentration,   and often,  in case of physical blends,   introduce 

additional segregation problems. 

m 
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However,  limestone powder used  as inort    filler may in some caaes be 

valuable as a soil acidity regulator. 

Withal;  the agriculture    should  strive to UPC NPK  grades with  the N:PtK 

ratios as needed,  but they oufht to be purchased  on basis of the  cheapest 

price per metric ton of N+P+K  content.    This would probably  in most  cases 

be a relatively high concentrated NPK grade,   which does not  contain any 

unnecessary filler.     For instance,  NPK (19-19-19)  might bo  cheaper than 

NPK  (1*3—15—15 ) when the price  compari non is male  on the basis of the amount 

per metric ton N+P+K contenta  rather than metric ton of fertilizer. 

The computation of fbaailaoo is demonstrated  through the following three 

examples of calculation. 

Ba3i s raw mat e ri nirs :     (aso xnmple) 

Urea (#501) 

DAP (18,2 - tf.  8-0) 

Muriate of potash  (60 X K?o) 

Inort filler 

Coating .agent,   1% coa.t. 

M 
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1. JjjxpjnBlp. 

Problem:    Víhnt would bo the N content of -. NPK ícr-do with 15 ' P?0,. and 

15^) KpO,  but without inert filler. 

Solution: 

Contents in N content 
1 astrici ton                      «...     x A ,                                          Metric ton 
m&tnc t^n • • •" 

Coating ,i#cnt: 0,010 

Kol:    0^        . 0,250 

DAP:    0^0        = 0^21x0,182       *• 0,0^8 
"OV46ÏÏ 

Subtotal 0,581 

Urea  (balance) M5 x °'^ ri 2JÄ2 

Total 1,000 0,.?51 

Answer i 25,0 «1. 
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2_ Bxamp lcj. 

Problem: A HPK  (lr->-13-15)  ir wanted,   and tho «Hit ion if inert  filler is 

r.llowed.    How much inert filler will bo noosed. 

Solution: 

Content g in 
1 metric ton 
metric ton 

N content 

Metric ton 

Coating agent: 

Kcl:      6,150 
"07^5"* 

T)AP:     0,150 
'(pjjblT 

0,010 

0,250 Total F -    0,150 

0,.321.x 0,182  = 0,05a 

0,09? Subtotal 0,5ül        Baiane: 

Urea:    0,092 
0746 

0j2oq 

Subtotal 0,781 

Inert filler (bale .nee ) : Si2!2 

Total 1,000 

Answer: 2I.9I Inert filio 
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3   example. 

Problem:  What woulrl bo the  NPK grade  (x-x-x) wit    th..   „-"vtior.  of 

N:P:K of 1:   1: 1, when no  inert filler is permitted. 

Solution: 

Contents in 
1 metric ton 
metric ton. 

N co   uQnt 

Metric ton 

Coating 

Kcli 

agent: 

X 

DAP: 

0,¿0 x 100 

X 

Urea: 

0, 4f>ö x 100 

1          É   x 
0,4¿         } 100 

0,010 

_ X 
(To" 

x     x 0,18: 

TOO  ) 46 

) 

2LX •jjjs?. 
Too * 

Total 

0,99     = x   + x       +   x 
'oô'     4P      T5T3 

= x 
7573 

1,000 

0,99       =  X   (0.01GÚ  + 0,0213  + 0,0132) 

o,99     - -   0,0511 

X     - 19,4 

Answers,    NPK (19,4 - 1.9,A r .IJL.ii 
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3. 3 Fertilizer procurement^ shipnKjnt, jgtorago,  -Ustribution 

And ".pplicrtion. 

ii J 
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3.3.I Summary 

The procurement of fertilizers from àbrami    and  their distribution to 

the farmers -md plantations i" an integrated process which must bo 

performer!,  organize:!   and  planned  adequately in all rrteps as follows: 

The fertilizers must  bo purchased  in proper qual"' !.ics according to 

the deman'3 ani   at  beat terms from  competitive  svppliers. 

- Suitable arrangements of shipment  to brin,"" the fertilizers from 

abroad to Liberia must be made cither by purchaser or suppliers. 

- Central stores,   intermediate  stores,   local  stores  and transportation 

vehicles must be provided in order to be able to riiie up the fer- 

tilizers arrived  from abroad  and di atribute them  "o  the farmers and 

plantations in proper time ahead of the fertilizing  season. 

- The delivery  and.  shipment of fertilisers from abroad will be scheduled 

to fit into an   jptinal structure of  ntores and transportation means 

In Liberia.     The delivery,   shipment,   ito rapo,   and  transportation 

should be selected  to bring about  the  lowest  overall  cost.    The 

structure of administration,   stores  and transportation vehicles 

ahould be desired   on the basis of  an analysis of  logistics by 

specialized experte,   before the fertilizer consumption becomes appre- 

ciable,  in order to  plan rightly and  save in investments. 

The  same stores; and   transportation vehicles for distribution of the 

fertilizers in the domestic  area may be used afte-* the fertilizing 

season and until  a certain period before the next   season for the 

agricultural producer having a time  lag in storna   .and transportation 

requirements,   and vice versa.    Precautions againr t  contamination of 

the  agricultural produces by dust  of fertilizers    oist be taken. 
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The procurement   an'  distribution of fertilizers oufdit to bo carried 

out by  a .joint  o rranizn ti on in'   as ^ M-opi .rat ive effort   and under the 

approvi   and  control by the  consumer^   ^r  fertilizer-;.     Probably¡   it 

will b,   .lost  rational to  combine  ani integr-i^   the fertilizer enter- 

prise    with the   I.iborian Produrr  Marketing Corporation  (LPMC),   as 

î .r as this will  be  agreeable to the various fertiliser  consumers. 

Nevertheless,   the   fertilizer import  into   Liberia ou,"ht  t) be maintained 

as a liberal tra1'    and  be   free  of CUS+OITIB   T any  other duties.     This 

will  secure  the   cheapest   ani best  fertilizers  and be in the best 

interest  to the  firn rs and plantations  ami,   thus,  to the  country. 

The  sane enterprise nay  import,  distribute;   -and   '?ell to the farmers 

ani plantations   ->ther commodities;   for instance: 

Tools   mi   machinery. 

Seeds and   seedlings. 

Herbicides,   pesticides,   and  insecticides. 

Application of fertilisers. 

Application of herbicides,   pesticides,   and   insecticides. 

The activities of the enterprise will have  to be  coordinated   and 

should not  compete with possible  other Government corporation,  but 

the enterprise  ought not be favoured with concessions,  ^uty freedom, 

etc. more  or other than the private business. 

The enterprise  should work close together with the fertilizer center 

proposed  in chapter 2.2.13 of Report Part  ?.. 

If practicable,   Libe ri r. may coordinate  its purchases and  imports of 

fertilizers with other West African countries,   like Sierra Leone 

under the  Mano River agreement,   in order to economise through purchase 

and  shipment of larger lots. 
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-      Thin  3ort  of c^ ruination between neighbouring count rien  for money 

saving,   securing .f supnlies,  inprvenent   of techniques,   etc. my 

apply tj b..th Jther inported comi di tien   -~.nl  irvices,   in  follows: 

- Steel   and iron products, building nit crisis,   and 

equipnent machinery   and oquipoont,   etc. 

- Engineering services,   tanw-how,   etc. 

3.3.2    Purchasing. 

Fertilizers t_  be imported  into Liberi,", for the   lonestic consumption of 

plantations and  farmers my be bought  on the birds jf either ex fictory 

prices   >r c.i.f.  Monrovia prices,  the litter prioos including  shipping 

and insurance during shipnent.     In the  ferner cases the  shipnent  and 

insurmce must  be pai1   oeparately by purchaser and be  arranged  in collab- 

oration betueen purchiser mi the supplier.     The icp'..cts   if shipnent iro 

de lit with in the next  chapter. 

Fertilizer prices fluctuate  on the world  market  according to  the actual 

demands   jn the  respective products,    Those  fluctuations can be  very drastici 

As an exmple,   the ex fictory prices on anno ni a and urea were  less than 

US $100 per »»trie ton in 1973 arel kept  at US ^300-350 per net rie ton 

during 1974 to the spring of 1975, while dropped to US $100-150 per metric 

ton during the  manner and  autonn of 1975» 

The ex fact ry fertilizer prices normally allow a discount at  the purchase 

of larger quantities.    Por instance,  the price por metric ton of a lot of 

1.000 metric t ms will be  a few per cent  less than for a lot  of 5O-IOO 

metric tons.    Besides,  regular purchases from the sane manufacturer may 

allow an additi jnal discount. 
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Bagged product:-,  arc noro  expensive thin the products in bulk,   the 

different beinG the eoot   of lagging wl burini; materiale    Tho -Uffcrcnce 

in in the  ori or of U",  1  10-20 DOT net rie ton. 

Purchases  of both anali  -vert   large  lots of fertilizers ought to  take place 

on basis  a.f competitive  Gilding fr^n  several alternative  suppliers. 

Large scale buyers of fertilizers ought  to keep  in frequent touch with 

the export in;: manufacturers and  international •Id'-l'-n or1 br^ ¿r ;,   contou- 

nicate with them,   obtain their price   lists on a current h-.sis-,   and 

receive bids  from then.,   before a major purchase   ir, being made. 

Although plantations an1   farmers may prefer to use  their traditional 

types of fertilizer:-: because, they  -re   familiar with their application 

<ani benefits,   it shoul'  be  considered  that the prices on the  re -pect i ve 

fertilizer qualities  m tho worl'i  market  and from tho various  suppliers 

do not  fluctuate  simultaneously ani  to  the sane  extent.    This means that 

it may be  advantageous- t-   a1 just the purchased   types to the cheapest or 

r. cheaper pack --c af fertilizers. 

Short te m buying of fertilizer gi^cs the purchaser the saving when the 

prices are low in tho freo world market, but involves thé risk of large 

expenditures when the  fr::e world  market  prices are  high. 

Long term  supply contracts may be preferable and  beneficial to  both a 

large 3calc purchaser ~nd   the supplier ,.f fertilizers,  because  they safe- 

guard tho purchaser a reliable s.upply  at  reasonable  ani average  prices, 

and they  secure the  supplier a r.afe  sales outlet  at  - fixed profit.    Most 

probably,   a long torn nupnly contract  will have  a clause on a certain 

price adjustment of the  actual delivery prices to the prevailing free 

market prices for instance  in function of an international commodity 

price index. 
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3. j. 3    Fertiliser e xi TO rt orn an '_ h rojee rrs._ 

Fertilizers -.re bein • -:xportoO   fnn U.3.;..  ---ne]   -overal Wo it ^ur^pean 

countries. 

Countries like  Polan". .   R'irr.nia,  Spain from Huelva  -.t Atlantic  Tea in 

Southern part   nf Spain,   Alacri.".,  Morocco,   Venezuela.,   Trinidad,   etc.  arc 

also  import Mit  exportons of fertilizers.    Nif-cri-  m-vy became  a future 

exporter of fertili:,vr?,. 

Fertilizers nay be bnifdit through the  import  agents of forei-n fertilizer 

houses or directly fron the  foreign manufacturen   >r through international 

fertilizer brokers,  which may be ownorr; of nines,   manufacturero,,   and 

transporters  as well. 

A non-exclur;ive  lint of international  fertilizer brokers  and exporters 

ir, given below: 

- Agricultural and  Industrial Corporation, 
866 Unite-i  Wation Pias-, 
New York,  N.Y.  10017, 
U.S.A. 

- Bekcr International  Corporation 
124 Wont  Putnam Avenue, 
Greenwich,  Connecticut 06830, 
U.S.\, 

- International riincralsÄGtemicalf't^isSporation  (lMC\ 
U.S.A. 

- Kaicar Chcnicals, 
U.S.A. 

- Occidental Potro lour.: Corporation, 
(INTER ORT), 
10889 Wiltshire Bonlevard, 
Los Angelen,   California 9002/1. 
U.S.:.. 

- Nit rex A.C., 
Bleicherwcg 33, 
CH - 8027 Zurich, 
Switzerland 
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Société Complexport. 
12 Avenue de  la G. de A me o, 
Pnri:--!, 
Prince. 

Besides, reference i ; :r,"c to the in-Hvi-'ual 1 ^rp fertilizer Manufacturers 

ml exporters in ^ur^po for instance in Helium, ^nflnnd, Prince, Holland, 

Italy.,   Norway,   Poland,   Rom-mi,   "Spain,   <lc«.t  Gorniry,   etc. 

The manufnetuiero of fertilizers in Western Europe ire members of the flurope 

Fertilizer Cirtolc  whore the   lecirionr-  on rv.il-blo export^.,   prices,  etc. 

ire taken.    Some  of the broker associations  riven   .bove  ire   ntonboro   , 

of the  cirtel. 

The name 3 of fertilizer exporters in Africa inri South /une ri on ire,   as 

follows: 

- Cherificn do s  Phosphate^ 
Rdb at, 
Morocco. (Phosphitic  fertilizer- 

- Federation Chemical:-- Ltd., 
Trinidad.     (Nitrogenoouo fertiliser?,) 

- Nitrogen - 
Venezolini  loi Nitrogeno,   C.A.: 

Maracaibo, 
Venezuela.     (ïïitrogeneous fertilizers) 

- Pemex, (?) 
Mexico. 

- 3on*trach, 
Alger, 
Algeria.     (Nitrogcneous  forti li zers) 

3»_3«4 Shipment 

Mont re put at od ship freighting companion ire members of one or more con- 

ferences, and thoy carry freight at the tariffa an4 terms jointly agreed 

upon by the conference members. 
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Non-conference members usually are  few and have  siali  ships which drop  in 

and  out  of harbmr3 at   irremlar frequencies  as their freight business 

lictatns. 

For Liberia two conferences are  important: 

-      Continent al-'-Jost  African Confcrcnce- 

Cowac, 
dealing with th..   freight  traffic betwe :n 
European Continent  ini West A fric?.. 

-      American West  African Freight Conference, 
do-ling with the   freight  traffic between 
North America an1   'Jest /.frica. 

The basic pricing on freight  in  calculate1,   as  follows! 

Unit price  or tariff multiplie1  by weight in metric tons or by 

volume in in ,  whatever is highest:  weight  or volume  figure. 

Unit price   ~>r tariff multiplie! by weight  in long ton or 

volume in  JO cu.   ft., 

whatever is highest: weight or volume  figure. 

The unit  tariff will  lepen1 upon the commodity code  of the party,   its 

packing,   freight   listane^,   harbours conoerne^,   etc. 

In principle  ship owners  sell and  charge  on basis of the  space occupied by 

the  stowed party if its density ^oes not exceed  1,0 metric ton/m  ,  which is 

equal to the  specific bouyancy of sea water on the  ship.     This means that 

a party which can be  stowed  at  a density  of for instance 0,7 metric ton/ra 

cost  as much in freight  as a party of same volumetric  occupancy but of 1,0 

metric ton/m   density,   provided  that other cargo terms do not differ. 



On the  other hin1 •ihi   s -.re not   illioe'   t.« be  l'igni  to   nink lower 

thin the  IJI-1  line   (Plii.n 11 nirk)    >f tho  ohip,   ^ pirty with i Tensity 

ib .«ve  1,0 netric t rn/n ' -nil  require  tlr.t   i free   ispiro  e jrrerj)on'in/«; to 

the   lencity  in oxceoo   «f  1 net ri e ton/a ' aulti 'lio1  by  v-.luino   .if the 

pirty i'j  reserve1   ai"   n-r.i". )t v'e  it »we'1   .«u~i    'f tho  h'11   'f the   ".hip;   unless 

other pirties   if sufficient   a/lunei  in'   "onoitie.: bel w 1.0 «îetric ton/m 

r.re boina freight M  - t the   sine tine, 

Hjwever,   the  t.:til  freight    cit will   'open1  uni.:  :;->-«-enl  o m'itionr?,   such 

in  foil >wr:: 

-      Basic  freight  rite   >n basis   )f the  conference tariff 

( nee  ~.b >vc ) 

An an exanple: 

Phosphitic  fertilisers it   ornali  e inni aiment s   if  T'OO - 500 

metric tons in bi -3 to be  siile1   t;   lamavia,   Libo ri 1 'ire   subject 

t« the  foil iwiiv; tariffs  (vili1  February  197'):   (approximate  figures) 

- Pruni U.3.;.. Oulf or alast  C—afc 
U.S.  '':;  1?0 - IV) per lone; t >n ir   ^0 cu.   ft, 

- Fr«n F rib European Continent 
U.3.  '':  'JO - 100 por metric t m  jr a 

-    From L11 I1"li.vi'-,   Canary Islán1 

US ier metric ton   >r a-'. 
(There;   \re  no conference tariffs on N>rth Africi it  the 
tiae be in,",'/ • 

Ad'1, iti'.mil bunker sur/;c charge,   in extri to cover fuel cost increase! 

irounl  13   ' it Februiry 1976. 

Congenti >n oaceio rites, 

to cover i'.lle tino when uiitin,'.  it porti t' ,Tot to quay, 

for instinco  it   La,">s,   Nitrii miy be up to 70 •".. 

Demurrage extri charge, 

to  cover 1omurra,':e  liys  Turin,; holi'ays,   etc. 
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- Freight  may be   >n: 

Free in  orr1   >ut   on"   load in,; orr1   uní o ad in,;   it  expense  "if 

parcel   >wncr,    >r 

Liner terns r.iay   ap*>ly,   where  ship owner pays  all expenses 

(port  char/res,   pilots.,   tugboats,  dockve,   etc.) frm hook 

on t-i h •>^li off too  fierro,    Harbour duos ^.rr1   h in-Hin/; charges 

mty amount t, ab -ut   one or a few TJS   "  per metric ton or n 

- Bi; emoi.-nuento,   soy  5.000 - 10.000 metric tons of fertilizers 

will  result in   -.  Uocount,  which nay  be up to 2i)-iO% >\f the basic 

tariff. 

Chartering ->f ohip either: 

- 'latch   >r o .npartmont charter,   where parcel will fill one 

hatch or c-impartment of tho   oLip.    -r 

- Ref.ailariiy   an1   stipulvto'l  parcel that   ir, a certain amount 

each f>r instance  W-oOO metric t mn  of fertilizers in bags 

a ti:,ie. 

will involve  lower frei.-ht  rateo ani will dopen1  upon the 

actual freight market. 

Some  savinr in freight  nay be   obtained  if fertilizers are  shipped  in bulk 

instead  of in ba¿-o.    This is because tho  overall  Tensity of piled bags 

io lower lue to the va;1 o at  the siles ani  en1 s  if the ba/;s than the bulk 

density;.  which,   still, nay not  excee-1   1 metric ton/m  . 

However,   funeral  cargo  ships are not equipped fir loalin;; an'  unloading 

of material P in bulk.     Therefore,  if bulk shipnent  is considered,   tho 

parcel owner murrt arrange the  loa1 in/; "w1  unloa'in - of the  ohip.     Lodine 

of bulk shipments aro  frequently available  at harbour terminals of fer- 

tilizer manufacturers an1  exporters,  while  the parcel owner must provide 

the unloading facilities ani  st-.rape at the  final determination of the 

ships, 
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for instance the typical harbor unloading facilities,   for bulk consign- 

ment G woulr1  compri ce,   as  follow.•: 

- Capacity:  6O-65 metric tons/hour, 

- 1-2 cr nos -.t   qu ly, 

- 1 - ? hoppers at  quay,   \n\ 

- Trucks below the  hoppers. 

It  goes without  saying  „hat the unloving and  loci t..\.nsportation of fer- 

tilizera in bulk from the  ship;: to the  storage buil1ingJ:.*nust take place  in 

dry weither in order to  avoid humidification and caking of the fertilizers 

or even loon of fertilizer:. through dissolution ard  washing away by rain 

water.    Therefore,   freighting of fertilizers, in bulk xc  Liberia will not 

be  advisable during the  rainy season,  unions the proper precautions are 

taken. 

The parcel owner would  have to pay penalty to the   ;hip c.-ner if the  stipu- 

lated unloading capacity coulee  not be  achieved. 

Freight  reduction may be possible through marrir.go  of  jenvenience with 

ships freighting export  goods from Liberia to foreiri countries on tho 

return trip which otherwise uses to be  a ball-st voyage.    The freight will 

be most  favourable  at  least diversion of the  ship from its normal  return 

travel.     The ships in mind will bo the various freigntsrs carrying iron 

ore,   latex;   logs,   timber,   plywood,   etc.  from Liberi-r. 

Ac a matter of fact,   it may be worth to consider jointly chartered vessel 

for freighting of tho export of good.s from Liberi .  :nd the    import of large 

quantities of products to Liberia such as fertilizers.   lice,   stoel,  etc. 

The combination of freighting iron ore to  Scandinavia ani cement  clinker 

back to Liberia is one   such example. 

In general,  conference member ships give the best long t.rm business. 

Non-conference member-  ships con usually be advantageous only for a cinglo 

or short  term deal.   ' 
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In the event th^t  a non-confcronce member would offer f vourablo  tcms on 

freighting over a longer porioH ,   the  conference nembor- r.i-^y upon request 

crue the conference to bo  -11owed to   lower its freight  rates.    Thin would 

normally bo  knitted by the conference;.,,   which rr.,y  ..-von bo prop-red   to offer 

a low "fighting" rite,  which woul'1  be  disagreoabL-  ti most non-conference 

members to keep then out  of the traditional freight  -larkot of the  conference 

members.    Only in cue  that a large,   reputata'!   3hip  ouner nay launch hin 

ship;:- in a new market   still not being convcrc1 by -   conference membership, 

it night be worthwhile  to confer a  long torri bu ni ne su with a non-conforcnco 

nembo r. 

3.3.5 Storce,  |tr;,nop_o_rti_t_io_n,   iiïi dia-\ribjaji_o_n._ 

At the beginning of each crop or growth season the  fertilizers must be 

readily ".vii lab le  and distributed   in proper qu aliti ••; ani quantities accord- 

ing to the der „nds to  the farmers airi  plantations   \t   short notice  as the 

weather conditions,   sowing-tin.:,   growth of plant'; -nd trees,  etc.  dictate. 

The fertilizers nurst bo distributed  to the farmer-  and  plantations in water- 

proof bags being mt  heavier than r)0 kgr.,  so the bags can be taken to the 

fields in humid neither,   if required  and. be handle-!  by one person. 

The fertilizers imported fron abroad during +he month s ahead of each fer- 

tilizing season must be piled up in the central stores :if the harbour(s), 

intermediate  stores arri 1-  al  stores. 

The total capacity of all the  stores must bo sufficient to hold the demando 

of at  least one fertilizing season. 

The intermediate  stores aid local  stores must be placed it main roads in 

the market -roa and. the holding capacities of the  respective  storehouses 

nust be provided and   the storehouses filled up with bagged fertilizers in 

ouch a manner to pemit the distribution and transportation to the farmers 

and plantations at the rates of n'enarri s with tbo use of a reasonable number 

and  3ize of transportation vehicles. 

Jl 
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In orlcr to econouize  on the  storce  capacities    \n"   Investmente of the 

inte meliate an1   loe .1  stores ani transportation vehicles the farmers 

AIT
1
   plantations nay lie  offrire'1   a price   'isciuni  if  fchoy '/ill  accept   arc1 

receive  the  fertiliser ha- r. in alvance   :f the   -oason  an1  keep the b^a in 

their own barnr  or sto rehousen. 

The tronsport'-tian vehicles 'aunt be   at   'inp-s-.l  in  adequate  nunbern  ani 

razes to convey  the  fertilizer ba¿;s   from Lho  central   3t .re(s) vi", the 

intorme'irte   ot )rcc vi     the local  otorcn to the final   "cntin~+ions  at the 

farmers an1  th^  plantations. 

The  cost  of tr.inoportr/ti on from the   local  stores to  the famors an1,  the 

plantations ou¿;ht to he  ehar.-e1. separately fror,  the  prices on the  ferti- 

lizers.     Possibly,   some  f",rrnorj MI-
1
   plantations nay  went  to   pick up the 

fertilizers at  the 1 ^cal stores (or oven I, hu  int' rue'1 i~to  stores)  in their 

own ca.rria :cs or vehicles. 

The  fertilizers will   arrive  from abro."1   it the central  store(s) in the 

harbour(s) ac-corlin;- t> the purché s in;: an'   shippitv  opportunities. 

The purchasing an!   shipment fron abroa1  nay bo  ^nh" Tilda     in or'cr to faci- 

litate  the transport vti >n  UT
1
   1 i st ribut i on "•n1.   )ptir;iize the  investments 

an1, operatic* "osti: of the storehouses an1  tranm'rtation me ,ns in the 

•'oracstic area. 

The  storehouses  an1  transportation vehicl '.r. nay be uso-1 after the  fertili- 

zing season an1, until  a certain peri o! in advance   :>f the next  season for 

other conma.1 it i oo with time lnt;^:1   storage an1  transportation nee1s,   for 

instance the harveste1   produces in baf-s,  such as rice,  coffeet  an1   cocoa. 
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However,   j int  sto re bau so s for fertilizers  an1  ttu:  a. rioultural produces 

wüst   only be establishe'.  if it  cr.n   \r\\   will  i->..  t,ak;n precautions a.gainst 

the   risk of contamina t,io i   v" the   VTì cui turai  producen usually ba; ,^ed in 

penetrable  jute bag-   br/    ,ny   nus+ of fertilizer:;.     "ívnri though  fertilizers 

are kept in water-proof oo'rs,   ouch 'Hist may  OCCUJ'  " ue to   'ofoct bags or 

damage  or breakare o-f th« bars  ^rin^- the handling. 

Before  or as  soon -•   the  fertilizer consumption of Liberia reaches  a sub- 

stantial araou'it,   an  • .nalysis of logistics should be  marie,   preferably by 

specialized everts,   op the  schedule-1,  import,   storili'- in central,   inter- 

mediate,  and local  store a ;   am transportation an!   • i st ri but i on of the 

fertilizers,     Simultaneously,   this analysis    ¡houlo  be  integrate«:   with a 

similar r.nalysis of lo ai sties  of the  a..-ricultural produce.;. 

Such  analyses would mal'o  it possible  to plan an1  optimize the  investments, 

construction and prevision,   organization of personnel  ana workers,   and. 

operatili;; costs of the   stores and transportation vehicles. 

}.0.*1L ^£.aa£?ir0"* 

The  ri ;ht times for application of fertilizers a~e determine '  by the 

weather conditions,   301/ina-time,  crops or trees concerne''',.   .-••rowth of plants 

and trees,  etc. 

The type of fertilisera will dopend upon the  crops or troes;   soil con- 

ditions,  spreading cost7,  etc. 

Fertilizers in solid particles  (crystals,  granules or prills)  are  spread 

either by han1  or mechanically by spreading machinery. 

Manual  spregili," by farmors with adequate practice  and care  is fully 

satisfactory and is of course  the cheapest way in a developing country. 

Besides,  thi3 method makes it  easily possible to spread at  certain intervals 

after the sowing time  if this will be beneficial   and practicable to the 

growing plants. 
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In developed countries where labour in the  farms ìT scarce and  expensive, 

fertilizer spreading is .lone mechanically.     To a ,-reat  extent ÎIPK compound 

fertili zero,   in so far an thoy  arc noci''od.   ''.re   applied  and  spread  in 

one operation in or?or to  nave  and  simplify  the time of spreading. 

Because  of the high labour cost  this may happen oven if a délaye-1  or split 

fertilization might render somewhat larger crop yields. 

Harrow injection of liquid  ammonia from pressura tanks is extensively 

applied   in the developed   countries with temperate-1  climate as  ammonia 

is the  cheapest nitrogeneous fertilizer in terms of US" per ton of nitro- 

gen content,  as it shows a reliable eftfsct,   and as the  spreading method 

is economical and useful. 

Furthermore,  mechanical  spraying or harrow injection of fertilizers in 

the fbarv*^ )»;f aqueous solutions is widely used  in nome developed  countries, 

like U.S.A. 

£ 
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ì«4   NPK compound, fertilizer bulk blendin¿_"jicl baf^iry; plant. 
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3.4«! Summary 

NPK compound   fertilizers as produced  in fertilizer  chemical plants 

normally are more expensive  than most combinations  of straight fertilizers, 

for instance urea,  II/.P,   and  muriate of potash,  when the  cost comparison 

is referring to the  name  contents  in kg s or tons  of N,   P„0r,  arri K~0. 
¿   n ¿ 

Therefore,   the establishment  of a fertiliser bulk blending and bagging 

plant in the marketing aren makes  it possible to  purchase and import 

straight  fertilizers in bulk  and blend them in the desired ratios so the 

fertilizer customers of the  plant  amon{,- the farmers  and plantations will 

benefit from the  iaving in the  import prices. 

Suitably,   the plant may be  operated  as a co-operative  enterprise to be 

consumer oriented or owned  or under the approval   and.  control by the 

farmers and  plantations in order to maintain and  protect their interest 

in the plant. 

As apparent  from Report  Part  2,   the plantations  aro  and will be the major 

consumers of NPK cumpounds  or blends in Liberia.     Whereas,  the farmers 

will hardly need this type  of fertilizers to any  appreciable axtent over 

the next many years for the  field  crops.    The farmers will need  straight 

type Ürtilizers for the fields,   while NPK compounds or blerris for their 

tree crops.     The farmers will be  able to benefit  through the large lot 

purchases and shipment of the  straight fertilizers in bulk by the bulk 

blending and bagging plant which will bag and sell   straight fertilizers as 

well in keeping with the requirements of the fanners. 

3y means of a bulk blending plant  individual mixtures or recipes of the 

N,  P2O5»  rwâi K^O constituents possibly with any admixtures of micronut- 

rients and/or Kieserite and/or rock phosphate and/or pesticides-herbicides 

oan be formulated,   fit and  produced according to the desires and demands 

of the farmers and plantations in terms of crops,   trees,   soil conditions, 

etc. 
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The   straight   fertilizers to be procure*  as  feedstock to the  physical 

bulk blending plant must be  chemically compatible,   ir, otherwise unsatis- 

factory mixtures with high hydroscopic and   caking properties mi,-ht  result. 

The import, unloaUng, transportation, an^ storage of bulk fertilizers 

must take place under dry conditions and consequently must oc fit into 

the dry season of the year. 

Besides,  the  straight  fertilizers must match in .lize  so that the  risk 

of segregation and d o 13truction of the homogeneity of the blends during 

the  subsequent handling,   transportation,  .and application at the  fields 

and plantations will be minimized. 

Nevertheless,  the  risk of segregation and  heterogeneity   -.f the bulk blended 

products will  still  exist.     This means that  particular precautions must 

be taken during handling,   transportation and application of the blended 

producen in bags or  in bulk,   so they will  not become uneven and thus un- 

acceptable to the  farmer? and plantations. 

Consequently,   a bulk blending plant must be   situated  within the marketing 

area possibly away from harbour(s)  an^  with  limited   distances to the 

fanners and plantations.     Handling and transportation must be  lenient 

and without vibrations,   and the application must occur at  care. 

The bulk blended plant must be operated um1 er qualified  supervision and 

technical management. FonmlaofB of blends will have to be  made by experta. 

The economy in the procurement and  shipment  of the  straight  fertilizers 

in bulk must exceed   over the achievable import prices on the  ready chemical 

compounds in bags with at  least the variable  and   fixed operating cost of 

the bulk blending and  bagging plant   (in the  order of US a  15-30 per metric 

ton)  plus the unevitably higher cost  of unloading,   storage,   transportation, 

and distribution in the domestic area of the blends over the  imported 

compounds. 
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Fertilizer bulk blerrüng and bagging plants can be delivered by several, 

alternative and  reputateci  contractors and equipment   suppliers.    The fixed 

assets will be  in the orlcr of US" 0,5 - 0,6 million for a  3O.0O0~5O.000 

metric tonn .annual capacity  plant.  Delivery and construction period may 

last 6-12 month ri depending upon local  conditions and   contractual   cerms 

with contractor.     In the  lesion of a bulk blending an-1 bagging plant the 

local and market  requirements must be  taken into account  in details and 

in full. 

The operating personnel ani  operators of a bulk blending and bagging plant 

will amount to  around  25 full time people  and  -luring the  fertilizing 

season .another around  40 part  time  labourers.    These numbers do not  in- 

clude the .administrative  and marketing personnel. 

As the consumption of bulk blende^  mixture?, -nay increase  after the instal- 

lation and over the capacity of a first blending plant,   another plant of 

similar design and capacity  should be  installed  at  another center location 

of the market  in order to  lecrease  the transportation distances of the 

blends and thus the  risk of  segregation. 

Irrespective of the provision of a bulk fertiliser blending plant in 

Liberia,  the  fertilizer import ought  to be maintained as a liberal trade 

and be free of customs or any other duties as pointed out  in chapter 

3.3.1.    At any rate,   fertilizer blending or for that matter any other 

fertilizer manufacturing process should, not be granted as an exclusive or 

protected concession to any co-operative or company or    corporation in 

Liberia as this would be against the  interest of the farmers and plantations 

in general. 
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_3.4«2    Technology and_ investments of fertilizer bulk blending and 

bagging plant  aM_jie_cess_ary precautions. 

The technology and   investment3 of a fertilizer bulk blending and bagging 

plant  are deeoribwd in  ^ .¡tails in the UNITIO Monograph No.   8  (see references^ 

The fixed assets are  given in the monograph for two variants,   as follows: 

(cxcl.  land   and housing of personnel and workers) 

-      Variant A. 

Capacity:     30.000 metric tons per year 

Estimated total .fixed asset s : 

Approximately US   * 0,5 million. 

Variant B. 

Capacity:     5O.OOO metric tons per year. 

Estimated total fixed assets: 

Approximately US  % 0,6 million. 

Working capital required  to cover inventories,   accounts receivable and 

other liquid assets is estimated,   as follows: 

Variant  i. 

Approximately US t 0,5 million 

Variant B. 

Approximately U.S. 1 0,8 million. 

Thus, the total investments will be: 

Variant A. 

Approximately US 1 1,0 million 

-  Variant B. 

Approximately US  it 1,4 million 

Particular attention shall be paid to the following aspects and problems 

related to the raw materials,,   operation,  ani end-products of a fertilizer 

bulk blending plants as described in the monograph: 
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Selection of fertilizer materials for bulk blending must be  careful, 

because net  ill natcrials on the world  market  -ire chemically com- 

patible.     The monograph points out,   as  follows : 

- If ammonium  nitrato,   triple  superphosphate  ani   single  super- 

phosphate  are  kopt  lut of the plant,   there  should be no problems 

with incompatibility.     Referring to chapter 2.2.8 of Report 

part 2 it  is  stressed that nitrate fertilizers arc not  suitable 

for swamp  rice. 

- The conclusion in that the raw materials blende1   in the plant 

should be  limite"  to urea,  ÜA.P,   MAP,   and  KCl,   except that 

agronomic  consideration mit;ht  necessitate the use of AS or KS, 

or both,   in certian blends.    In Liberia rock phosphate  and 

Kieserite may be  convenient to  add to the blends,   if the size 

match can be  fulfilled   (see below).    Reference  is made to chapter 

2.2.11 of Report  Part ?.. 

The shipment of the bulk fertilizer raw materials to  Liberia,  their 

unloading in the harbour(s) and transportation and  storage  in the bulk 

blending plant must  take place under dry weather conditions  so that 

any hunidification and  caking of the  fertilizers or even loss of fer- 

tilizers through dissolution and washing away by rain water is avoided. 

Consequently,  the whole  import,  unloading,  transportation and  storage 

operation must be timed and adjusted to the dry weather season in 

Liberia. 
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Segregation or unnixin;- of bulk bienio1  products must be  co unto rie ted 

during handling,  transportât ion,   and application.     If précautions are 

not taken against  this risk,   the hom.v-cneity  of the bulk blended   ferti^. 

lizer will be   ìestructo-l,   irvi  the  farmers ml plantations may risk 

to spread   fertiliser:; of irregular in1  varie1  composition to the  fields 

and trees,  which o-f course would be unacceptable.    Duo -tô the fri rjR:'of 

this problem,   the following precautions must observed! 

- The riw materials must match in particle  size according to 

strict  requirements on the  supplies. 

- The bulk blending plant must be  of a satisfactory  le sign and 

must be  operated correctly an-  una or supervision of qualified 

personnel. 

- The plant  should preferably be  set up in areas of fertilizer 

consumption rather than at   the ports of importation of the 

raw materials,   -and  the transportation of the bulk blended  pro- 

ducts either in bulk or bags to the  farmers and plantations 

ought  to be 1 anient  and.  free   >f vibrations and be  limited  to 

short distances.    Thus,  bulk bionici products ire  not  suitable 

for export  ind  transportation over Ion,; distances. 

- Spread in,- of bulk blended products ought not be done by centri- 

fugal broadcasters. 

As a passing remark it  is noted  that urea with 0,8-1,   0 fo biuret 

as by-product   shall not be  applied  for pineapple,   citrus fruits,   and 

urea solution spraying of certain crops,  where biuret above 0,3/5 

is not  acceptable.    This question should be checked in details with 

specialized  agronomists as  far as urea is  straight type  or in blended 

type fertilizers will have  to be applied  for any of the  above  purposes. 
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3J4»3    Selecting straight  fertilizer materials in least-cost analysis. 

The  selection of the  straight  fertilizer materiali and  possible  fillers 

must be made on the ba;.is of an overall  survey anrl   lonst-cost analysis 

of ex factory costs an1,  availability,   shipment ana  handling costs,   and 

requirements of farmers and plantations. 

The  least-cost  analysis should   be carried out by exports at the possible 

use of modern calculât in,-; and/or computer techniques. 

Those techniques may be   available from: 

TVA, 
Tennessee Valley Authority, 
Muscle  Shoals,   Alabama.-356ÖO, 
U.5.A 

IFDC, 
International Fertiliser Development Center, 
402 First Federal Building, 
Florence, Alabama 35630, 
U.S.A. 

The calculating or computing techniques are described  in the following 

article•• 

Normal  L. Hargett,   Selecting Materials in Least-Cost 

Analysis,  TVA National Fertilizer Development  Center, 

Distribution economics Section,  Tennessee Valley 

Authority, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 35660,  U.S.A. 

L J 
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3.4«4 Utility costs. 

Apart from the straight fertilizers, bagging materials, and a negligible 

consumption of gasoline for the shovel trucks, the only utility consumed 

is electricity,  which at US "> 0,055 per KWh corresponds to: 

Variant A. 

Total power required: 69 KW 

Production capacity: 7 metric tons/hour 

^lectrfcitjfr.   cost:  US % 0,54/metric ton 

Variant B. 

Total power required:    71 KW 

Production capacity  ;     12 metric tons/hour 

electricity cost: US %0, 33/metric ton. 
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3.4.5    Salaries of personnel and workers. 

The   subsequent personnel   and  workers and  total salaries per year will 

be valid in Liberia: 

Personnel and workers 

Number and categories 

1 Agronomist and marketing manager 

1 Plant manager 

1 Production supervisor 

1 Materials handling supervisor 

6 Operators 

1 Maintenance man 

8  Labourers 

40 Part time labourers 

4 Security people 

Annual salaries,  US * 

Total of each category 

30.000 

24.OOO 

8.4OO 

6.000 

7.100 

2.5OO 

6.4OO 

8.000 

?.900 

Total, excl.  administrative personnel    95»300 
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3.4.6.     Variable ani  fixed co3ts of fertilizer bulk blend i riß arri 

bagging,   exeluaive materials  costo. 

The variable and  fixed  costs of a fertiliser bulk blending and bagging 

plant,   exclusive the material a cost will be,  as follows: 

-    Variant A 

Capacity;   30.000 metric tons per year 

Annual production 

30.000 MTFY 

22.500 MTPU 

I5.OOO MTPY 

Cost 

US ^ 18, 32/metric ton 

US % 20,98/metric ton 

US % 26,04/metric ton 

—    Variant B 

Capacity;   5O.OOO metric tons per year 

Annual production 

50.000 MTPY 

37.5OO MTPY 

25.OOO MTPY 

Cost 

US t 16,00/metric ton 

US t 17,38/metric ton 

US 3 22, 30/metric ton 

The  specific cost  figurera are calculated  in the attached  tabulations 

Nos.   1  and 2. 

The figures correspond to the equipment price basis and Liberian salary 

conditions of 1975/1976. 
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Tabulation No.  1 

VARIANT A 

VARIABLE AMD FIXED COST 

EXCLUSIF MATERIALS COST 

CALCULATION 

Capacity 

Fixed  assets 

Working capital 

Stream factor,  % 

Annual production,   MTPY 

float per metric ton; 

Electricity 

Gasoline 

Bagging materials 

Salaries: 

US  ft 95.300 per year 

Maintenance: 

2,5 fo on fixed  assets 

Straight  line depreciation over 

10 years: 

10 % on fixed  assets 

Average interest, 

4,0 % on fixed  assets 

Interest, 

10,0 % working capital 

Insurance cost, 

1,0 /o on fixed  assets 

Total 

30.000 MTPY 

estimatei US "Ü 0,5 million 

estimate-1  US * 0,5 million 

¿2 
15  .000 

 US? 

0,54 

10,00 

6,35 

0,83 

100 21 
30.000 22.500 

USÌ USI: 

0,54 0,54 

i<Voq lfl)^O0 

3,18 4,33 

0,42 0,56 

1,67 2,22 3,33 

0,6? 0,89 1,33 

1,67 2,22 3,33 

0,17 m0¿22 —Sii?. 
18,32 20,98 26,04 
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VARIANT B 

VARIABLE AND FIXED COST 

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS COST 

CALCULATION 

3.55 

Tabulation No» 2 

Capacity               • 50. 000 MPT 
Fixed assets      : estimated US % 0 ,6 million 
Working capital; estimated US I 0 ,8 million 

Stream factor,  % 100 11 50 
Annual production, MTPY 50.000 37.500 25.000 
Cost Der Botric toni US 3 

e,33 

US 8 

0,33 

US 3 
Electricity 0,33 
Gasoline — — .^» 

Bagging Materials 10,00 10,00 10,00 
Salaries: 

US % 95.300 per year 1.91 2,54 3,81 
Maintenance : 

2,5 i» on fixed assets 0,36 0,48 0,72 
Straight line depreciation over 

10 years: 

10 % on fixed assets 

Average interest, 

4 % on fixed assets 

Interest, 

10,0 % on working capital 

Insurance cost, 

1,0 % on fixed assets 

Total 

1,20 1,60 2,40 

0,48 0,64 1,60 

1,60 2,13 3,20 

0.12 0,16 £i¿4 
16,00 ÌZi§S ÜÜ2 
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3_.,4»7    Contractors erri equipment suppliers 

The following list çives a number of reputateci contractors and equipment 

suppliers of fertilizer bulk blending and bag^inf plants: 

- Fertilizer engineering and 
Equipment  Co.   (F^CO), 
Green Bay,   Hi3couoin, 
U.  3. A. 

- The A.J.  Sackett and  Sons Co., 

Bait imo re,   Maryland, 
U.  5.  A. 

- Steadman Foundry and 
Machine Co.,  Inc., 
Aurora,   Indiana, 
U.  S. A. 

- Chartin Construction Co., 
Como,  Texas, 
U.   S. A. 

- Nisho - Iwai, 
Tofcr«, 
Japan. 

-    Voest, 
Linz, 
Austria. 

-   Basse Sambre - Eri, 
Belgium. 

L 
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.3.4.8    Helpful hints tojpot e ntial  invest o r. 

A potential investor who inquires of vendors for information on a bulk 

blending arri bagging facility should make  the  request as complete as 

possible.    Typical  information needed is    as follows: 

(1) How will materials bo  received arel what  rate? 

(2) What kind  an-'  how much bulk material  is to bo stored? 

(3) How much bag  storage  is needed? 

(/})    The bagging ritt Tesi red.,   type of bags and method  of closure. 

(5) What type  of  season is expecte-1 and what  rate of output  is expected? 

(6) Is bulk product to be  shipped? 

(7) Is it planned to stere bulk product? 

(8) The desired  type of building construction and any available details 

about  specific location. 

(9) Any information concerning the production of specialty materials 

such as those  containing micronutrients or pesticides-herbicides. 

(10) How will baggc'1 product be  handled and  shipped? 

(11) Any information that may be pertinent   mich as road access, 

availability  of labor and  rates, etc.   should be helpful. 

(12) Weather conditions through the year,   i.e.   -maximum,   miniami,   ani 

average rainfall of each month and maximum,  minimum,   and   average 

of temperature and humidity of atmospheric air of each month through 

a few consecutive years at  envisaged  plant  location. 

This will allow the  vendor to make a more  accurate quote and to make 

specific recommendations for achieving a well-designed and operated facili- 

ty. 

L 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AN Anmonium nitrate 

AS Ammonium sulphate 

N Nitrogen 

P Phosphorus 

K Potassium 

0 Oxygon 

IÎTPD Metric tons per day (24 hours) 

STPD Short tons per day  (24 hours) 

MPPY Metric tons per year 

STPY Short tons per year 

NPK (17-17-17)     Means a NPK compound fertilizer 
containing 17* or 170 kgs,  of N per 
metric ton,  17$  or 170 Kgs.   of P?05 
per metric ton and 1796 or 170  Kgs.   of 
K20 per metric ton. 

DAP Di-aramonium-phoBphate 

MAP rTono-amiiioniura-phosphatc. 

KCl Potassium chloride,  equal to Muriate 
of potash 
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4.1 Introduction ' m n  •   i m i i i n i 

In the present report a feasibility study and assessment 
is described and detailed of a proposed chemical complex,  con- 
sisting of an ammonia plant,  a nitric acid and ammonium nitrate 
plant, a NPK compound blending and granulation plant,  and re- 
lated off-sites inside and outside the battery limit of the 
complex. 

This chemical complex has been proposed and offered for 
construction in Liberia to the Government of Liberia by N-Ren 
Corporation.    The proposal has been submitted and quoted in a 
proposal book with the following title: 

'Project Study and Technical Proposal for 
Agrochemical Complex 
for 

The Republic of Liberia. 
September 1974 
Sales No. 9 1374/' 

The complex is proposed to produce the following 
end-products: 

Ammonia, 

Por sale to the Liberian rubber plantations 
for stabilizing of latex solution. 
Nominal rate:   3.000 short tons per year 

Ammonium nitrate (33,5#N) 
Por sale to the explosive manufacturing 
industry in Liberia,  which covers the 
market on explosives in ill West Africa. 
Nominal rate:  28.000 short tons per year. 
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NPK compound fertilizers, 
Por sale to the agri etil tur e in Liberia and 
neighbouring countries. 
Nominal rate:  100.000 short tons per year. 

Furthermore,  in this report is evaluated a revised pro- 
posal of February 1976 from N-Ren Corporation.    This proposal 
has been submitted to President William R.   Tolbert by N-Ren 
International Ltd.,  Bermuda by letter of 12th March 1976. 

In the revised proposal,  the  same end-products as above 
are foreseen. 

The phosphatic raw material to be imported has been changed 
from di~ammonium - phosphate  (DAP)   in the previous proposal to 
the cheaper mono-ammonium - phosphate (MAP)  which contains re- 
latively less ammonia. 

The revised proposal comprises two alternatives: 

Alternative_A: As in the previous proposal, a process 
plant for production of ammonia on basis of naphtha and 
fuel oil No.2 is  foreseen.       Besides,   this alternative 
includes a nitric acid plant,   and a complex plant for 
production of ammonium nitrate  (33,   5$ N)   and NPK ferti- 
lizer. 

Alternat i ver B:    This alternative is based upon import of 
ammonia and has a large ammonia storage tank, but includes 
no ammonia plant.    The other production units are the same 
as in alternative A. 

The nominal production rates of the revised proposal are, 
as follows: 
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Anmonia for sale. 

Nominal rate: 3.000 short tons per year. 

Ammonium nitrate (33» 5# N). 

Nominal rate: 25.000 short tons per year. 

NPK fertilizers. 

Nominal rate: 100.400 short tons per year. 
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4_. 2 Summary 

The feasibility study and assessment of the fertilizer 

factory as proposed by N~Ren Corporation can be summarized, as 
follows : 

1. A fertilizer plant in Liberia will have to depend upon 

either imported petroleum or imported ammonia, and, be- 

sides, imported phosphatic and potassio raw materials. 

Liberia does not dispose of any indigenous raw materials 

for the manufacture of fertilizers and ammonium nitrate 
(33.595 N). 

2. Although the proposed plant has relatively a very small 

capacity as compared to the modern size fertilizer plants, 

which have been built during the last 10 years around the 

world, the domestic market of Liberia, as it is to-day 

and it may still be during the next few years, will be 

able to consume merely approximately 60-70$ of the 

annual production of ammonium nitrate (33,5$ N) and in 

the order of 15-35$ of the annual production of NPK 
fertilizers. 

3. The annual production at a stream factor of 80$ as typical 

for developing countries will total approxinately 18.000 

metric tons oí ammonium nitrate (33,5$ N) and approximate- 

ly 73.000 metric tons of NPK fertilizers. 

4. The domestic consumer in Liberia of the ammo xium nitrate 

(33,5$ N) would be entirely Exchcm-West African Lxplosive 

and Chemicals Ltd. at Charlesville, which possesses the 

exclusive rights on explosives manufacturing, blending 

and preparation in Liberia, and which covers practically 

all the market on explosives in the West African countries. 

The consumption of explosives is a function of the pro- 

duction of the mining industry, the construction of roads, 
etc. in the marketing areas. 
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5. In Liberia the present and future consumers of NPK 

fertilizers are and will be the tree plantations, in 

particular the rubber plantations and other planta- 

tions operated by the concessions. The plantations 

may prefer NPK fertilizers admixed with micronutrients 

and Kieserite.  The N~Ren proposal does not include, 

but could probably be supplemented with the extra 

equipment for 3uch admixture. At any rate, it would 

be necessary to check carefully with the concessions 

whether the NPK grades to be manufactured in a Liberian 

factory would be acceptable and suitable for their 

purposes. 

6. In case of field crops, such as rice it is not feasible 

at present and probably for a number of years to apply 

to the Liberian soil potassium (K), which is one of the 

three constituents of NPK fertilizers. 

In swamp rice fields the nitrate content or 50f<>  of the 

N constituent of the NPK fertilizers of the proposed 

plant will be lost to the atmosphere, before the plants 

can make use of it. 

Therefore, NPK fertilizers are not economic and suitable 

for the fields in Liberia. The same may be valid in 

some other African countries. 

7.   At any rate, any production of Liberian factory in 

excess of the domestic market would need to be exported 

to other African countries, where a serious competition 

from the international exporters having much lower 

manufacturing oosts due to moèern and large sized 

technology and indigenous raw materials would have to 

be faced. 

Since most African countries consume small amounts of 

fertilizers, the excess fertilizer production would have 

to be sold to several countries. 
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With respect to AN (33,5$) the surplus production 

could only be sold outside the West African region 

to the other African countries, which do dispone of 

their own explosive manufacturing, blending, and 

preparation facilities. 

Reference is made to chapter 4.1"}. 

Besides, the export of ammonium nitrate (33,5$ N), 

which is classified as an explosive, would require 

the construction of a new ocean harbour with stores 

complying with ;,the US Coast Guard Regulations1' which 

may not permit this harbour to be used for other 

commodities and ships. Please note that Exchem at 

Charlesville is not allowed to land their import of 

AN (33,5$ N) in the Monrovia and Buchanan harbours. 

8. The prices quoted in the revised N -Ren proposal are 

appreciably higher than those in the previous proposal, 

even though the extent of supplies of both alternatives 

A and B of the revised proposal are less as compared 

to the previous proposal. The increased prices can be 

explained by the drastic inflation on capital goods 

from 1974 to 1976. 

9. The appurent profits of a Liberian factory as demon» 

strated in the previous and revised N»-Ron proposal are 

entirely flBl OtHre a f, ^/^<o , 

The reasons of this are that N~Ren have based their 

fictive estimates on hypotetical and extremely low 

raw material prices which cannot be obtained to-day 

in Liberia, and because they consider the factory to 

be able to operate continuously at design capacity all 

through the year corresponding to a stream faJtory of 

100$. Undoubtedly, the raw material prices will in- 

crease during the next years, and even a stream factor 

of 80$ is optimistic in a developing country. 
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4.7 

On the subject of raw material prices reference is made 

to tabulation No. 11 of chapter 4.7. 

In the revised proposal straight-line depreciation over 

14 years of only 85 $>  of the investments has been anti- 

cipated by N-Ren instead of a period of 10 years and 

1009è of the investments as it ought to. 

It is noted that the raw material costs make out the 

major part of the manufacturing costs of the end- 

products. A less, but still important part is formed by 

the depreciation and interest on the investments. 

Furthermore, N-Ren does not account adequately for the 

cost of maintenance and repair of the factory during 

operation, shutdowns, and annual overhauls. 

Besides, N*Ren has not made any allowances for harbour 

fees and local transportation of raw materials and end- 

products or any depreciation and interest on the 

additional capital to be financed and paid by the 

Government of Liberia for 3ite preparation, indigenous 

supplies and construction works, auxiliary equipment, 

ex battery limit installations and provisions, harbour 

facilities etc. Reference is made to chapter 4.12. 

10.  The revised N-Ren proposal includes the battery limit 

process plants and facilities and expatriate services, 

but excludes the indigenous building materials, civil 

engineering works, and salaries of local personnel and 

workers. 
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The investments ana financing of the N~Ren supplies and 

services are,  a& follows: 

Alternative A Alternative B 
Million US $ Million US  $ 

Investments,  working capital 
and pre-operating interest 55^ 49^ 

Financing 
Equity 

N-Ren Corporation*s shares 
Government of Liberia's shares 

Long term debt Supplice»««loan 
Total 

4,3 ( 
10,0 (1896) 

41.6 (74*) 
55,9(100*) 

3,8 ( m 
8,8 (18*) 

49,3(100*) 

The long term debt or loan is required by N-Ren Corporation 
to be 100* surety quaranteed by the Government  of Liberia. 
Repayments on the long term loan and payments of accrued 
interest will start 6 months after commissioning of the plant, 
irrespective of the plant will be  operating or not. 

Therefore,  the commitment of the Government of Liberia as 
related to the N-Ren supplies and expatriate services, but 
exclusive of additional commitmenta would be: 

Paid up Government of Liberia* s 
shares 
Repayments on long term debt 
Payments of accrued interest 

Total 

Alternative A   Alternative B 

Million US $      Million US $ 

10,0 
41,6 

66,0 

8,8 

36,7 

57,9 
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There can be no doubt at all,  that the plant and services 
as offered by N-Ren Corporation are much more expensive 
and includes a fat profit to N-Ren Corporation as compared 
to bidding on competitive terms. 

Thus,   the modest capital retained in the factory as N-Ren 
shares  corresponding to 8# of the above investments would 
surely be a part only of the extra profit secured by N-Ren 
Corporation under the contract terms as offered and to be 
paid and guaranteed by the Government of Liberia. 

The guarantees, warrantees, and liability as offered by 
N-Ren Corporation are very unsatisfactory ..narrow and of 
little legal value.    Besides, N-Ren is grouped into a 
series  of Belgian,  U.S.A.  and Bermuda corporations which 
means that any legal action later on against N-Ren 
probably would be bound to fail. 

Nevertheless,  the modest share capital retained by N-Ren 
Corporation would entitle this  company to a 30 i» owner- 
ship of the Liberian factory. 

11.      The annual deficit of a Liberian fertilizer factory has 
been calculated on the following basis: 

-   Prevailing ex-Liberian refinery prices on naphtha 
and fuel oil No.2. without any allowance foi   additional 
fractionating cost to fulfil the naptha specification 
required by N-Ren Corporation. 
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- Prevailing c.i.f. Monrovia prices on imported 
phosphatic and potassio raw materials. 

- Electricity cost as prevailing in Monrovia for 
large industrial consumers, while  other utility 

costs as foreseen by N-Rén Corporation. 

»••   Straight-run depreciation over 10 years and 3>7 i» 
p.a.  average interest on battery limit investments 
and expatriate services of abovû item 10 exclusive 
electric power station. 

- 10 i¡> p.a.  interest on working capital. 

- Maintenance cost at 2,5$ p.a.  on the battery limit 
investments and expatriate services of above item 
10,   excluding electric power station. 

~   A stream factor of 80$. 

- Ex factory prices on end-products  equal to prevail« 
ling cif.    Monrovia prices on imported fertilizers 
and AN. 

- Labour and staff costs as foreseen by N-Ren 
Corporation. 

- US $ 200 per metric ton of imported ammonia for 

Alternative B. 

The annual deficits as calculated are,  as follows: 

Annual deficit 

Alternative A US $ 6.3 million 

Alternative B US it 3.3 million 
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At an imported price  of US $ 220 per metric ton on 
ammonia as figured by N-Ren Corporation,   the annual 
deficit  of alternative B would increase by US  $ 0,5 
million to US $ 3,8 million. 

Evidently,  the  ex factory prices which can be  obtained 
from the  exported end-products will be substantially 
lower than the  c.i.f.   Monrovia prices on these  products 
imported from abroad  at to-day's level.     A discount of 
say US $ jî^per metric ton to cover loading,  freight, 
insurance, and unloading costs and import agents' fees 
on a yearly quantity of for instance 70.000 metric tons 
would make the above    annual deficits to  increase by US 

3.5 million. 

Moreover,  the above annual deficits do not include any 
allowances for harbour fees and local transportation of 
imported raw materials and exported products or any 
depreciation and interest  or other charges related to 
the large extra investments of the Government as 
explained under the  subsequent items 12  and 13. 

12.    Further to the investments on N-F.en Corporation's battery 
limit supplies and expatriate services of above item 10, 
the Government of Liberia would be obliged to furnish, 

pay, and finance, as follows: 

- Price escalation on N-Ren Corporation's battery limit 
supplies and expatriate services during the delivery 
and construction period.    These amounts would probably 
have to be paid cash and could very well reach the 
order of US $ 5-10 million or more. 

- Additional fractionating equipment at Liberia Refining 
Company. 

- Site of plant and site preparation. 
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- Auxiliary equipment, indigenous building materials, 
and civil engineering works at battery limit plant. 

- Ex battery limit installations,  harbour facilities 
in existing harbour, new harbour for AN export,  etc. 

- Housing of personnel and workers. 

- Stores, transportation,  distribution,  and farmers* 
credits for the domestic fertilizer market. 

Consultants and staff during contract period to 
control the interest of Government of Liberia. 

- Training and employment  of plant staff and workers 
during final  construction period. 

Supply of raw materials of factory. 

- Repair of factory and loss of production due to 
possible maloperation during the first start-up 
and operation years< 

Seemingly, the N-Ren Corporation does not permit the 
Government of Liberia to convert any of the above invest- 
ments into share  capital.    At any rate,  these investments 
could only be recovered through sky-high fertilizer prices 
in the domestic market which would imply any import of 
fertilizers to bo prohibited for many years. 

Reference is made to above item 7 and chapter 4.12. 

13.    Referring to chapter 4.9.5 the Government of Liberia would 
bo asked and would have to pay to  ICl/Kollogg a large 
license fee on their naphtha reforming process as soon as 
the Liberian factory would start to produce.    This claim 
presupposes that the ICl/Kellogg patents on said process 
are in force in Liberia. 
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14. The technical references on the Anunopac units of N~Ren 
Corporation rauat be checked carefully through visits by- 
neutral experts to existing units in operation before 
signing of any contract.     In particular,  it would be 
imperative to control the technical references of N~Ren 
Corporation on naphtha reforming. 

15. All supplies on raw materials would have to be secured 
on a long terra delivery,  freight and price basis before 
any signing of contract. 

16. A Liberian fertilizer factory would give employment 
possibilities for around 100 Liberian nationals and 
no more. 

17. The plant units offered by N-Ren Corporation would 
hardly meet the environmental protection standards 
now being in force in most industrial countries. 

18. Liberia Refining Company has no access to any crude 
petroleum to be able to produce a naphtha with the 
high naphthenic contents as specified by N~Ren. 

It is stressed that any deviation of the naphtha 
actually to be supplied to the fertilizer factory from 
the naphtha specified by N-Ren may form a legal escape 
by N-Ren from any liability on thu naphtha reforming 
process of the Ammopac ammonia plant. 
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4.A.1   Price (AB valid by September -October 1974) 1.000 U^  t 

- Cost of plant and facilities 36.200 
- Working capital and preoperating expenses 1.810 
- Pre-operating interest ,2.80.5 

Total 40.815 US  $ 

4,4.2    Ffoanciry; 1.000 US  $ 

'•    Share Capital 

Liberian Government and investors  (70$), 
to be fully paid shortly after signing of 
contract with N-Ren Corporation 7.602 

N~Ren Corporation (30$) 1.258 10.860 

- Loan to be provided by N-Ren Corporation 
from either suppliers'  credit or buyers* 
credit through international bankers 
against Liberian Government guarantees, 
and repaid in 5 equal installments during 
5 years at 10$ p.a.  interest 2.9.955 

•otal 40.815 

ii4il   PfMTPIfilrt to N-Ren Corporation anâ aubcontraetora at caBh 

kPQO ui f 
•• I  •   •• 

Full price 40.815 

Minus N-Ren Corporation» a equity share 

(30* of share capital and 9* of full price) 3.258   37.557 
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4.4.4    Liberian Governments guarantees, payments,  legislation, 
and liability as envisaged by N-Ren Corporation 

i,.ppo US rl 

- Payment of 70 of share capital,  shortly after  ' 
ci:;dnr of contract Trith N-Ren Corporation 7.602 

- Surety guarantee on payment of loan 29.995 
- Surety guarantee on accrued interest on loan 

- Antidumping legislation and customs duty to secure 
high fertilizer prices in Liberia and protect 
fertilizer plant against external  competition and 
import. 

- According to the proposal, N~Ren will assist Lib-Ren 
in the establishment of its marketing organization, 
moving products to retail outlets,  selecting,  training, 
and organizing fertilizer distribution systems and 
developing long range market forecasts to allow proper 
financial planning.     In practice,  this means the 
fixation and regulation of the market prices on ferti- 
lizers in Liberia to be high enough to cover the 
manufacturing costs and financial obligations of the 
plant. 

- Moreover, during the years of early operation and the 
establishing of increased usage of fertilizers in 
Liberia N-Ren if required will guarantee the off-take 
of surplus produced in the plant.    Most probable,  this 
clause only promises that N-Ren will sell any sui plus 
of products on the free world market at free world 
market prices,   including a sales provenue to N-Ren. 
Because the plant will operate at an extremely high 
operation cost,  this promise is empty as it does not 
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secure any financial backing from sales to the free world 
market.     In fact, this clause could very well prove to be 
very disadvantageous as it may oblige the plant to sell 
its  surplus production to the free world market upon any 
commitments by N-Ren at a loss and at the expense of the 
Liberian customers. 

- N-Ren requires in the proposal that the Liberian Government 
allocates extra capital for the establishment of some form 
of farmers» credit facility which will enable farmers to 
pay for the fertilizer    out  of the proceeds of their sale 
of the agricultural products.     The  capital required for 
this purpose may correspond    to the market price in Liberia 
of fertilizers consumed during- 6-12 months. 

- Any necessary improvement of plant beyond N~Ren»s narrow 
liability (see later)   will have to be borne by Government 
of Liberia. 

4.A.5    Management of Plant 

The N-Ren proposal claims: 

~   General Manager of company shall be an expatriate with 
appropriate industry experience. 

- A technical management contract will be given to construct 
and operate the company for a period of at least seven years, 

- The initial plant manager and superintendents of maintenance 
and operations will be selected from American or European 
experienced personnel. 

The above claims would mean that the Liberian Government and 
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investors would have no saying at all as to the technical 
management of the company during the first seven years of 
construction and operation. 

4.4.6   N-Ren Corporation and subcontractors 'narrow warranties 

and liability 

The following paragraphs in the N-Ren proposal are 
important to perceive, and they are extremely unusual and 
outrageous according to the normal practice in the inter- 
national contracting business: 

- No allowance will be granted for any repairs or alterations 
made by the Liberian Government and investors  (purchaser) 
without IMten's written consent. 

- Equipment and accessories designed and manufactured by 
third parties  (i.e.  all N-Ren» 3 subcontractors and suppliers) 
are guaranteed only by N-Ren to the extent  of the original 
manufacturer's guarantee to N-Ren. 

- The liability of N-Ren (except as to the warranty of title 
and the liability respecting any performance guarantee) 
arising out of the sale and installation of said apparatus 
or its use,  whether on warranties? or otherwise,  shall not 
in any case exceed the cost of repairing or replacing 
defective parts as aforesaid, and upon the expiration of the 
said one year,  all  such liability shall terminate. 

- The utilities consumption figures 3tated herein arc 
estimated figures.     Final figures    will be  developed after 
final equipment selection is made and manufacturer's 
guaranteed utilities consumption figures received. 

In the above clauses, N-Ren seemingly does not retreat from 
a normal performance guarantee which means a guarantee on 
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the design capacity or production of end-products in tons 
per 24 hours.     The performance guarantee is usually tested 
during a few days'  operation period. 

N-Ren does not  give any guarantee  on consumption figures 
in advance of  signing the agreerasat.    The lack of this 
important guarantee on well-defined terms must be regarded 
to be unacceptable to any purchaser. 

It is emphasized that N-Ren is not an equipment and machinery 
manufacturer.     N-Ren most probably is the owner of the complete 
engineering packages  of the process design,  instrumentation, 
detailed macha&ical design of equipment,   etc.   for the process 
plants as offered.    All equipment  offered by N-Ren will have 
to be purchased from specialized manufacturers, who will have 
to  comply with N-Ren1 s engineering specifications and drawings. 
Engineering etc.  of piping,   lay-out, buildings,  etc. may be 
subcontracted by N-Ren to other subcontracting firms. 

This means that the manufacturers and the siibcontractors 
can only guarantee and be liable for their specific 
equipment or tasks and cannot assume any general guarantees 
and liability for the N-Ren overall design. 

Therefore, a limitation of N-Ren»s guarantees and liability 
to the extent  of the guarantees and liability of third 
parties would be entirely unacceptable to any purchaser. 

Just as unaoceptable would it be to accept that N-Ren»s 
liability should not in any case exceed the cost of repair- 
ing or replacing defective parts of the apparatus as suggested 
by N-Ren. 
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Or. the contractual terms proposed by N--Ren the performance 

guarantees given in the N-Ren proposal have no or very- 

little legal and financial background.  Besides, the per- 

formance guarantees must comprise both capacity and 

consumption figures, the latter of which are given only 

on an estimated basis. 

Thus, in the event that the plant proposed by N-Ren would 

show a poor performance, the liability and guarantees 

proposed by N-Ren could very easily and quickly be exhausted, 

before the plant might be properly improved. Subsequently, 

because of their great surety guarantee and 70$ equity share 

the Liberian Government and investors would have to pay at 

their own expense the delivery and installation of any 

additional or new equipment and machinery as required to 

bring the plant into reliable and constant operation at 

desired capacity. 

Consequently, before any contract could be concluded with 

N~Ren, N-Ren must agree upon a full set of normal guarantees 

on performance capacities, consumption figures, completeness 

of plant, mechanical reliability of all equipment and 

machinery within the first 12 months of operation, etc. 

within a total liability which would comprise of a reasonable 

portion of the contract price. 

With reference to the particular history of the N-Ren 

Corporation, it is evident that N-Ren would not be disposed 

and financially strong enough to comply with such an cxten~ 

tion of the guarantee and liabilities, alt) <ugh they are 

normal in the international contracting bu iness. 
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4.,4.7 N-RenVs Ownership of Plant 

- It is recalled that the contractual and financing terms 

proposed by N-Ren imply that N~Ren would remain the owner 

of 30% of the plant at any time and at any event and that 

the Liberian majority group would have to respeot the 

rights under Liberian laws of the N-Ren minority share- 

holding. 
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.4.y5,   Technical evaliiRtion of N-Ren pr^^i   of SepteqW ic^ 
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4.5.1   Process units,   capacities!, ana production rates 

The N-Ren proposal comprises the following process units: 

- One Ammopac ammonia plant. 
Capacity:  100 short tons of ammonia/24 hours. 

Yearly production at 100 $ stream factor: 

34.044 inert i-otie of-flwaoaia JoaixJulatcd^afl: 100^ NH^) „ 

Stream days per year:     340 (100$ stream factor) . 

Process feedstock:    Naphtha 
Fuel :     Fuel oil No.   2. 

- One nitric acid plant. 

Capacity: 
180 short tons of nitric acid (100$) /24 hours, 
acid strength min.   56$. 

Yearly, production at 100$ stream factor: 
55.874 short tons  of nitric acid  (100 $ basis). 

Stream days per year:   310 (100 $ stream factor). 

Process feedstock: 
16.315 short tons  of ammonia (as 100 #)/year. 

- One ammonium nitrate plant. 
Capacity of ammonium nitrate prills: 
100 short tons of ammonium nitrate prills/24 hours. 

Y.earlyr production of prills .at 100$ stream factor: 

28.000 short tons  of prills. 

Stream days per year:  280 (100$ stream factor). 
Process feedstocks for prills. 

6.244 short tons of ammonia  (as 100$)/year 
22.764 short tons of nitric acid (as 100$)/year 
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Additional capacity and production of ammonium mitrate 
solution for N-P-K plant at 100# stream factor: 

8.485 short tons of ammonia (as 100#)/year 
33.110 short tons of nitric acid (as 100#)/year. 

One N-P-K blending and granulation plant. 

Capacity:  300 short tons of 17-17-17 compound fertilizer/ 
24 hours, with capability to produce other grades 

Stream days per year:  280  (assumed). 

Yearly production of N-P-K prills at 10O# stream factor: 

17-17-17 grade. 
40.000 short tons 
Process feedstocks: 

2.680 short tons of ammonia (as 100$)/year. 
10.880 short tons of nitric acid   (as 100$)/year. 
15.160 short tons of DAP (18,2-,46,8-0)/year. 
11.840 short tons of putiate'of pcftash (60$ K20)/year. 

16-8-24 grade. 

30.000 short tons. 

Process feedstocks: 

2.550 short tons of ammonia (as 100#)/year 
9.750 short tons of nitric acid  (as 100#)/year. 
5.370 short tons of DAP (l8,2-46c

yôioy/yGar. 
12.540 short tons of muriate of potash (60# KpO)/year. 
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23-11.5-11.5 grada 

15.000 short tons. 

Process feedstocks: 

1.755 short tons of ammonia (as 100$)/year. 

6.720 short tons of nitric acid (as 100$)/year. 

3.690 short tons of DAP (18,2-46,8-0)/year. 

2.880 short tons of muriate of potash (60$ K20)/year. 

19.1 -9*6- iqf2  fir^p 

15.000 short tons. 
Process feedstocks: 

1.500 short-   tons of armonia (as 100$)/year. 
5,760 short tons  of nitric acid  (as 100$)/year. 
3.180 short tons of DAP (18,2-46,8--0)/year. 
4.935 short tons of muriate of potash  (60g K20)/year. 

4t?.2    End-product quantities for sale  (yearly basis): 

The N-Ren proposal envisages the following quantities 
of end-products per sale on a yearly basis: 

Liquid ammonia 3.000 short tons 
Ammonium nitrate prills 28.000 short tons 
N-P-K compound fertilizers: 

17-17-17 grade 40.000 short tons 
16—8-24 grade 3O.OOO short tons 
23-11,5-11,5 grade 15.000 short tons 
19,1-9,6-19,2 grade 15.000 short tons 

Part of the process feedstock for production of the N-P-K 
fertilizers is ammonia and nitric acid.    Nitric acid is again 

produced in the plant on basis of ammonia. 

The N-Ren proposal foresees that the ammonia plant will be 
able to operate at design capacity through 340 days per annum 
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correaponding to a stream factor of 100$. The above quantities 

of end-products have been based upon this assumption, which 

however is not correct.  In a developing country a stream of 

more than 80$ can hardly be obtained, which implies that no 

nore than 80$ of all the quantities listed above would be 

available for sale on a yearly scale. 

4.5.3 End-product and intermediate product specifications. 

The N-Ren proposal is based upon the following product 

specifications: 

Ammonia, liquid 

NH niniaum      99,5$ by weight 

maximum      5 ppn by weight 

maximum      0,5$  by weight 

Temperature at loading station: not ¿;iven 

Pressure at loading station:   not given 

'3 
Oil 

Water 

Nitric acid 

HN03 minimum      56$   by weight 

HNO 2 maximum     0,1$   by weight 

Ammonium nitrate prills: 

Alternative qualities: High or low density product. 

Nitrogen: 33,"5$ 
Water: not given 

Free acid: not given 

Nitrite: not given 

Coating agent: not given 

Particle size: not given 

N-P-R i*ranules. 

Nominal grades: 17-3 7-17 

16-8—24 

23-11,5-11,5 

20-10-20 
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Partirle size: 
4.30 

9096 less 6 and plus 14 me3h Tyler 
90$ plus  20 mesh Tyler. 

•4.T.5.4    Raw, material quantities and specifications. 

The N-Ren proposal requires the following raw materials a3 
available to the plant• 

Ammonia plant. 

Naphtha;  as process feedstock. 
Yearly quantity: 
Expected 18.724 short tons for 

34.044 short tons of armonia 
(as 100?£) at a specific consumption 
of 0,55 ton/ton 

Specification: 

Straight-run naphtb- 

API Gravity 

Gross heating value 

Distillation range: 

IBP 

90$ V: 

PBP: 

PONA analysis: 

Paraffins : 

Olefins 

Naphthenea 

Aronatics 

minimum 

minimum 

minimum 

maximum 

maximum 

48,2.#,V 

maximum 

naxtoun 

62,10° 

20.500 BTUAb 

131°P 

212°P 

239°P 

48,2A#*V 

0,3 *-V 

47,096 ,v 

, 4, ,5# V 

100,0# V 

Sulphur: maximum 0,03*^ by weight 
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****! QU» as fuel 

Yearly quantity: 

Expected 17.022 short tons for 

34.044 short tons of armonia (as 100$) 

at a specific consumption of 0,50 ton/ton. 

Specification: 

Type: Equivalent to No.2 fuel oil. 

tooniua nitrate plant 

Yearly quantity: 

Expected 280 short tons for 

28.000 short tons of AN prills at li  coating. 

Specification: not given, but probably the sane as for 

N~P~s>fBrtiliMr (see bilow) 

Baxs 

Mr* Plqnt 

P.i~4moniwn Phosphate (pAP), as feedstock 

Yearly quantity: 27.400 short tons for production of 100.000 

short tons of N-P-K grades in portions given above. 

Specification: 

Armonia content: 

P20c content: 

Particle size: 

18,2i  by weight (dry) 

A6,BjC by weight (dry) 

not given 
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Potass iun chioride 

(Muriate of Potash) : as feedstock. 

Yearly quantity:  32.195 short tons for production of 100.000 
short tons of N-P-K grades in portions given above 

Specification! 

Types Standard 
K20 contents nininun 60$ by weight 

Particle size: 

100$ minus 16 nesh Tyler (1 nl.) 
min. 50^6 ninus 32 nesh Tyler (0,5 ml.) 

Coating agent. 

Yearly quantity: 1.000 short tons for 
100.000 short tons of 

N-P-K fertilizers at 1$ coating 

Specification: 

Type: Diatonaceous earth or fine limestone 
with addition of a Zfo  surfactant. 

Size: Substantially ninus 325 mesh 

Hoisture: Maiinun yf* 

Surfactant. (if required for coating agent) . 
Yearly quantity:        20 short tons for 1.000 tons 

coating agent at 2$ surfactant. 

Type: Petro Ag. 

Purity: Minimum 959? Methyl Naphthalene Sodium 
Sulfonate. 

Moisture t Maximum 2,5# 
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Mel oil: Fuel for sphcrodizer furnace 

Type:   Bunker C. 

Gross heating value: minimum 18.000 BTU/lb. 

Sasa 
KLgctrical. power plant,   (included as own utility of plant in N-Ren 
proposal) 

Diesel oil :  as  fuel of Diesel generators   (2x6.000 HP units). 

Yearly quantity:   not given or apparant in N-Ren proposal. 

Package boiler.   (Included in N-Ren proposal) 

Fuel  oil;    Bunker C oil 

Yearly quantity:   not given or apparent fron N-Ren proposal. 

A. 5.5    Process plant description and specification 

4.5.5.1 General 

1. The N-Ren proposal does not submit any process flow 
diagrams,   operating conditions,  etc.  which means that 
the process design is not defined in accurate data-and 
cannot be checked adequately. 

2. The N-Ren proposal does not submit any engineering flow 
diagrams and utility diagrams which means that the ade- 
quacy of piping instrumentation,  process  control, mechanical 
safety control,  automatric analyses,  utilities,  etc.   arc 
not defined  in bo fort-hand and cannot bo  checked. 

3. The N-Ren proposal does not include any detailed plot 
plan and proposed equipment and piping lay-out drawings, 
which means  that the arrangement of equipment,  piping, 
buildings,   storages,   etc.  is not defined and cannot be 
checked in beforehand. 
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4. The N~Ren proposal docs not subnit any electrical diagram 

which means that the electrical systen is not defined in 

details and cannot be checked in beforehand. 

5. The N-Ren proposal does not indiente any codes and 

standards as assumed for the design, engineering manufactur- 

ing, construction, etc of the plant which leaves quite 

some uncertainty on the adequacy of these items. 

6 »  In accordance with the N-Ron proposal the list of equipment 

for the process plants seems to be generally inclusive. 

7. The equipment specifications of the list of equipment of 

the N-Rcn proposal does not state any dimensions, any 

detailed design features and data, any individual expected 

and guaranteed performance data, any makes or names of 

manufacturers, etc. This involves that the equipment 

cannot be evaluated in sufficient details. 

8. Although the N-Ren list of equipment is stated to be 

generally inclusive, the N-Ren proposal ought to indicate 

clearly that it shall be the responsibility of N-Ren to 

deliver all equipment as needed for the adequate design, 

construction, and operation of the plant according to 

general engineering standards, even though the equipment 

list might not be complete in the first place.  If there 

would be any exceptions in the delivery liability, they 

ought to be pointed out by N-Ren in advance of signing any 

agreement. 

4.5.5.. 2r Alimonia Plant 

A modern ammonia plant of first class design and based upon 

either natural gas or naphtha as process feedstock comprises 

the following sequence of processes (other ammonia plants arc 

based on fuel oil and have a different process scheme). 
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Feedstock hydrocarbon desulphurization. 
2. - Primary stcan~hydrocarbon reforming at approximately 35 Kg/cm g 

- Secondary reforming and addition of process air fron centri- 

fugal air compressor driven by steam trubine. 

- High degree of waste heat utilization for raising of high pre- 

sure steam (approxinately 100 Kg/cm g.) 

- High temperature Qg shift conversion. 

- Low temperature Co shift conversion. 

- Hot potassium carbonate wash for Cop removal. At plants with 

very low price natural gas as feedstock, a MEA wash may be 

used instead, resulting in lower investment, but higher steam 

consumption, and, thus, higher consumption of fuel. 

- Methanation of residual Co and Cop. 

- Water or air cooling of synthesis gas. 

- High pressure steam turbine driven centrifugal compressor for 

syntnesj.s gas compression and recirculation. 

- Ammonia synthesis at approximately 250-350 Kg/eft^ pre-ssüre. 

Primary condensation by water or air cooling and secondary 

condensation by refrigerant ammonia cooling with centrifugal 

refrigerant ammonia compressors driven by steam turbines. 

A study of the N-Ren proposal shows the following departures 

from the modern alimonia process route: 

1)  Primary reforming of steam-naphtha takes place at an inlet 
p 

pressure of 15--16 Kg/cm "g, and simultaneous addition of a 

portion of the process air to the primary reformer. 
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2) Secondary reforming and addition of the remaining portion 

of process air. 

3) Quenching by injection of process condensate is applied at 
exit of secondary reformer,  between the high and low 
temperature Co shift conversion beds,  and at inlet to the 
riEA reboiler. 

4) I.IEA - Girbotol wash is used instead of a hot potassium 
carbonate wash for Co„ renoval. 

5) Reciprocating multiservice compressor driven by electrical 
motor is foreseen for Synthesis gas pressure,  synthesis 
gas recirculation,   process air,  and refrigerant armonia. 

These departure from modern process route imply as follows: 

~ Substantially cheaper equipment.     This advantage is however 
by far outruled by the higher specific investments and the 
use of reciprocating compressor in the small size plant 
compared to a large plant. 

-• Substantially higher consumption of fuel and electricity 
because  of the low reforming pressure,  the low utilization 
of waste heat,  the application of IIEA wash rather than a hot 
potassium carbonate wash,  and the installation of a recipro- 
cating multiservice  compressor driven by electric motor. 

(see report Part III, Page  3.18) 

- The design and operation of the primary reformer of the N--Ren 
proposal nay not be satisfactorily reliable.    At any rate, 
N-Ron should be asked  to prbve  safisfactory operation in 
similar existing plants with the  same raw materials.     It is 
emphasized that the primary reformer is a very important 
process unit in an ammonia plant and a high investment item. 

41 
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- The addition of a portion of the process air to the primary 

reformer is partly because N-Rcn cannot use a promoted or 

special naphtha reforming catalyst against the ICl/Kellogg 

naphtha reforming patents. For the same reason, N--Ren has 

specified a very light naphtha quality, as the plant may not 

be able to handle i normal naphtha quality. 

4.5^5.3 Nitric acid plant 

The nitric acid plant of the N-Ron proposal has a normal nitric 

acid process concept and contains the usual kind of equipment 

for such a plant. 

However, the overall nitrogen efficiency based upon the nitrogen 

content of the ammonia and of the nitric acid produced is given 

to be at design production rate 92.5% as applicable to high pressure 

(8 atm.) as in N-Ren proposal. This figure is unacceptably low; in a modern 

residual pressure (3 atm.f 8 atm.) and well operated plant the nitrogen 

efficincy is as high as 95 - 97$. 

The N-Rcn proposal docs not specify the guaranteed maximum 

limit and concentration of nitrogen exides in the effluent 

stack gas. This limit and the height of the stack would be 

subject to the Libertan authorities dealing with environmental 

protection. 

.\,.5..5.4 Aiamoniun nitrate plant 

The ammonium nitrate plant proposed by N-Ren follows a normal 

design concept of this category of process plants. 

The AN plant consist of a section for vaporization of ammonia 

and ammonium nitrate neutralization and sections for evapora- 

tion of ammonium nitrate solution and prilling, drying, cooling, 

coating, conveying, storage, and bagging. 

In the former section the ammonium nitrate solution for the 

N-P-K compound granulation plant is prepared as well. 
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The costingt  storage, bagging, handling, shipment, etc. of the 

ammonium nitrate explosive material will be subject to the 

Liberian safety regulations on explosives. A check of the 

compliance of the N~Ren proposal plant to the Liberian safety 

regulations on explosives has not been carried out so far. 

The N.-Ren proposal foresees the AN explosive (33,5$ N) shipped 
in 50 kgs. bags. 

4.5.5.5 N~P~K blending and granulation plant 

The N-P-K plant of the N-Rcn proposal carries out the following 
steps: 

- Mixing of ammonium nitrate solution (arriving from the AN 

plant) with the DAP and KCL raw materials into a slurry» 

- Drying and granulation of the slurry into prills. 

- Cooling of prills 

- Coating of prills. 

- Conveying, storage, and bagging. 

The N-P-K fertilizer is foreseen shipped in 50 kgs. bags. 

According to the N~Ren proposal maximum 2$ of the respective 

N,P205 and K20 ingredients fed to the plant will be lost as 

dust into the atmospheric air. On a yearly basis this makes 

a lot of dust, which is an undesirable loss of valuable 

materials and which nay  cause an unacceptable pollution of the 

environments.  Correspondingly, the overall yields on N,P205 

and K20 of 93#, 97*, and 97#, respectively as stated in the ' 
N-Ren proposal are too low. 
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4.5.5.6 Catalysts, apare parte, etc. 

The N-Ren proposal does not state the following important iters: 

~ Initial charge catalysts. 

- Spare charge  catalysts. 

« Tower packings   (initial charges plus spare charges). 

- Chemicals,   like MEA,   etc. 

- Lube oil and grease. 

- Spare parts (critical items plus normal  consumption during one 
year of operation) . 

Out of the above items only the  initial charges  of catalysts 
and chemicals are included in the N-Ren proposal price. 

4.5.5.7 Utility units 

The N-Rcn proposal includas the following utility units: 

- Circulating cooling water system. 
- Fire water system. 

- Bailer feed water treatment system and pumps. 

- One package boiler 

- Electric power station,   comprising two 6.000 HP Diesel 
generators. 

- Yard lighting and building lighting. 

- Electric power switchgear,  transformers,   distribution system 
and motor control centers. 

- Instrument air system. 

- Plant air system. 

~ Truck scale, payloaders, fork lift trucks, and pallets. 
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Not included or not stated in the proposal,, although needed 

- Water supply of fresh water for cooling water nake-up, fire 

water system, and boiler feed water make-up is supposed in 

the proposal to be made by PUA directly to the plant site. 

Nomai operation make-up water rate is given at approximately 

700 US gallons per minute. 

- One c:ctra package boiler may be re commendable depending upon 

steam balance of plant not submitted by N-Ren. 

- Telephone system. 

- Micro-wave call and communication system 

••• Laboratory equipment 

•- Mechanical, electrical, and instrument workshops. 

- Erection equipment and tools (are not stated, but must be 

assumed to be included). 

4.5.5.8 storage facilities and capacities 

The N-Ren proposal envisages the following storage facilities and 

capacities for raw materials, intermediate products, and end- 
products : 

- One naphtha storage tank (naphtha for process feedstock of 
ammonia plant). 

Capacity: 2 days» surge. 

- One fuel oil storage tank (fuel oil No. 2 for primary reformer 
"urnace). 

Capacity: 2 days» surge. 

- One Diesel oil storage tank (Diesel oil for Diesel motor- 

driven electricity generators). 

Capacity: not given. 
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- Pour armonia horizontal storage cylinder tanks. 

Capacity: 50  tons is given, it is not given whether this 
is for all tanks or for each on«. 

••    One nitric acid storage tank. 

Capacity: Approximately 40,750 gallons. 

-•    One raw material storage building for DAP and KCL. 

Capacity:  5.000 short tons of DAP,   and 5.000  short tons of KCL. 

- One NPK finished products bulk storage building. 

Capacity: 1.500 short tons of each of four grades. 
- One AN product bulk storage building.   Cap.   4.000 short tons. 
~    One bagging and bagged storage building. 

Capacity: 1000 metric tons of products in bags,  plus 60 days* 
empty bag storage. 

Not, included or not stated in N-Ren proposal 
""*"-  -••-•-•—-•- -—  ^^^.-   _-.--T| |   |   t   ,,,,   laudai   tfi   i   a   i   i 

- One raw water storage tank. 

- One treated water storage tank. 

- One fuel oil storace tank (fuel oil, Bunker C for spherodizer 

furnace and package boiler, 

4.5.5.9 Buildings 

The N~Rcn proposal  includes the  following buildings and items 
(storage buildings  are given    above) : 

- One compressor building. 

- One lioiler and utilities building. 

- One administration building. 

- One change house and locker room. 

- One maintenance and warehouse building, including laboratory 
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- Peneine 
- Inaide roadways 

« Inside parking areas,. 

The H-Ren proposal ought to ade! t«. what extent  buildinß materials 
are part of the delivery of N-Hon,  -and which aro excluded. 
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4îfi    Availability *& "rices of •phtte and fuel, oils from Liberia 

Refining Company,. 
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The following information has been received during discussions 
with Mr. P.N. Duggan,   Manager of Technical   Services,   Liberia RE- 
fining Company on the  31st "December 1975  and 19th January 1976 at 
dhe offices of the oil refinery at Gardnersvillc 

Naphtha. 

The present oil refinery is  able to produce  and sell a straight-run 
naphtha cither as raw naphtha or as pre de sulphurized naphtha,  as 

follows: 

Situation by January 1976 

Type 

Total sulphur content, $> 
Price,  ox refinery 
USt/raetric ton 
Total capacity, 
metric tons/24 hours 
Quantity already committed 
to other purposes or other 
clients, metric tons/24 hours 
Available for sale, 
metric tons/24 hours 

Raw naphtha Frrjclesulphurize« 
naphtha 

a 

st- rari .,2ht-run 

0.037 0,007 

216,10 227,40 

350 or: 300 

150 

200 

or 50-100 
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Specification Haw naphtha Predeaulphurized 
naphtha 

API  Gravity 71,0° 65,0° 

Grose heating value, 

minimum BTUAb« „_ — 

Distillation ränget 
IBP,   ( ? °P 98 140 

90$ V,    °P ?68 282 

FBP,         °F 318 346 

PONA analysis: 
Paraffins, fc  V 78,1 — 

Olefins, $> V 0,2 ~ 

Naphthenos ,* v 14,8 — 

Aromatics, i» V 6,9 — 

The  raw naphtha has a sulphur content slightly above the maximum 

limit specified by N-P.en. 

However,   the naphtha specified by N-Ren is a considerably lighter 
naphtha and does neither contain the lighter nor the heavier con- 
pounds  as the naphtha  qualities actually  being available fron 

Liberia Refining Company. 

The  light naphtha specified by N-Ren could only be delivered by 
Liberia Refining Company after installation of new fractionating 
equipment at a large  investirent,  which would result in a considera- 
ble  Increase of the price  of the naphtha as compared to the  prices 

given above. 

With respect to PONA analysis there:  is  o  substantial difference 
between the figures  specified by N-Ren and the  figures of the 
naphtha available from Liberia Refining  Conpany. 

There  is no doubt that the raw naphtha  quality now being at 
disposal from Liberia Refining Company v/culd cause operational 

troublée in the armonia plant proposed   by N-Ren . 
LRO has no accc3S to any crude p< troleum to be able to produce a 
naphtha with the high naphthenic   contents as  specified by N-Ren. 
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The present oil refinery is  capable  to produci;  and sell fuel oil 
in two qualities,  namely Diesel gas  cil and fuel  oil Bunker C, 
as follows: 

Sulphur content, # 
Price,  ex refinery, USS/netric ton 
Total capacity, metric tons/24 hours 
Sale  already committed to other 
clients, metric tons/24 hours 

Available for sale, 
metric tons/24 hours 

opacification 
API Gravity 
Lower heating value,  BTU/lb 
Distillation range: 

IHP,      °P 
90 # V,°F 

PHP,      °P 

Pipaci. Fuel oil 

/T4S. -PÁ-L Bunker C 

1,05 4,0 

183,30 127,80 
.... 1,000.0 •• 

800 

200-' 

3*5,1° 

418 

760 

18,   3C 

H-Ren specifies the fuel oil  for the primary reformer of the 
ammonia plant to be equivalent to Number 2 fuol  oil, which is 
a fuel oil slightly heavier than the Diesel gas  oil as available 
from Liberia Refining Company,  but much lighter than Bunker C 

fuel oil. 

Liberia Refining Company cannot deliver Number 2 fuel oil from 
ite present operation and would have to supply Diesel gas oil 

in its place. 
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L_j    ü>n«nmie evaluation of N-Ren Pmppf«} of September 1974 
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4._7V1    Introduction 
In the present chapter an economic  evaluation of the 

N-Ren proposal  it carriel  out on   basis  of the  summary 
investment figures of October 1974 a:v given in the proposal 
and on actually prpvailing prices  on raw materials. 

The detailed procedure of the evaluation and ite findings 
are described below. 

4.7.2    Investments 
A summary breakdown oí. the  investment and working capital 

figures  as quoted in the N-Ren proposal is given in the attached 
tabulation No.   1. 

In the attached tabulation lío. 2 a detailed breakdown of 
the investments and working capital into the  respective amounts 
of the various process plants,   including for each process the 
related part of the amounts pertaining to the common facilities 
such as  cooling water system,  boiler feed water preparation unit, 
fire water system,   electrical distribution and lighting system 
instrument air and plant air system,  buildings, tanks,  and 
storages.  The detailed breakdown has not been submited by N-Ren 
but is estimated based orytypical  figures of similar plants. 

It  is pointed out that the  investment figures  given by 
N-Ren refer to October 1974, and that the costs of delivery and 
construction OJ   fertilizer plant» have  escalated drastically 
in the meantime. 

4.7.3 Raw material and utility prices 
The actually prevailing prices in Liberia or CIF Monrovia 

on raw materials,   such as raw naphtha,   fuel oil No.   2, tünker 
C fuel oil,   DAP, and KCl as they have been used in the present 
economic evaluation of the N-Ren proposal are given in the   ..  _.. 
attached tabulation No,  5. 

It is emphasized that the prices  on these raw materials 
have a great impact on the cost prices of the respective 
products of the plant. 
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The corresponding prices on raw materials as figured by 
N-Ren are much  lower. 

In the N-'ven proposal no consuKptlor, figures are given for 
the electricity plant, which means that the cost of the elec- 
tricity as it  may be produced in  thy quoted electric power 
station cannot  be calculated at  tht- present stage,     A substan- 
tial burden in this  cost will be  the  cost of the Diesel gas oil 
consumed by the Diesel motors driving the electric generators. 

Consequently,   in the  subsequent cost price calculations on 
the fertilizer products an electricity price as charged to large 
industrial consumers by Liberia Electricity Corporation has been 
assumed.    This price is more than double as big as the electri- . 
city price used in the cost estimates of the N-Ren proposal 
book. 

/:   comparison between the tv/o sets  of raw material and elee* 
tricity prices  is stated in the  attached tabulation No.   11. 

All other raw materials»  utilities etc.   such as cooling 
water,   boiler  feed water,   steam,   coating agents,  catalysts,  • 
chemicals,  lube oil and bag^inr  materials hr.ve in the present 
economic evaluation been assumed at the prices as specified in 
the N-Ren proposal.     lb is mentioned that none of these mate* 
rials,   utilities,  etc.  involves  ~.n appreciated    cost in the 
manufacturing processes of the plant. 

It is pointed out that all the unit costs, which are 
mentioned have been revised in the present chapter  from the 
N-Ren proposal, have  been calculated from U.S.S per metric ton. 

4.7.4 Labour  and staff. 
The salaries and wages of  labour and staff are normally 

not an essential part of the manufacturing costs of plants . 
producing chemicals in large quantities. 

Therefore,  in the present economic evaluation the same 
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labour crews and staff and their salaries ana wages as in the 

N-Ren proposal have been applied directly. 
In the attached cost price calculations the salaries and 

wages have been divided with the actual production per year of 

the respective plants in order to arrive at the cost per metric 

ton of product. 

The projected general administrative staff salaries and 

their estimated distribution on the respective plants are givwi 

in the attached tabulations Nos. 3 and 4. 

4.7.5 Stream days, stream jfactor. and annual production. 

The daily design capacities of the process plants have 

been based on the following stream days per year: 

- Ammonia plant 340 days 

- Nitric acid plant 310 days 

- Ammonium Nitrate plant     280 days 

- NPK blending and 
granulation plant not given, but assumed 280 days. 

The design stream days of the NPK blending and granulation 

plant is not stated in the N-Ren proposal, but can hardly be 

larger than 28o days as in the case of the ammonium nitrate 

plant, as the feedstock of ammonium nitrate solution of the 

NPK plant is prepared in the >'•'>.  plant, and no iu-g© solution 

tank ie foreseen. 

The daily design capacity of the NPK plant is 300 short 

tons of compound fertilizer when the grade (17-17-17) i» 

being produced according to the N-Ren proposal. However, the . 

annual total production of all products is given by N-Rcn +o 

be 100,000 short tons, which means that the average daily pro- 

duction through tïu 280 days would be 357 short tons equal to 

324 metric tons of the I'FK blending and granulation plant. 
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On the- other hand, the above discrepancy in the daily 

capacity figures could mean that N-Ren has made a mistake and 

designed the NPK blending and granulation plant too small. 

Meanwhile, N-Ren has in its determination'of "-the yearly 

production figures and in its manufacturing cost estimates 

OOnsidered,that the process plants will b, able to perform at 

the daily design capacities continuously through all the design 

stream days .ach year as given above, corresponding to a stream 

factor of lOOii,     This will not be possible.  In a developing 

country, where the operating and maintenance personnel and 

workers do not have many years of experience and where upsets 

in the supply of raw materials and utilities and in the trans- 

portation and consumption of fertilizers may occur, it will 

hardly be possible to achieve at a stream factor of more than 

8056 or less corresponding be not more than 80% or less of the 

annual design production. 
In the plant proposed by N-Ron the actual stream factor 

might even be substantially lower than 80SÍ during the first years 

of operation, because the- primary reformers of the ammonia plant 

may be of a delicate- de-sign arid may cause frequent shut downs 

due to operational and mechanical troubles. 

Nevertheless, in the preset economic evaluation a stream 

factor of 30# has been arbitrarily forseen corresponding to 

annual production figures at 30% of the N-Ren figures, and the 

fiMcd costs per metric tons of each product are increased accor- 

dingly. 

The annual production figures assumed in the present 

economic evaluation are summarized in the attached tabulation 

no. 13. 

4.7.6. Maintenance 
The annual maintenance costs have been envisaged at 2,5% 

of the investment figures for delivery and construction of the 

respective plants. This is a conservative estimation. In 

reality, the maintenance costs may very well be higher. 

X 
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In the N-íUn proposal maintenance costs,  including the 
cost of annual overhaul and repair -orks have not been duly • 

considered. 

Evan though the maintenance  coats arc important,  they are 
merely a small portion of the tota]  manufacturing costs. 

The  insurance costs per year have  been taken directely 
from the N-Ron proposal at Q.95% of the investment figures for 
delivery and construction of the respective plants. 

Depending upon the insurance  coverage as d.sired,   the 
percent rate may be higher,   say 25$ in the reality. 

^.7.8 Capital costs. 
An average interest of 4.8% p.a.   accrued once a year on 

the total investments have been envisaged for the ammonia plant 
and the  nitric acid plant,  while  an average interest of 4.2% 
p.a.  accrued once a year on the  total inv.stents have been 
forseen for the ammonium nitrate plant and  the NI'K blending 

and granulation plant. 

Straight-lino depreciation over lOyears of the total 
investments have been supposed. 

Interest on working capital has been figured at a rate of 

10% p.a.   accrued once a year. 

fi:7-9 Cost price jialculatlon. 
The- cost price calculations ha carried out are apparent 

from the  attached tabulations nos.  6,7,8,   and 9a,  b,   and c. 
A summary of the calculated cost prices is given in the attached 

tabulation No.  10. 
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4 7.10 Market prices on end-products. 
In the  attached tabulation No.  12  it is given a comparison 

on the market pries on th* end-products as figured in the N-Ren 
proposal and  as assured to prevail presently on a GIF Monrovia 

basis. 
As apparent from the tabulation   the market prices at actual 

conditions and purchasing  through competitive bidding on ammonia 
and .       ammonium nitrate have been taken at the- same prices as 
in the N-Ren proposal.    Possibly,  even lower prices may be c 
obtained at the time being.    The figure on ammonia should be 
understood as  d.liv.ry and shipment in purchaser's own pressure 

vessels. 

Th« presently assumed prices on NPK fertilizer have been 
found by prorating the market prices  on NPK (17-17-17) as given 
in the N-Ren proposal to 17/15 of the quoted CIF Monrovia price 
on NPK (15-15-15) given in the attached tabulation No.  5 and 
revising the  other NPK market prices  of the N-Ren proposal in 
the same propprtion as the ITPK (17-17-17) price.     It goes with- 
out saying that th, market prices calculated in this way should 
be considered only as approximate and typical figures.    Possibly, 
even lower prices may b.   obtained through conpetitive bidding on 

large lots. 

The actually prevailing market prices found in the above 
manner have-  been used in the subsequent calculation of the 

annual sales revenues. 

/, 7 n Annual  manufacturing costs,   panimi  sales Revenues,  and 

annual deficit. 
Ih tne  attached tabulation no.   14 there are calculated the 

annual manufacturing costs,  the annual seles revenues and the 

annual deficit at a stream factor of 80î4. 
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As   apparent the annual deficit would amount to U.  S.   $9.3 
lllion.   in feet,   the deficit would be appreciably higher for 

the following reasons: 

-     Raw naphtha price will b«. higher than forseen in the 

present  calculations. 

_     A l^r*e Price escalation of the  investment on delivery 
and construction of the plant from the price basis of 
October  1974 of the N-R«n proposal and until today,  and 
further  escalation until the plant construction could 
be terminated will take place.     No price escalation is 
considered in the present calculations, as the escala- 

tion rate cannot be known so far. 

-     The stream factor may actually prove to be lower than 
the 80%  applied in the present calculations. 

The important difference in the economic    valuation 
between the present calculations and the N-Ren proposal are 

mainly   due to th..   following points; 

- N-Ren has calculated on th. basis on raw material 
prices which are much too low as compared to today s 

price level in Liberia or CIF Monrovia. 

- N-Rcn has foreseen a stream factor of 100* which 
cannot  be achieved in a developing country. 

- ,1-R.n h.,s not con.ia.red duly the maintenance cost 

of the   plant. 
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- N-Ren has figured the market and salts prices on the 

NPK fertilizer tc be slightly higher than the actual 

level.  A.:ì the world market situation on fertilizer 

is new there is no reason to expect a big rise in the 

prices on ammonia, ammonium nitrate and NPK ferti- 

lizers during the next few ycarc. 

It is noted that the ammonia plant of the N-Ren proposal 

is in particular uneconomic. 

Compared to modern large ammonia plante the i<-Ren ammonia 

plant has n chockingly high manufacturing cost of ammonia for 

the following rain reasons: 

- The investment cost per metric ton of ammonia capacity 

is very high, about 4 times higher than in a modern 

large, ammonia plant, when referring to the same price 

basis date. 

- The N-Ren plont consumes rbout 25 - 35?¿ more lower 

heat value- of the hydrocarbon process feedstock and 

fuel than a modern large ammonia plant. 

- The N-Ren ammonia plant must due to its small size 

use reciprocating compressers driven by electric 

motors rather than a steam turbine driven centrifugal 

compressor as installed in modern large ammonia plants. 

Thus, the N-Ren ammonia plant with 100 STPD ammonia 

capacity consumes about the same amount of electricity 

as a modern large ammonia plant of 1,000 I1TPD ammonia 

capacity. 

- The high costs of hydrocarbon and electricity in 

Liberia, in particular in comparison with countries 

where natural gas is abundant and cheap, like Algeria, 

Nigeria, etc. 
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It is emphasized that the actuel annual deficit of a 
Llberian fertilizer plant would be substantially bigger than 
the  calculated amount of U.S.  $9.3 million,   firstly because 
of the loss of interest and earning of the  additional 
obligations and investments of the government of Liberia 
as listed in the subsequent chapter 4.12,   and secondly 
because the large portion of the annual production, which 
will be in excess of the domestic consumption end will have 
to be exported will need to be sold at lover  ex factory prices 
than the CIF Monrovia prices of imported fertilizer into 
Liberia from competitors.     On the letter rubj^-  ,  reference 
is made to the subsequent chapters 4.13. 

±. 
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Tabulation No.   1 

UëMèk 

Summary Breakdown oí Investmente and   íorking 
 ;_ Capital „  

Coat of plant and facilities N-Ren 

Proposal 

Working capital and pre-operating 

expense's 

N-Ren proposal US $1,8 million: 
Estimated breakdown: 
Catalysts,   lube oil, spare parts,  and 
other pre-operating expenses * 

Working capital 

Pre-operating interest 

Total 

Investments 
Mi Ilion 
U .5.  -w 

36,2 

0,8 

¿A. 
39,8 

Working 
Capital 
BUUon 
uts. » 

1,0 

1.0 
KSSBBBS' 

*    It nay not be true that these- items are included in the 

N-Ren figure. 
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Tabulation No.  Z 

INVESTMENT AND FORKING CAPITAL 
N-REN PROPOSAL 

Price^asi^jOctober JL9Z4. 
Detailed breakdown ofCTlnvcs^nts^^ndjiqrklnp¡ capitaj 

''Wo.tio'n   ÍÍlrpcíÍi-Invcstii*nt8   Ivrjçiwr J. 
*-~ '-   jbiás, ?re-.    Fiv-opcra-        Capital 

operating        xing interest 

Estimated 

Ammoûia plant and faci- 
lities including tanks 
for naphtha,  fuel oil 
No.   2 and ammonia, and 
catalysts lube oil, 
spare parts 

Nitric acid plant and 
facilities including 
nitric acid storage 
tank, catalyst,   lube 
oil,  spare parts 

Ammonium nitrate plant 
and facilities,   inclu- 
ding AN storage and 
bagging, lube oil, 
spare parts 

NPK blending and granu- 
lation plant and 
facilities,  including 
NPK storage and bagging, 
DAP and KCl   storages, 
lube oil.  spare parts 

Sub-total 

Electricity plant and 
facilities including 
Diesel oil tank, lube 
oil, spare parts 

Total 

expenses .„ „ ._,. 
IIS -„million  US Smil-Hrm  US ^million 

43 

31 

13 

estimated 
ICO 

estimated 

14,3 

10,3 

4,3 

Jui 
33,2 

3,3 

37,0 

1,075 

0,775 

0,325 

2»?25 

2,5 

0,3 

0,387 

0,279 

0,117 

SU&L- 
0,9 

0,1 

1,0 
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Tabulation*No. 3 

PROJECTED GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
N-REN PROPOSAL 

 J^T 
R^alflI Qct9b9r 1974 ——  

Fyp.lectcd Salaries _of .Staff. 1*9SP.. MS 1 
Staff 

-    Expatriates: 
- plant manager ^° 
- production manager 35 

- maintenance manager 

- chief chemist 

35 
28 

158 

social charges,   25'/¿,   including housing    __JL—       W 

-    Looal Staff .,- 
- 20 administrative amployee? J-O 
- social charges,   2596 —3J 156 

Administrative Overhead 
-    40% on staff salaries 

Total 

JJoL 

J&L 
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Tabulation No.  4 

PROJECTED GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
N-REN PROPOSAL 

____ Salary Basts; October 1974 : 

l.t.ii-ted distribution of projected, salaries of atjaff oft, 
respective plants 

Ammonia Plant 

Nitric acid Plant 

Ammonium Nitrate Plant 

NPK blending and granulation 
plant 

Total 

Proportion 
estimated 

32 

20 

24 

24 

100 

Salary 
distribution 
^ftQOO US S 

148,8 

93 

111,6 

111.6 

465 

The number and salaries of staff in charge of the electricity 

plant have boon disregarded, as the salary amount involved will 

be very minor in comparison to all other salaries and as some 

of the duties in connection with the  electricity plant may be 

solved as part-time job by personnel dealing alio with other 

plants. 
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Tabulation No. 5 

MARKET PRICES ON RA'..' MATERIALS 
AND ELECTRICITY AND FERTILIZERS 

Price Basis;  January-February 1976 

Raw straight-run naphtha,  maximum 0,04$ 
sulphur 

Prices quoted by 
Liberia Refining 
Company,  ex-re- 
finery and on, 
US S/metric ton 

216,10 

Raw straight-run naphtha,   predesulphurized 
maximum 0,01% sulphur 227,40 

The raw naphtha quality as specified and 
required by N-Ren will be more expensive 
and is presently not available from the 
oil refinery. 

Diesel gas oil, to be used for fuel oil 
No. 2 as  specified and required by N-Ren 

-    Bunker C  fuel oil 

183,30 

127,80 

Price of Liberia 
Electricity Cor- 
poration, Monrovia 

US $ per kV/h 

Electricity to large industrial consumer 
with own transformer 0,055 
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Tftfriiifltion Mo. 5 cont'd 

Prices, CIF Monrovia, 
quoted by ULRC, 
Monrovia for 50-100 
metric ton lots 
shipped from BASF, 
'Jest Germany, US $ 
per metric ton 

Mono-ammonium-phosphate (13-52-0) 
in 50 kgs bags 

Di-ammonium-phosphate (21-53-0), 
in loO kgs net steel drums 

Muriate oí potash (60% K20 ) 
in 50 kgs bags 

231,00 
"(208      ) 

509,87 
(459      ) 

153,77 
TOS—r 

Sulphate of potash (50% KgO) 
in 50 kgs bags 195,37 

NPK (15-15-15), 
in 50 kgs bags 179,00 

The above prices within the brackets for DAF and KCL and MP 

have been used in the cost price calculations of tabulation 

No. 9 of chapter 4.7 and tabulation No. 20 of chapter 4.11 to 

account Tor shipment of large lots in bulk from abroad. They 

are taken at ten percent lover than the quoted prices. 

4 



COST PRICE CALCULATION 
AMMONIA PLANT 

4.63 
Tabulation No. 6 

U£ 14,300.000 (price basis: 
Investments: 
1. Delivery and construction:  estim. 

October 1974) 
2. Price escalation;  tj be added later 
3. Pre-operating interest:        estira. 
4. Total excluding price escalation: 
Working capital: estira. 
Daily Capacity:      100 STI D ammonia.    Stream factor:    assumed 80% 

Production:     '"   _3Q»2Jm^lJ^2J^L°Ji ÜJSS-¿L 24.-Ì2P- 0• 

JJ3 ^ 1^075.000 
US - 15.375.000 
US ...      387.000 

Item 

Raw Materials 

Naphtha 

Fuel oil No. 2 

Other Materials 

Catalysts 

Lube oils, chemicals 

Utilities 

Electricity 

Unit/m.  ton        Cost/Unit 

U.S. 

Ccst/m. 
ton 

u.s. ..; 

0,55 m. ton 
0,50 m. ton 

216,10/m.ton*    118,86 
183,30/m.ton       91,65 

0,70 
0,60 

79¿i k'li 

Cooling water (circulating)350 m 

Boiler feed v/ater 

Labour and Staff 

Supervisor 

Operators 

Maintenance labour 

Overhead (40% On labour) 

Staff and h0%  overhead 

Maintenance 

Capital Costs 

Average inter, on inv. 

Depreciation on inv. 

Inter, on work. cap. 

Insurance cost 

1 my 

lman/3shifts 
3men/3shifts 
lman/3shifts 
3men/day 

2.5?o on inv.r 

4.8^ on inv.4 
10% on inv.  4 
10% on w.   cap, 

0,9556 on inv. 

0,055/k\li 
0,004/m3 

0,33/m3 

3, 00/manhJUT 

2,00/manhour 
2,00/manhour 
Cost per Year 

148.300 
357,500 

738.000 
1.537.500 

38,700 

1    135.850 

43,67 
1,20 

0,33 

1,07 
2,13 
1,42 

1,85 
6,04 

14,49 

29,91 
62,32 
1,57 
5,51 

Sub- 
total 
u-s. ; 

Total cost price per metric ten tJH,,   cxcludin& ^V/H^Í^ 
escalation* cost of the light naphihe. as specified by N-Ren 
will be higher 

210,51 

1,30 

45,20 

12,51 
14,49 

93,80 

5.51 

383,32 
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4. 64 
Tabulation fto. 7 

CO. T PRICU C/LCU1XTI0N 
„   , NITRIC. ,,Ç,ip .PJUUIT^, 

estimated U¿ 0 J£>.300,OQO<prix>e 
tflYfrtTOts; 

1. Delivery and c-metruction: 
basis:  October 1974) 

2. Price escalation: to be added later 
3. Pre-operating interest: estimated UZ C        775.000 
4. Total excluding price escalation: estimated U'> . -11.075.000 
Working Capital: estimated u: C        279.000 
Daily Capacity:      180 ÓTPD H1>T0,  (1009Ôstream factor:  assumed 80% 
Production:    16^,3 HTFD x 510 days x Q_,ao » 40.498 MTPY 

^    ^       Sub- 
total Item Unit/m.ton 

u.r,.   .: 
Raw Material 
Ammonia 
Other Material 
Catalyst 
Utilities 
Electricity 110 k'.fli 
Cooling water (circulating) 111 m 

0,69 m' 

Cost/Unit 
Cost/m.' 
ton 

u.s. :: 

0,292 m.ton 

0,0054 Troy oz 

333,32/m.   ton    111,93 

3lo/Tr.y oz 

Boiler feed water 
Labour and ¿itaff 
Supervisor 
Operator 
Maintenance labour 

Overhead (40% on labour) 

Staff and Overhead 
Maintenance 
Capital Costs 
Average inter, on inv. 
Depreciation on inv. 
Interest on work. cap. 
Insurance Costs  

lman/3shifts 
lman/3shifts 
lman/3shixts 
lman/day 

2.5% ^n inv.1 

4.8% on inv.4 
1C# on inv. 4 
10% on \l. cap 
0.9,5% on Inv. 

0,055/k/h 

0,004/m5 

0,04/m3 

3,00/manhour 
2,00/r.ianhour 
2,00/manhour 

Cost per Year 
93.000 

257.500 

531.600 
1.107.500 

27.900 
1    97.850 

1,68 

6,05 
0,44 

0,03 

0,65 
0,43 
0,58 

0,66 

2,30 
6,36 

13J3 
27,35 

0,69 
2.42 

111.93 

1,68 

6,52 

4.62 
6.36 

41,17 
2.42 

Total cost price per metric t^n HNO, (100%) excluding cost of 174 70 
price escalation ' 



COST PRICE CALCULATION 
AMMONIUM NITRATE PLANT 

4.65 
Tabulation No. 8 

Investments : """" 

1. Delivery and constructi ,n: estim. US ï4.300.000 (price basis 
October 1974) 

2. Price escalation:  t., be added later 

3. Pre-operating interest:   estim. US 0 325.000 

4. Total excluding price escalation: US ¿4.625.000 

Working capital: tstfca« US ; 117.000 

Dally Capacity:  100 STPD AN (33,59' N). stream factor: assumed 80% 

Production:     90,7 MTPD x 280 days x 0,80 = 20.317 MTPY 

Item Unit/n. tun Cost/Unit 
US 

Cost/m. 
ton 

us .„ 

Sub- 
total 
US ; 

Raw Materials 

Ammonia 0,223 m. tan 383, 32/m. ton 85,48 

Nitric acid, 56°/ (100%) 0,813 m. ton 174,70/m. ton 142,03 

Coating agent 0,010 m. .ton 44,10/m. ton 0,44 227,95 

Other Materials 

Lube oil, chemicals 0,11 

Bagging Materials 7,72 7,83 

Utilities 

Electricity 

Steam 

41 kV/h 

0,6 m. ton 

0,055/kVh 

1,44/m. ton 

2,26 

0,86 3,12 

Labour and staff 

Supervisor lnmn/3shifts 3,00/manhour 1,30 

Operators 3man/3shifts 2,00/raanhour 2,59 

Maintenance labour lman/3shifts 
2men/day 

2mei/day 

8men/day 

2,00/manhour 1,44 

Bagging & shipping crew 

Helpers 

2,00/manhour 

1,50/manhour 

0,58 

1,73 

Overhead (405a on.  labour) 

Staff and Overhead 

Cost per vear 

111.600 

3.06 

5,49 16,19 

Maintenance 2.5% on inv.4 107.500 5,29 5,29 

Capital Costs 

Average inter, on inv. 4.2?5 n inv.4 194.250 9,56 - 

Depreciation on inv. 105a on inv.4 462.500 22,76 

Interest on Work. Cap. 10% on *./. Cap 10,700 0,58 32,90 

Insurance Cost 0.955o en  inv.l 

ic ton AM (33,5°/ 

40.850 2.01 2.01 

Total cost price per metr 
of price escalation 

- N), excluding cost 295,29 
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4.  66 

Tabulation No. 9a 

NPK COMPOUND BLENDING AND GRANULATION PUNT 
PRODUCTION COST EXCLUDING RAW MATERIALS 

Investments ; 
1.    Delivery and construction: 

basis:    October 1974) 
Price escalation: 
Pre-operating interest: 

estimated US 4.3OO.O00(price 

Total excluding price escalation estimated US 

2. 

3. 
4. 
Working Capital: 
Daily capacity: 

Production: 

to be added later 
estimated      US Y       325.000 

estimated      UÍ 

4.625.000 

117.000 

300 STPD NPK (17-17-17). Stream factor: assumed 80% 

357 STPD NPK (average ). Stream factor: assumed 80% 

324,0 MTPD x 280 days x 0,80 = 72.576 MTPY (average) 

(100,000 x 080 = 80.000 STPY = 72.576 MTPY) 

Cost/m. Sub- 

Item Unit/m. ton Cost/Unit ton total 
U.S. .: U.S. , U.S.C 

Raw materials 

See next pages 

Other Materials 
0,11 Lube oil, chemicals 

Bagging Materials 7,72 7,83 

Utilities 

Electricity 44 kVfti 0,055/kv.li 2,42 - 

BunkerC fuel oil 0,037 m. ton 127,80/m.ton 4,73 

Steam 0,018 m. ton 88,00/m.ton 1,58 8,73 

Labour and Staff 
lman/3shifts 3,00/manhour 0,36 Supervisar 

Operators 4men/5shifts 2,00/manhour 0,97 

Maintenance labour lman/3shifts 
3men/day 

3men/day 

2,00/manhour 0,48 

Bftggiotî cxxá  shipping crew- 2,00/manhour 0,24 

Helpers 8men/day 1,50/manhour 0,48 

Overhead (40% on labour) 
Cost per Year 

1,01 

1,54 Staff and overhead 111.600 5,08 

Maintenance 2.5% on inv.4 107.500 1,48 1,48 

Capital Costs 

Average inter, on inv. 4.2% on inv.4 194.250 2,68 

Depreciation en inv. 10% on inv, 4 462.500 6.37 

Interest on work. cap. 10% on W. Cap, 11.700 0.16 9,21 

Insurance cost 0.95% on inv/ 1   40.850 0.56 .. 9,.56 

Production cost excluding raw materials and cost of price 
escalation 

32.89 
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Tabulation No. 9b 

COST PRICE CALCULATION 
Njre_C^iroUND__BLENDING AND GRANULATION PLANT 

Compounds Proposed By TJ-R_ién 

Item Unit/m.  ton Cost/Unit 
U.  S.     $ 

303,32/m. 
ton 

Cost/m. 
ton 

U.S.     $ 

25,68 

' Sub- 
total 
U.S. $ 

NPK (17-17-17) 
Raw Materials 
Ammonia 0,067 in.ton 

Nitric acid,   56% (lOOtf) 0,272 m.ton 17^70/m. 
ton 

47,52 

Di-amm.-phosphate 
(18,2-46,8-0) 

Muriate of potash (50>K?0) 

Coating agent 
Other production costs 

0,379 m.ton 

0,296 m.ton 
0,010 m.ton 

on !'TPILÜ7-1Z- 

459/n.ton    173,96 

139/nuton      41,14 
44/m.ton        0,44 

32,89 
17j_ eXCl.   COSt   Of 

288,74 

32,89 

Total cost pricu per m.  t 
price escalation. 

321,63 

NPK (16-8-24) 
Raw Materials 
Ammonia 0,085 m.ton 383,32/m. 

ton 
32,58 

Nitric acid,   5696(100*) 0,325 m.ton 174.70/m. 
ton 

56,78 

i          .... 

Di* mm *-pbo ephat e 
(18,2-46,8-0) 

Muriate of potash(60?bK20) 
Coating agent 

0,179 m.ton 

0,416 m.ton 
0,010 m.ton 

459/m.ton 

139/m.ton 
44/m.ton 

82,16 

58,10 
0,44 230,06 

Other production costs 
Total cost price per ton 
price escalation 

NPK (16-8-24) excl.  cost 
32,89 

of 262,95 
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Tabulation No.   9c 

COST PRICE CALCULATION 
NPK  COMPOUND PLENPIHG   ANT GRANULATION PLANT 

Compounds  proposed  by  N-Ren 

I'ÓO:JI Unit/m.   ton      Cost/Unit 
U.   S.     $ 

 SÜFT 
COR i/1 .   Lon    total 

U.   S.       %      US  I 

NPK  (23-11,5-11,5) 

Raw Hâterais 

Amilo ni \ 

Nitric acií-1   ,56$   (100$) 

Di-amm.-o!)osphate   (l3, 2- 
46,0-0') 

Muriate of potash   (6O$K20) 

Coating citent 

Other production  costs 

0,117m. ton 38?, 32/m.ton 

0,448m. ton 174,70/m.ton 

0,246m. ton 459,/m.   ton 

0,192m. ton 139,/m.   ton 

0,010m. ton 44, /m.   ton 

112,"1 

-6,6 ', 

ü, 14 

J"t 

263,16 

32,89 

Total cost price per metric tor, of NPK (23-11,5-11,5) 
exclucliry; cost of price escalation 296,05 

NPK  (1^,1-9,6-19,2) 

Raw Hint cri al s 

Ammonia 0,100m. ton 3?3i 32/m.ton 3o,33 
Nitri" ne id  ,56#   (lOOtf.) 0,384m. ton 174,7C/m.ton 67,00 

Di-amm.-phosphate   (l8,2- 
46,3-0) 0,?12m. ton 459/m.ten 97,31 

Muriate of potash   (6O^K?0) 0,329m. ton ] "*9/m.   ton 4:.3,73 
Coating a¿.,ent 0,010m. ton 44/m.   ton <;M 248,89 

Other production  costs 3-:,-'.' 32,89 

Total  cor !   ^rice  per  metric ton NPK (19,1 -9,6-19,2) 
excluainc »est of price nsc 'ilation 281,73 
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Tabulation No.  10 

COST PRICE CALCULATION 
SUMMARY 

Total C03t prices per metric ton excluding cost of prj.ce_ 
escalation on delivery and construction of plant. 

US $ 

Ammonia 
(tabulation No. 6) 383,32 

Nitric acid,  56% strength (lOOtfbasis) 
(tabulation No. 7) 17**,70 

Ammonium nitrate  (33t5
l# N) 

(tabulation No. 8) 295,29 

NPK Compounds 
(tabulation No.  9a,  b,  c) 

- grade (17-17-17) 321,63 
=    grade  (16-8-24) 262,95 
- grade (23-11,5-11,5) 296,05 
- grade (19,1-9,6-19,2) 281,78 
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Tabulation No. 11 

COMPARISON ON MARKET PRICES,   RAV MATERIALS 
 AMD ELECTRICITY      _ 

Raw straight-run naphtha 

Fuel oil No.   2 (Diesel oil) 

Bunker C fuel oil 

Electricity 

Prices assumed 
in N-Ren 
proposal 

US $/metric 
ton  

110,23 

88,18 

38,18 

US  $/KJh 
 ^"OTÏÏZT 

Actually 
prevail- 
ing prices 
tabulation 
Nos 5 & 9 
US ft/metric 

ton 
More tnan 

216.10 
(if available) 

183,30 

127,80 

US 

US ¡¿/metric ton 

Mono-ammonium-phosphate  (11-48-0) 

Di-ammonium-phosphate ( 18,2-46,8-9 ) 

Muriate of potash (60% k20) 

Ammonia (Alternative B revised proposal 

133,00 

275,52 

110,23 

220,45 

ft/kWh 
Í7o% 

US ¡|/metric 
ton 

208,00 
( 231,00) 

459.00 
( 509,87) 

139.00% 
( 153,77) 

assumed 
200,00 

The figures within the brackets in right column have been quoted 
according to tabulation No.  5,   but in the cost price calculations 
of tabulation No.  9 ten percent lower prices were used to account 

for shipment of large lots in bulk from abroad. 
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Tabulation No. 12 

COMPARISON ON MARKET PRICES 
ON END-PRODUCTS 

Prices assumed 
in N-Ren propo- 
sal in Liberia 

estimated 
actually 
prevailing 
import prices 
in Liberia 
(CIF Monrovia)" 

US {/metric ton US. ft/metric 
ton    

Ammonia 

Ammonium Nitrate (33,55é N) 

NPK Compound Fertilizers 

Grade (17-17-17) 

Grade (16-8-24) 

Grade (23-11,5-11,5) 

Grade (19,1-9.6-19,2) 

220,46 same 

209,44 same 

240,30 202,79 

225,97 190,70 

214,95 181,40 

233,69 197,21 
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T?Watlon No- 13 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION  FIGURES 

(8094 stream factor  ) 

Ammnnia   for  sale 
3.000 x 0,80 = 2.400 short tons    - 

Ammonium Nitrate   (35.5% N) 
28.000 x 0,80 * 22.400 short tons 

2.177 metric tons 

20.317 metric tons 

NPK Compound Fertilizers 

P.rade  (17-17-17) 
40.000 x 0,80 =  32.000 short tons 29T030 metric tons 

r.rade  (16-8-24) 
30.000 x 0,80 = 24.000. short tons 

r.r^riP (25-11.5-11.5) 
15.000 x 0,80 = 12.000 short tons 

r.rade  (19.1-9.6-19.2) 
15.000 x 0,80 = 12.000 short tons 

21.773 metric tons 

10.886 metric tons 

^Q.,886 metric tons 
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ANNUAL MANUFACTURING COSTS 
(excluding cost of price escalation of delivery and 

construction of plant ,_  
& 

.ÍNNUAL SALES REVENUES  r ~~ - 

ANNUAL DEFICIT 
( 8Cffi s tro am facjfcqr_l 

Ammonia 

AN (33,5S'o N) 
NPK (17-17-17) 
NPK (16-8-24) 
NPK (23-11,5-11,5) 
NPK  (19. 1-9.6-19.2) 

Total 

Annual Manafacturing. Costs 

2.177 metric tons t 
20.317 metric tons '- 
29.033 metric tons C 
21.773 metric tone r 

10.806 metric tone C 
10, büb metric tons fc US 

u,st   $ 

US Í  383,32 334.500* 

us :';. 295^9 -    5,999.400 

us Ü  321,63 -    9.336.900 

us •'.„  262.95 «    5.725.200 

US i';i 296,05 =     3.222.800 

us Í  281,78 =    3.067.500 
28.186.300 

Ammonia 
AN (33,5% N) 
NPK (17-17-17) 
NPK (16-8-24) 
NPK (23-11,5-11,5) 
NPK (19.1-9.6-19.3) 
Total 

Annual Sales Revenues 

2.177 metric tons C US ^ 220,46 
20.317 metric tons £> US 3 209,44 
29.030 metric tons G US û 202,79 
21.773 metric tons C US £ 190,70 
10.886 metric tons G US 0 181,40 
10.886 metric tons G US ^ 197,21 

Annual Deficit 

479.900 
4.255.200 
5.887.000 
4.152.100 
1.974.700 
2.146.800 

18.895.700 

-..2ft22Sê$tt. 

•    Cost of the light naphtha as specified by N-Ren will increase cost 

of end-products 
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4T8. 4.9.  4.10,   and 4.11    N-Ren propose! of February 19?6 
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/,.8    Wrwt,,r of ITr jUrs:   <-i Ministry of *Kric^tu.ro on 18th 

March 197.6. 

Participants: 
Hon.   Louis /..  Rv3r;   M.viirter of Agriculture 
Mr    J-ishua Cooper,   Director,   Planning Division, Ministry 

or Agriculture 
Mr.   Hilary B.  Y/Uson Sr.,   General Manager,  LDC 
Mr.   •v.c.K, Howard II,   .'reject Manager,   LDC 
Mr.  William T.  Diggs,  Manager,   Project ReKuarcli and 

Evaluation Department,  LDC 

Mr. Browne, Administrative Officer,  N-Ren Corporation 

Mr. M.   Uoods,   Lawyer,  A.B.   Tolbert Law Firm 
Mr. J,   Fogstad,  UNIDO Senior Expert,   Cons"iita-.'t to  LDC 
Mr. Karl Kjeldgaard,   UNIDO Senior Expert,  Consultant to LDC 

N-Ren International Ltd.,  Bermuda had by letter of 12th 
March "976 signed by Mr. Martin A.   Train,  Vice President and 
addressed to President V'illiam R.   Tolbert pr.sent.d a revised 
proposal of February 1976 on a fertilizer complex from N-Ren 
Corporation, Cincinnati,   Ohio,  U.S.A.  to the Government of 

Liberia, 

Minister Louis A.  Russ had invited two  aelegntes of N-Ren 
Corporation, Bruxelles,  Belgium Mr.   Browne, Administrative 
Office   -ind Mr.   Provino-  Technical  Officer who had arrived Monrovia i 
a i-eting in the Ministry of Agriculture for a preliminary 

discussion. 
Mr,   Browne started the meeting by excucing to Minister Russ 

that regretfully Mr.   iTovlne had had to leave LJoeria the 
evening before in an urgent matter and ther   .ori could not be 
precent at the meeting.    Mr.  Browne pointed  ,ut  'o Minister Russ 
that he was not a Technical expert and was rot rule to answer 

any technical questions. 

¡lister Russ handed over the revised rrop'-al as received 
to LDC  as Mr.  Browne ha i no other copy aval oble  than his own. 

Jb 
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4.76 

Mr. Browne said that the revised proposal contained two 

alternatives : 

Alternative A;    Corresponds to previous proposal with some 

changes. 
1 - 100 STPD /.mmopac ammonia plant. 

1 - 180 STPD nitrì; acid plant. 
1 - 400 STPD ammonium nitrate and NPK fertilizer complex 

plant for campaign operation. 

Alternative B: 
1 - 10.000 ST ammonia storage for import of ammonia. 

No Ammopac unit 

Other plants as above 

Mr. Brovme was asked about the industrial references of 

N-Ren Corporation on the Ammopac ammonia plant design. Mr. 

Browne explained that N-Ren Corporation owns in Joint venture 

with the U.S. company Cargill six Ammopac units each identical 

and with a capacity of 100 short tons of ammonia per 24 hours 

and with natural gas process feedstock and fuel, as follows: 

4 Ammopac plants in operation at 

Company; Cherokee Nitrogen 

^cotionj. Prior, Oklahoma, USA 

2 Ammopac plants in operation at 

Company: Surprisingly, Mr. Browne did not 
    " know the name 

Location: Plain View, Texas, USA. 
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Mr. Browne said that he had visited the plants both in Prior, 

Oklahoma and in Plain View, Texas during 1972. 

Mr. Browne said that Mr. Hamilton, the President and owner 

of N-Ren Corporation possesses k0%  of the share capital of the 

joint venture, while the remaining 605Í is in the hands of Cargill. 

Mr. Browne did not tell hov; Cargill had obtained their shares and 

how much or little they had paid for the shares. As Mr. Browne 

repeatedly stressed that he was not a technical expert and knew 

no details, Mr. Browne was not asked how the operation performance 

and how big the annual ammonia •_p*odu*tion of the six Ammopac 

plants of the joint venture actually is. 

It shall be mentioned that contrary to the above Ammopac 

plants in USA all based on natural gas, the Araaopac unit proposed 

by N-Ren Corporation to Liberia is based upon naphtha. Besides, 

that the naphtha reforming process is technically a more difficult 

operation than natural gas operation, and that the naphtha re- 

forming process has during a series of years been covered by the 

world-wide ICI/Kellogg patents.  Provided that these patents are 

still in force, ammonia plants with naphtha reforming cannot be 

operated without payment of a large license fee to ICI/Kellogg. 

Mr. Browne was, therefore, asked whether N-Ren Corporation 

could refer to any other Ammopac units in operation, in particu- 

lar on basis on naphtha. Mr. Browne said that no other Ammopac 

units existed in operation than the six units in USA. 

Mr. Browne said that N-Ren Corporation lately has sold small 

fertilizer plants all comprising Ammopac units based on naphtha 

to Sudan, Kenya, and Senegal. 

Mr. Browne stated that the plant for Senegal comprises two 

100 short ton/day Ammopac units and a urea unit. Mr. Browne was 

asked why N-Ren for Senegal would not deliver one 200 short ton/ 

day ammonia unit, as even this capacity would be very small 

compared to modern ammonia plants. Mr. Browne answered that 

N-Ren Corporation base their offers on standard, design and 

Jt 
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engineering packages as available in their files,  and that they 
have not and arc not prepared to work out any other ammonia plant 

design than the 100 LTPD /ramopac package. 

Mr.  Browne was asked how many people vere employed with N-Ren 
Corporation,  whether the order is 10,. 100,   o* sverai hundreds. 
Mr.  Browne stated that he had no idea on this subject.    On the 
other hand,  Mr.  Browne stated earlier during the meeting that he 
had been associated with the ï'-Ren Corporation since 1972. 

Mr.  Browne was questioned whether tf-i-lcn Corporation would 
sub-contract the general engineering,   purchasing,   inspection of 
workshops,  forwarding,  erection,  construction,  etc.  to other sub- 
contractors under a possible agrément with Liberia.     He answered 
no,  N-Ren Corporation would not,     If  so,    -1-iten Corporation would 
need a staff of several hundred    oí highly qualified and 

experienced engineers. 

•fir.  Browne was asked about the names  of the   banks which would 
finance the construction of a possible plmt by Vl-ilen Corporation. 
M.  Browne replied that the financing scheme proposed by N-Ren 
Corporation was  entirely based upon suppliers'  credit and that no 
bank credits would be:necessary.    This  is indeed entirely, strange. 

Mr.  Browne was told that the prices on raw materials are 
entered in the m,-nuf c cturing cost estimates in the M-Ren proposal 
were surprisingly low as compared to the prevailing prices of 
today.    Mr.   Browne stated that N-Ren Corporation on basis of 
international price statistics had assessed the average raw 
material prices and fertilizer prices over the next twenty years 
End used these average prices in their manufacturing cost estimates, 

Mr.  Browne was questioned whether he would be able to submit 
to-day's prices on the raw materials,   since ï!-Ren Corporation 
diligently had been capable to assess th ^ average prices over the 
next twenty years.    Mr.  Browne replied that how could anyone tell 
what the prices would be in the two years.    Mr.  Browne was 
corrected that ho was asked to ¿rive today T prices and not the 
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prices in two years.    Mr.  Browne said, he had no ideas.   Further- 
more, Mr.  Browne was asked whether he would expect tfa» raw material 
prices of today to be higher or lower than tho  average prices over 
the next twenty years.    Mr.  Browne replied:  I have no idea. 

Mr    Browne explained that he had recently checked with the 
Plant Manager of Liberia Refinery Company that  the Refinery after 
installation of extra equipment would be able  to deliver the 
naphtha and fuel oil No.   2 as specified in the N-Ren proposal. 
Mr    Browne was asked whether he had checked with Liberia Refinery 
Company what their ex refinery prices on the two raw materials 
would be.    Mr.   Browne stated that he had not checked this. 

Mr.  Browne was told that the capacities on ammonium nitrate 
and NPK fertilizers of the N-Ren proposal were  far beyond what 
Liberia would be able to consuma during the next number of; years. 
Mr. Browne confirmed as stated in the N-Ren proposal that the 
N-Ren Corporation would be prepared to assist  in selling tho 
excess production on the export market.    Mr.   Drown, was asked 
whether he was in a position to tell the detailed lines and con- 
ditions of N-Ren Corporation for assistance  in th*   export sales. 
Mr. Browne said that he could tell nothing on this subject. 

By a slip of the tongue iV.  Browne had earlier during the 
meeting told that the USA fertilizer broker INTER ORE (same as 
Occidental Petroleum Corporation) would handle the export sales 
of the forthcoming N-Ren fertilizer plant in Sudan.    As this is 
their business INTER ORE will need a substantial brokerage fee 
and be covered for anv road transportation,   loading, unloading, 

harbour,  freight,  and insurance costs.    Mr.   Browne was asked 
whether N-Ren Corporation had INTER ORii in raind to deal with the 
possible export sales from Liberia.    Mr.  Browno answered that 

he could toll nothing. 
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j¿2 Finn?!*! ffîd contractuel tcrrog of N-Rffl Proposa^ 9* fWHWT 

" The  financial and contractual terms  of th.-  revised proposal 
must bu assumed to be the samo es in the previous proposal, 
except as follov/s: 

4.9.1    Price basis and price  escolatios 
In" N-R¿nYnt ¿national Ltd.'s letter of 12th Tlarch 1976 is 

quoted : 
:' Firm price basis as  specified in the proposal and we are 

prepared to maintain such prices for a period of sixty (60) days 
to allow you and your staff to assess this proposal". 

In common trade usage the term "firm price" means that the 
offered price will remain firm during the whole delivery and 
construction period. 

Obviously,   this is not what ii-Ren Corporetion have in mind. 
They only mean a firm price uniti signature of agreement provided 
this would happen prior to  12th May 1976,  and that  such an 
agreement would contain a clause for escalation of prices during 
the delivery and construction period in addition to the offered 
price.     Most probably, N-Ren Corporation may demand the price 
escalation to be paid cash by the Government of Liberia. 

4¿b¿_Inve^ment^^ 

Investments, working capital and financing schemes of the 
two alternatives of the revised U-Ren proposal are  given in the 

attached tabulation Kc 15. 

It is apparent that the investments and working capital of 
alternative A amount to US tf 53.383.000 in total   (exclusive of 
price escalation during the delivery and construction period) 
against US 3)40.815.000 of the previous proposal.     It is noted, 
as explained later, that the scope of deliveries of alternative A 
is less than in the previous proposal. 
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The corresponding total investment; and working capital of 
Alternative B amount US $49.315.000 (exclusive price escalation 
during the delivery and construction period). 

The financing of the investments and working capital will be 
through debt financing and share capital.     Part of the share 
capital will be owned by N-Ren Corporation through a corresponding 
discount in the payment of the  capital cost,  while the remaining 
share capital will have to be paid up by the Government of Liberia. 

The debt financing will be  through credits obtained under 
various European export credit programs,  normal commercial credits 

and contractor's notes. 

The debt or loan has to be repaid through 14 uniform,  semi- 

annual payments,   beginning 6 months r.fter the commissioning of 
the plant.    Simultaneous with the semi-annual repayments of the 
principal,  the accrued interest must be paid in addition. 

It shall be pointed out that commissioning in contracting 
agreements often means when the construction of the plant and 
trial-runs of compressors have terminated.     It does not necessarily 
imply that the    plant will start-up and full production will be 
initiated.    As a matter ox fact,  this may be delayed,   in particu- 
lar in developing countries,   by many months. 

The composite interest rate and fees  of the loan will be 996 
p.a,   accrued semi-annually. 

Each of the 14 semi-annual loan repayments will be US $ 
$2,972,000 for alternative A and US 52,623.000 for alternative B. 

In addition,  for alternative A    the semi-annual interest charges 
to be paid will be US £2.246.000 at first  instalment and gradu- 
ally decrease to US $133,000 at last instalment, while for 
alternative B they will be US *1.652.000 at first instalment and 
decrease to US .;„118.000 at last installment. 
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In the attached tabulation No. 15 is summarized the 
commitment of the Government of Liberia on repayments of loan 
and accrued interest  in case of a contract.     In addition, the 
Government of Liberia will have to pay the  escalation of prices 
cash upon presentation of bills.     Besides,  the Government of 
Liberia will need to  pay and render the tasks and obligations of 

chapter ^.12. 
Alternatively,   according to the N-Ren International Ltd. 

letter of 12th March 1976 the f inancing of the long term debt 
could be  supplied directly to the Liberian Conpony by European 
Government utilizine tho export credit insurance programs which 

are available. 
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fabulation NO. 15. 

INVESTMENTS,   WORKING CAPITAL,  PRE-OPERITING 
INTEREST AND FINANCING __ 

Alternative A 
us &.  

Investments.working capital, 
and pre-operatlng XnZ___st ;, 
Capital cost of plants and facilities 

Pro-operating costs 
Subtotal 

Pro-operating interest 
Subtotal 

^rkinfi capital 

Total 

4?. 0-00.000 
l.^O0.0_00_ 

49.100.000 

3.528.000. 
52.628.000 

„ .?-«_As.0 • 00° 
55.888.000 

Alternative B 
US    $  

42.000.000 
1T500.000 

43.500.000 
•115.000 

46.615.000 

2.700.000 
49.315.OOO 

Financing 
Equity capital :   (25,690) 
Shares of N-Ron Corporation (305a) 
Shares of G,oV^rnmcntj)f. Liberia (70?') 

Total shares        (100%) 
Total suppliers' loans (74,4%) 

Total        (100%1 

4.284.000 

_â*22LS2SL. 
14.280.000 

41 .608.000, 
_55.888.000, 

3.780.000 
8.820.000 

12.600.000 
^•715.000 

Commitment of Government of Liberia 

Government shares 
Total suppliers'  loans 
Accrued interest on loans 
Total.excluding price escalation 

9.996.000 
41 .608.000 

14.409.00Q_ 
66 r 013.000 

8.820.000 
36.715.OOO 
12.^0.000 
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4.9.3 Surety guarantee by Government of Liberia 

In the N-Ron International Ltd's ltttor of 12th March 1976 

is quoted: 

" In order to obtain the- financing for this project it will 

be necessary for Government of Liberia to guarantee the financial 

portion of the contr- ct price". 

4.9.4 N-Ren Corporation' s_j£isatisj"actory guarantee and narrow,. 
wârranti'ûiT'and liabTTltTes. 

Like the previous proposal the revised proposal does not 

give any guaranteed consumption figures as it ought to. The 

revised proposal lists the expected requirements on naphtha and 

fuel oil Ho. 2 for alternative /, which figures are 2,7ìó and 

h.8%  lower than the consumption figures used by N-Ren Corporation 

in their manufacturing cost estimates. But none of these two sets 

of consumption figures are guaranteed by N-Ren Corporation. 

In the revised proposal N-Ren Corporation has not improved 

the narrow and unacceptable warranties and liability on their 

behalf. 

4f9.5 Naphtha reformine patent Infringement 

It is emphasized that the naphtha reforming process of 

alternative A of the revised proposal is a direct violation of 

the world-wide ICI/Kellogg patents on said patents. 

Prior to signing of any contract with N-Ren Corporation it 

must be checked very carefully whether these patents are still 

in force and apply to Liberia. If so, the Government of Liberia 

would be sued unavoidably to pay a large fee to ICI/Kellogg for 

patent infringement. 
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At any rate, N-Ron Corporation should be liable to reimburse 
any such patent infríngeme    . payment. 

The suppliers of the naphtha reforming catalyst must be 
named by N-Ren Corporation. 

If the ICl/Kellogg patents are still in rule ICI/Kellogg, 
however,  cannot for legal reasons and will not present their 
claim on payment of license fee on their pat  nt rights,   before 
the Liberian factory will be ±n actual operation after the 
construction atíd start-up. 
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4. Iff    Technical ov lu .tip": of N-Rcn prep osci of February 1976 
4,10.1 J5^cc/JG_,unljt¿j. c'lp^citic;: and production rates  . 

The reviued N-Ron pr/^.nal c-oncicts as follows: 

Alternative A. 
One Ammopac ammonir plant, 
similar Cíü previous proposai. 

One nitric acid plant, 
similar as previous proposal. 

One compie;; ammonium ni tra -ce and NPK production plant. 
This plant has been charged from previous proposal and 
contains loss and modified equipment.    The prilline 
section for AN of the previous proposal has been 
entirely withdrawn.     Instead,  AN will be produced as 
granules in equipment which will be common for AN and 
NPK.     The common equipment will  comprise AN solution 
preparation and sturale tank,   ¿yranulator,  dryers, 
ba,3£in;":,  etc. 

Capacity;    400 short tons of either production per 
24 hours.    At a tin.e the plant will produce either AN 
or NPK.    The pr ducts will be produced on a campaign 
basis.    The operation campaign will be on the basis 
that the product ^rade changes would be made no more 
than at two weeks intervals. 

Yearly production at 100% 3tream factor; 
AN:       25.000 short tons 
(against 28.000 short tons in previous proposal,  as 
the phosphatic raw material has been chanced to MAP in 
revised proposal from DAP in previous and thus containa 

less ommenia in proportion to P2°5J 

NPK;    As previous proposal 
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Alternative fì. 

This alternative contains no Amraopac  ammonia plant.    Instead 
ammonia will be imported.    A 10.000 short ton atmospheric 
pressure liquid ammonia terminal and storage, including refri- 

geration compressors has been foreseen. 

The pier or harbour for the tank ship is not included. The 
rest of the process units of this alternative are identical 
to the other process units of alternative A. 

4.10.2    Ënd-product _s¿ecjj^cati_ns^ 

Ajfflonium nitrate ; 
Grade:    Low density 
Particles :    Granules 
Further specification is not apparent from the revised proposal. 

NPK Grade:    Assumed es previous proposal. 

4.10.3 Raw materials specifications. 

The following modifications have been introduced in the revised 

proposal: 

Naphtha : 
The sulphur content has been reduced to maximum 100 ppm 
equal to 0,01$ by weight from 0,039¿ in the previous 
proposal.    This means that the naphtha must be delivered 
predesulphurized from the oil refinery to the plant, 
implying a higher naphtha price.    Otherwise,  the naphtha 
quality has been maintained from the previous proposal. 
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Phosphate raw material.;. 

The phosphe.te raw met erial to be imported for production 

of the NPK grades has been changed to; 

Mono-ammonium-phosphate (11-48-0), 

In the previous proposal (di-ammonium phosphate (18,2-46,8-0) 

was foreseen instead. 

4.10.4 Raw material supplies.. 

It goes without saying that the suppliers and supplies of all 

the main raw materials such as naphtha, fuel oil Mo. 2, 

Bunker C fuel oil, ammonia, mono-ammonium-phosphate (11-48-0), 

muriate of potash (60°/ K20), coating agent, and bagging materials 

must be secured at long term delivery, freight, and price 

agreements before signing of any contract v/ith the contractor. 

4iti10.5   0J^S^J^S3^S!^}â^.£SSâ^^^-^S^^nk^ basis- 
In the revised proposal certain climatic conditions are 

given as basis for design of the quoted equipment. 

These conditions must be checked and detailed before any 

signing of a contract. 

The maximum relative humidity as envisaged by N-Ren 

Corporation at 69% seems very low to Liberian conditions. 

Probably, the cooling water tower installations will have to be 

enlarged considerably and be more expensive as compared to the 

previous and revised proposals. 

Besides, the make-up water analysis as assumed by N-Ren 

Corporation for the design of the boiler feed water preparation 

system and for the operation of the cooling water system must 

be checked very carefully prior to signing of any contract. 
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4,10.6   J3esijçn codes. 
The design codes as assumed by N-Ren Corporation are given 

in broad terms in the revised proposal,  but they must be given 
in details nnd be checked by the Liberian authorities prior to 
any signing of a contract. 

4.10.7    Off-site facilities. 
Alternative *À"T""~ ~ 

Essentially,  the scope of deliveries under alternatives A 
of the revised proposal 3eems to be,  apart from minor 
modifications,   to be the same as in the previous proposal. 

As previously mentioned,  the adequacy of the cooling water 
towers and the boiler feed water preparation unit must be 
checked carefully on basis on the prevailing conditions in 
Liberia before signing of any contract. 

An electric power station is still included in the bid as 
it ought to be. 

The electric generator sets in the revised proposal have 
gas turbine engines,  but it must be assumed that the raw 
materials will be diesel gas oil or fuel oil No.  2.     This must 
be checked carefully before signing of any contract. 

Alternative B. 
In spite of the fact that this alternative does not include 

any ammonia plant,  it comprises the cooling tower installation, 
water recovery boiler,  boiler feed water preparation system, 
electric power station and instrument and plant air system at 
the same specifications and capacities as alternative A, 

This is indeed very strange as the need of the liquid 
ammonia terminal,  storage,  and refrigerating compressors on 
these facilities evidently are lower than for a complete 
ammonia plant.    This question must be checked cautiously and 
in details before signing of any contract. 
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On the other hand, the specifications of alternative B 

do not list any raw materials and bulk storage buildings or 

any bagging and bagged storage building as these buildings 

are required for this alternative like alternative A where 

they are specified.  It must be assumed that the omission of 

these buildings from alternative B must be lue to a typing 

error. This point should, of  course, be checked carefully 

before signing of any contract. 

With respect to the atmospheric pressure liquid ammonia 

terminal, storage and refrigerating compressors the adequacy 

must be checked carefully and be strictly in accordance with 

the possibilities for import of ammonia before signing of any 

contract. Also, the adequacy of these installations under the 

climatic conditions of Liberia must be checked before signing 

of any contract.  It is noted that the capacity figures given 

in the present specification do not all agree. 
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4.11 Economic evaluation of N-Ren proposal ox February 1976 
4.11.1 Inve s tment s_._    ' 

The investment figures of alternatives A and B are sub- 

tracted the estimated cost of the electric power station for 

the calculation of the cost price of the products, as no con- 
sumption figures for the electric power station are given in 

the revised proposal. They were neither stated in the previous 

proposal. 

For the cost price calculations, the figures on investment, 

pre-operating interest, and working capital as listed in the 

attached tabulation No. 16 will be used. 

4.11.2 Raw material and utility p.rices^ 
Raw material and utility prices have been used in the 

economic evaluation of the revised proposal along the same 

lines as explained in chapter 4.7.3» 

Uith respect to alternative B an import price of US 

$ 200,00 per metric ton on ammonia has been anticipated rather 

than US Z  200,00 per short ton equal to US ft 220,45 per metric 

ton as applied in the N-Ren proposal. The operating cost of 

the ammonia terminal and atmospheric storage tank has not been 

taken into account. The discount of U£5 .¿20,45 per metric ton 

as used in the present evaluation means an annual amount of 

US $  0.5 million in favour of alternative B of the revised 

proposal. 

4.11.3 J*bjpur^and .staff.. 
Same calculating principles as outlined in chapter 4.7.4 and 

in the revised proposal will be applied for the cost price 

calculations. 

4.11.4 Stream days, stream factor, and annual production,. 

Same stream factor of 80# as in the chapter 4.7.5 will be 

used in the cost price calculations. 
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The annual production figures at a stream faotor of 8096 &fe 
given in the attached tabulation No. 25. 

4.11.5 Maintenance,..,. 
Same calculation principles as ¿iven in chapter 4.7.6 will 

be used. 

4.11.6 Insurance. 

As in chapter 4.7.7 

4T|1.7 Capital ..cost._. 

An average interest of 3,755 p.a. accrued once a year has 

been used in the cost price calculations. This average interest 

over 10 years corresponds to the 95a p.a. interest rate acorued 

semi-annually over 7 years which will bo charged on the long term 

debt according to the revised proposal. 

Straight-line depreciation over 10 years of the total 

investments is applied in the cost price calculations for the 

revised proposal as in the cost price calculations for the previous 

proposal. 
It is pointed out that IJ-Ren Corporation in the revised 

proposal has envisaged straight line depreciation over 14 years 

of 8554 only of the investments, whereas they used straight-line- 

depreciation over 10 years of 1009'o of the investments in the 

previous proposal. 

Interest rate on working capital has been maintained at 

105Ó p.a. accrued once a year as in chapter 4.7.8 

4.11.8 Cost price calculations... 

Confer the attached tabulation Nos, 17, 18, 19, 20a, b, 

and c, 21, 22, 23, 24. 

4.11.9 Market prices on end-products,. 

As in chapter 4.7.10. 
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rim filili tnmaU m»! ri Y inali« «a 
The attached tabulations Nos. 26 and 27 givo; the annual 

manufacturing coats, the annual sales revenues, and annual 

deficit at a straam of 30%. 

As it can be seen fro» thasc tabulations, the annual dafloit 

would be US $ 6,3 million for alternative h  ¿ad W ; 3»3 «Wis* 

ier Alternativa B of the revisad proposal. 

The smallar deficit o¿* EltfurnwtivT " "r"T3i# r. i "" ;>f p. sal 

as compered t the previous pr.p^sal, even th ugh this had a 

1 wer capital c st due t its earlier price basis, is mainly 

because >f the use A  the cheaper m n »anaunlua-phoapnate in 

replacement f di-imn^niuo-ph aphate envisaged in the previous 

proposal as phsphatic rav* material. 

As regards the annual deficit, the sane remarks as stated 

in chapter 4.7.11 are applicable. In particular, it shall be 

repeated that the above am unta d not include all the losses, 

which would be much more serious and larger for a Libarían 

fertilizer factory. 
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IKVÜTMINTS AND WORKING CAPITAL 
H-MN PROPOSAL OF F3WUAAY 1976 
ms* Ht in ninft irrs  

Total Cotale« 
învaataentt and pr*-o?eratlnf cotta 
Prw-opcT»tin£ intereat 
'orkin« capital 

Total 

Alternativa A 
—.jaui  

49.100.000 
3.528.000 

55.aee.ooo 

Alternativa B tamat 

43.500.000 
3.115.000 

•jEJMiPga 
49.315.000 

Inveataanta and pra-op«ratinf cotti 
Prt-oparatinc intarcat 
Working capital 

Total 

5.000.000 
400.000 

5.500.000 

5.000.000 
400.000 

5.500.000 

Investment« and pre-operating coatt 
Pre-operating interdit 
Working capital 

Total 

44.100.000 

3.128.000 

3,I**?,COS 
50.386.000 

38.500.000 
2.715.000 

43. §13.000 



V All Alti CO?T F1ÎCÎ5 CALCULATION 
v* w ryai 

yyoductioiu 

lì J 

100 STPTi  ammonta.     *5trt.--vn  fortori       %«5ore-.   JO£ 

Q0,7 MTFT  %   340 4-i/P  x   0,80  »    ?4.670    'T'l-Y 

?ii«l   •     ;.    'u,   2 

Other       - -i-iTilp 

Lube ^      .  o"iemi€!*l* 

qtiii ¿i o 
H«c^ri c¡ Ly 

Cooliiv      tor  ( circulating) 

Boiler i'oo'i w*t«r 

Labour nji   ¿taff 

Snervi r-o...• 

Of«ra'uor" 

•»intonalo    labour 

Ovtrhrr     (10^ ®* l»*©ur) 

•i V » 1 o   - < •it urite 

Tin it Ai.   ton Cost/Unit 

y,*5.   î 

Coot/hi, con 
tot«! 

VS.1. 

j,5">».   ton 

O.ÍOB.   ton 

227,40/m.torn» 

18 3, 30/m.ton 

W ,o, • 

Î94 kWïi 

^0 m 3 

1. •>  m 3 

0,055AWh 

0,004 A3 

0,33/«" 

1 m«n/3 ihlft«    ^OO/nmKour 

3  rn«ii/3 thiftP     2,00/*whour 

? men/3 »hiftfi    2,00/manhoiar 
3 mufi/flay 

Coet ter Yt*r 

14»,«00 

'%67 

1,^0 

1,07 

1,3? 

1.3t 

45,3« 

M*   _iî*& 
r?5,S9 

•    Cosi,   ,?. lifht Atpfctha a« »f««ifit4 ¥f N-1U» will *• *i*her 
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W9.  aft 

Productiont 

Item 

V/JIIA»LL COST PRICE CALCULATION 
 NITRATE AC IP JPJ^ilL  

180 5TPÛ HNO, (100%),   stream factor:    assumed 
163,3 MTPb x 310 days  x 0,80 -    40.498 MTPY 

BOJ* 

Unit/m. ton 

NATIVE A; 

Raw material 

/uaaonla 

Other acrUrlal 

Catalyst 

Electricity 

Naphtha as fuel 

0,?92 m. ton 

0,0054 Troy oz 

5 k'-/h 

0,016 m. ton 

Cooling water (circulating)  111m- 

0,70 in. ton 

1 man/3 shifts 

1 man/3 shifts 

1 man/3 shifts 
1 nan/day 

Boiler feed water 

Labour and start 

Supervisor 

Operator 

Maintenance labour 

Overhead (40H on labour) 

taff and Overhead 

YlfaiUlf gQ*t MlSf 

AsiTlfflATi^ 8 
Raw Material 

Aejaonla imported       0,292 a. ton 

Other Variable Coats(as above) 

Yifïiut c9tì grUt 

Cost/Unit 
Cost7m. 

ton 

275,89/m.  ton 

l10,0O/Troy oz 

0,055/krh 
227,40/m.  ton 

0,004/m5 

0,33/m3 

3,00/mcnhour 
2, OO/manhour 
2,00/«nnhour 

Ç911 fvr Uv 
93.000 

80,56 

1,68 

0,28 
3,64 
0,44 

0,23 

0,65 
0,43 
0,5a 

0,66 

2,30 

200,00/ a.  ton      56,40 

Sub- 
total 
JUA¿ 

80,56 

1,66 

4,59 

91.45 

56,40 

JUtASOb 
69,29 
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Tabulation No.  19 

VARIABLE COST  PRICE CALCULATION' 
"^JWWIUH HITUATfc! PRODUCTION ~ 

Dally Capacity;        400 STPD  (33,b% N). 
Production;       362,8 MTPD x  (280 days x 

Stream Factor: Assumed 8054 
0,22)  x 0,00 - 18.144 MTPY 

Item Unit/ra.  ton Cost/Unit      Cost/m. 
ton 
•• Si J 

Alternative A. 
Raw materials 
Aaaonia 
Nitric acid,  5696 (lOOtf) 
Coating agent 

Other Materials 
Lub« oil,  chemicals 
Bagging materials 

Utllltlat 
Electricity 
Steam 

e*ft9HT »M »J&CL. 
Supervisor 
Operators 

Maintenance Labour 

Bagging & ship, craw 
Helpers 

Overhead (40% on labour) 

Stfff an4 ovfrhead 
Variable cost price 

Ammonia 
Nitric    acid 

Coating agent 

table cost price 

0,223 m.ton 
0,813 «.ton 
0,010 m.ton 

275,89/n. 
9Î?$5/m. 
4$?Ï0/m. 
ton 

41 k'./h 
0,6 a. ton 

lman/3shiftf 
4men/3shifts 

l»an/?3hifts 
3man/day 
3men/day 

8aen/day 

61,52 

74,35 
0,44 

0,11 
7,72 

0,055/kh 2,26 
1,44/m.ton   0,86 

3,OO/manhour 0, 32 
2,00/manhour 0,86 

2, OO/manhour 0,43 

2,00/manhour 0,22 

1,50/manhour 1,29 

1,25 

Ç9»* ptr yir 
223.200 2,45 

0,223 «.ton 
0,813 m.ton 

0,010 m.ton 

v©2 

200,00/m. 
6$??9/m. 
ton 

44,10/m. 
ton 

44,60 

56,33 

0,44 

17,77 

Sub- 
total 

• "•At. 

136,31 

7,83 

3,12 

¿^ 
154,06 

101,37 

17.77 
119,14 



VARIABUS COST PRICE CALCULAT IO? 
NP* PUBDOTITO 

4.  96 
Tabulation No.20t, 

Pfui capecltxL 

Production; 

400 OT.°JJ (as 17-17-17). Strerm factor:   assumed  80% 
461,3  3TPD (average). Stream foctor:  assumed 80% 
418,5 MTPD x (280  days x 0,73) x 0,80  - 72,867 MTPD 
(average) 
(100.400 x 0,80 -   80.320 3fi\  » 72.867 MTPD) 

Item 
Unit/m.   tori Cost/Unit      Cost/m. 

ton 

Alternative A, 

SEaasJÜZriI=17-L 
Ammonia 0,081 m.ton 

Nitric acid,  56% (10056)       0,313 m.ton 

Mono-amm. -phosphate 
(11-48-0) 

0,361  m.ton 

Muriate  of potash(60%K20) 0,289 m.ton 

Coating agent 0,010 m.ton 

Othtr materials 
Lubt oil,   chemicals 
Bagging materials 

utilities 
Electricity 
Bunker C  fuel oil 

275,39/m. 
ton 

91,45/m. 
ton 

208,00/m. 
ton 

139,0O/m. 
ton 

44,00/m. 
ton 

Steam 

Labour and staff 

Supervisor 
Operators 
Maintenance labour 

Bagging and ship, crew 
Helpers 
Overhead  (40% on labour) 

Staff and overhead 
Variable cost price 

44 kWh 
0,037 m.ton 

0,018 m.ton 

0,055/kWh 
127,80/m. 

ton 
88,00/m, 
ton 

lman/3shifts 
4mon/3shifts 
lman/33hifts 
3men/day 
3men/day 
8men/day 

22,35 

28,62 

75,09 

40,17 

0,44 

-•0,11 
7,72 

2,42 
4,73 

i;36 

3,00/manhour 0,28 
2,00/manhour 0,75 
2,00/manhour      0,38 

2,00/manhour 0,19 
1,50/manhour      1,12 

1,09 
Cost per year 

223,200 •  2,45 

Sub- 
total 

166,67 

7,83 

8,73 

ÏU& 

189,49 
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VAiU-ifcLL L03T  it-vICi^ OüLLüí \iIOi'4     labult,  No.   20b 
__ OLUéÛDUCXICL^.. . - Z . ZZL 

Unit/m.   ton      Cost/Unit      Cost/».       3ub- 
L ocm ton total 
 ,_ _ .... __U.,\     ?         U.S.  $         U.S.a 

Aif.. .--itlve A VVÎ »*V. 

G: ;a,,e 116-&-24J 
Raw im .frlala 

Amile ' V* ^ 0,088 m.ton 275,¡J /m. 
ton 

24, ¿3 

Nitri ;  acid,   56 . (ÎOOÎÎ) 0,339 in.ton 91,^/m. 
ton 

31,00 

Mono-r mm, -phosphate 0,170 m.ton 106, oj/ai. 
tOT 

55,26 

Mirìr^t oí  potash(6O5áK20) 0,408 m.ton 139, Cw m. 
toi 

56,71 

Coat' n, açent 0,010 m.ton 44v-:"r/m. 
ti.i'i 

0,44 147,79 

Other  z&i'iabXe costs  (as febove) 22,82 22^82 

y/íTJk0;1,(\e. ASA*. JìTASìF. 170,61 

Aromor: \ C*127 a.ton      275, ¿ .m-       35,04 
ton 

Nitric pcid,   56i;á (100%)      0,489 a.ton        91,45/m.       44,72 
ter1 

*"    ..    ...^.-phosphate 0,234 m.ton      208,00/m.       48,67 
(li-4'i-O? ton 
Mi'ricu    oí   potaah(605éK50)  0,187 m.ton      139,Cl'/m.       25,99 

* tor. 

Coati-.- agent 0,010 m.ton   44,Cf/m.   0,44    15^,86 
ton 

Other variable coati  (as above) 22,32 22.82 
Varie-Mo .coat price 177,68 

Oiyfr  (18-9,-18) 
Ray r.av.or1als 

Arar/nia 0,100 m.ton      2?5i'   'm*       27$ 3* 
Nitri •; ar^.d 56!X(100>i) 0,391 m. ton        91,^''''*.       35,76 

to. 
Merc- '^.-phosphate     0,197 m. ton  206, C' 'T.  40,98 

•••*'+  • ; ton 

Mur?. :f  3otash(60#K«0) 0,314 m.ton      139,C   'n:.       43,65 
c ton 

Coating agent 0,010 m.ton        44/    ~l# 0,'4 148,42 
ton 

Other v.triable costs (as above) 22,82 22.82 
Variable cost J»ric_e 171,24 
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Tabulation No«   20c 

VARIABLE COST PRICE CALCULATION 
 NTTC  PfiOPUCTILN  

—fTm UnH/m.   tori ÇosVUm* Co. V   . 
toil total 

  U.S.    $ U.S.     ,       U.3.f 

AlTS'ir'-'TV :_B 

Gr;j .<.   (17-17-17) 

flaw ,-'.•.-! i.ljl 
tomón' 0,081   m.   ton       tOO,U0/i>.ton lr>> 

Nitric    r--i  ,56*  (100*)        0,313 m.   ton        69,?9/m.ton 21, G" 

Other r.v Materials   (ite above) il''T>    153'59 

Other v.vri  ble  »oat,    (see  above) 2,V><' —2¿J  

Variatalo  cost price ' 

Grati e   {16-8-24) 

Raw Matorinla 
Awi|onir 0,088 m.   ton      2O0,00/m.ton l/^o 

Nitric  icil ,56*  (100*) 0,339 m.   ton        69,29/m.ton 23,49 

Other raw  naterials   (see  -above) 9' »>jl       "' 

jiür,vrnpbk C08t (gee above) '°'~   ^'4; 
Variable  cost price  L.  

frrnuo   (2W11.5-U.5) 

law Ma'turx'lì£ 
ABBonia   ~                                    0,127 m.   ton 200,00/m.ton          25,40 

Nitric  • c d   ,56^  (100*)         0,489 m.   ton 69,29/m.ton          33,30 

Other ri.   materials   (see   above) P/^!    ^'l 

gffifr v.iriabl»   C,Q*t.«   ftiee    ibove 1 ¿t'»,,¿   ^~ 

Variable  cost  price ' 

frr-iòe  (13-9-18) 

AMW materials 
Am-^ n 0,100 m.   ton      200,00/m.ton ¿0,00 

Nitric acid  ,56* (100*) 0,391 •• ton        69,29/m.ton ?7,0<J 

Other raw materials  (see  a^ove)                                                         o!j,07 132f 
/           w       \                                                         22*02 22.82 

Other variable  coste  (eee  above)                                                            * • 

Variable coet price ' 



Totnl   _I15 

4.101 

frH..Qffî-MlQ; C-^^'TI^ 
in* ^Iccyic pow^r station 

1. Delivery and constructions        US ¿ 

2. Price escalation:  To s<- added lattr 

3. Pre-op^rating interest : US *> 

4. Total, excluding prie* «scalation; US # 

Working Capitali US ¿ 

Production;      /.N (33,5^ N)      18.144 MTPY 

EÖL. 
Xo^aJL 

(Price basi» 
44.100.000    March 1976) 

.JaJUi.OfiO^ 
47.228.000 

3.160.000 

-J&J& HEFT. 
21 »QU WTPL 

Itt* 

Maint anancfc 

Avaraga int. on inv. 
Depreciation on inv. 
Interest on Work.  Cap. 

Charge 'ost/year  Cort/». ton Subtotal 
y§ t JC"k 

2,54 on inv. 1 1.102.500 12,11 

1,7% on inv,  4 1.747.300 19,20 
lOVé on inv.  4 4.722.800 51,89 
1036 on U.  cap. 316.000 3,47 

0,95% on inv.l 419.000 4,60 

JûLML 

12,11 

74, j6 

fixed coït prie«,  excluding escalation 91,27 
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Taxation Wo. 22 

CC^PffCf CilXPl HON 

Total Plant ^eluding electric Power station 

 l\»JL (price basis 
1. Delivery and coastruction; US 3 36.500.000    March 1976) 
2. Price escalation  : To be added later 
3. Pre-op¿rating interest: 
4. Total,   excluding price  escalation 

Working Capital; 
Production : .Ji (33,596 N) 

m , 
Total 

US 4 

4 
St 7151 000 

us 41. 215. 000 

us 2. 600 ,000 

IS, 144 MTPY 

72.867 KT*T 
91 .011 MTPY 

Itvs«                                  Charge        rost/yiiar Co«t/a.%on   tubtotal 
 .                 us   i US    ft         W   i 
HHntanenr,                               2,5* on inv.   1 1        962.500 10,58                10,56 

ÇtttVl 99 «U t   £ 
Average int.  on inv.        3,7# on inv.   4    1,525.000 16,76 
Depreciation on inv.          1056 on inv.  4    4,121.500 45,29 
Interest on work.  cap.      10^ on ./%  cap.       271.500 2,96 
IniWfnc^ Coat                    0,95^ on inv.  1      365.000 4,02 

rurt m^ mc«- «clMdiM co,t °*prlçv »•^Q^gn 79>63 
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??wian°n tffi ¿2 

TOTAL COST PRICE CALCULATION 
ALTERNATIVE A 

Cost p^r aetric ton 

fornii a for talc 
Variable cost price 275,89 

ÜWt Çoitr Prlc* jjgt allocated. 

ftW . 275,89 

Ajponi^i N^rate  (J},» N) 
Variable coat price 154,08 

ri^Vl C9P^ Pr^ct 9^.27 
2&lâl 245,35 

IHK 1.7-17-17) 
Variable cost price 189,49 
Fitted cost Dr^ce 91.27 

Xs&l 280,76 

HPK (16-9-24) 
Variable cost price 170,61 
Fixed cost ©rice- 9V27 
Total 261.88 

m IH-AI.MI,S) 
Variable cost price 177,68 
Fixed cost orice ?l-n 
Total 266,95 

HfT (16-M9) 
Variable cost price 171,24 

,   %tfà      

Total 262,51 



TOTAL COST IlilCE CALCULATION 
ALTERNATIV! B 

A—onla for »ale 
laport price 
Variabit. cotti of •tori«* 

F^ud, costi of stor^ 

Total 

4.104 
Xftfrufoitlon WQ> ¿4 

Cost per ton 
«JSLJI  

200.00 
not allocated 

200.00 

Afponly Nitrats  (33,^ JÜ 
Variably cost price 
f|xyd coft prie* 

l2tal 

119.14 

79 iti 
198.77 

HPK (17-17-17) 
Variable cost prie» 
f|*ed cost price 
Total 

176.41 

256.04 

WPiC (16-8-24J 
Variable cost price 

Total 

UPE UMUMLSJL 
Variable cost price 
fjxcd cost prie* - 

156.42 

256.05 

157.20 

256.83 

Variable cost price 

tota 99lt fcTliY 
X&SlL. 

154.96 

254.61 

MMSJttM 



ANNUO. PRODUCTION FICUNES 

4.105 

JBXAMB 

3.000 x 0,00      - 2.400 short toni AJJZ A-ïfK ttM 

ftsWlUìf! WW 
25.000 x 0,00 - 20.000 short tons \§t\^ *v*r,y |gM 

40.000 x 0,30    • 32.000 short tons CTiPy l*trl9 toftf 

30,000 x 0,80    - 24.000 snort tons 2±j.7ij*ytr±s_ton± 

15.200 x 0,90 - 12.160 short tons 11,032 ».trie ton» 

Grade (lfl-9-ia) 

15.200 x 0,90 - 12.160 short tons UiQ» »Mrlî %m 
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Tabulation No. 26 

ALTERNATIVE    A 
ANNUAL BAfiUF/CTUHlNirCOSTS 

(excluding colt of ffic:. è3cIlatIWl 5T delivery and 
 Soqstructlon of Plant)   

3< 
AiJNUAL SALES REVEiJUES & 

ANNUAL UEl'lUlT 
(80% stream factor) 

Ajapual Manufacturing Ççf^f 

U.S. 

Aaawnia: 2.177 raotric tona v US ¿ 275,89 » 600.600* 
AN (33,59< N) 18.144 metric tons G US 3 245,35 - 4.451.600 
NPK (17-17-17) 29.030 metric tons 0 US 3 280,76 - 8.150.500 
NPK (16-8-24) 21.773 metric tons C US ß 261,88 - 5.701.900 
NPK (23-11,5-11,5) 11.032 metric tons © US Í 268,95 - 2.967.100 
NPK (18-9-18) 11.032 metric tons 0 US ft 262,51 « 2.896.000 
Total • 24.767.700 

Annual Sales Revenues 

Aaaxmla 2.177 metric tons © US 3 220,46 - 479.900 
AN (33,5* N) 18.144 metric tons Q  US ¿ 209,44 » 3.800.100 
NPK 0^-17-17) 29.030 metric tons C US $ 202,79 !» 3.867.000 
NPK (16 ^-24) 21.773 metric tons © US $ 190,70 - 4.152.100 
NPK (23-1 5-11,5) 11.032 metric tons ©US %  181.40 - 2.001.200 
NPK <^B-9-18) 11.032 metric tons CUS í 197.21 • 2.175.600 

- 18.495.900 

Affluai Docif^ -..SAÌT.AMS 

Coat of lVfht naphtha as specified by N-Ren will incraasa cost 
of and-product. 
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(txcludliti-x^t of.gfto .ccon  lS.t)  -, j§fefef& 
à 

Ammonia 
AN (33,5* N) 
NPK (17-17-17) 
HPK (16-8-24) 

HPK (23-11,5-11,5) 

lalü 

2.177 metric tons <L US $ 
18.144 metric tons G US * 
29.030 metric tons & US Í 
21.773 metric ton» e US $ 
11.032 metric ton« © US $ 
11.032 metric  ton» © US ¿ 

1 
200,00 433.400 

196,77 .    3,606.500 
256,04 .    7.432.800 

236,05 •    5,139.500 

236,83 .    2.612.700 
234,61 .    2.588.200 

- 21.815.100 

Ammonia 
All (33,5* N) 
HPK (17-17-17) 
HPK (16-8-24) 
HPK (23-11,5-11,5) 

m us-MS) 
Total 

Annusa S^je» RoYfflWI 

2.177 metric ton» 0 US $ 220,46 
18.144 metric ton» C U5 $ 209,44 
29.030 Metric ton» © US $ 202,79 
21.773 metric ton» © US $ 190,70 
11,032 metric tons « US $ 181,40 
11.032 metric ton» £ US J 197,21 

479.900 
3.800.100 
5.887.000 
4.152.100 
2,001.200 

••i73.W 
18.495.900 

(utml fo?t*4t 3.319.200 
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lit2 sitf tf nuit, ofí-ttyfl nf^f^r f^ttntfi i ftr*1 

obliMatiww of jqrtr»«nl tf U»trU- 

-É-i^ 
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The proposals and Quotation«  submitted by N-I«m Corporation proce s# 
•oafri : o   Lhe packaged Ami tr   and   facilities md   certain construction 
•lernen       for building within  the   battery limit  of   the plant  ni Le. 

Portlier in. ten'il*,   ftrvicea,   construction  works,   ttc.   wiLhin 
battery   li.nits   and which   -re  not   the explicit   responsibility of 
1-len C'r  action according  to   their propos il  will  h IT«  to 
*•     pro-.-     .j-l   and  paid  by  the  Government  of Liberi i.      All   tie-inn, 
facili i.'      ,  material«,   ttc.   as required  cutside  the  battery lii.ii L 
ae nece     i t, te''   in order  to  make   the plant able «id   ready  to operate 
•tiat  be    ^••)Vide<i  and  pul   by  the   Government of  Liberia. 

Vil       ese   extra materials,   services,  work«,   supplies,   i.-le,   will 
have   Lo  ;>«>  fidici   in addition  to  the monetary obligation of  Vie 
Ooromi.njrit of  Liberia under  a poaeible  contract with N-Ren Ooroora- 
tion.    T-K-re  is  no doubt  that  all   these  extra   chirles will have   Lo 
bo pain   e  r:h by  the Government of  Liberii,  and   in view of  the  aho- 
rme ter   ixid  terms of a possible  contract with If-len Corporation  r.a 
•tifgciitou   in their proposal   the»«  extra  chargea and   commitments  gan 
fcwdly bo  financed by any banki  or international  funds. 

A non-exclusive  list of  the  extra taska  and  commitments   to bo 
prt/rided   nd paid by the Governmont of Liberia it given belowl 

-   Procure  all necessary priorities,   allocation«,   and 
".Ilo uaents for materials  and  operating equipment,  ajucl 
¡/.Il licenses and permits,   including building permita, 
re^uirsd  by Governmental or regulatory authorities in 
connection with the aupply,   erection and operation of tho 
plnnt. 
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Sil« area, which »hall be clear and aelld with a 
permisi ibi« bearing load of 3.000 lbs per sq.ft. 
Any pilin« shall be paid by Government of Libarla.    Any 
obstructions to overground or underground pipas,  cablas» 
foundations,  ate.  such as rocks,   etc.  mist ba removed at 
Government's expense  and responsibility. 

Sita levelling (if necessary),  topographical maps,   soil 
examination,  proper bench «arks,  elevations and lines for 
location of plant,  and stake out and instrll «ornamenta 
locating the battery liait line*. 

Flooding protection of site fro« rivers   und neighbouring 

areas. 

Adequata,   adjacent site of solid ground for unloading, 
moving and storage of materials and operating équipaient 
and temporary buildings during construction perlos. 

Railroad siding at grade of plant, within 100 yards of 
battery liait and fro* nearest ocean harbour and allow 
M-Ren to unload sil «ateríais and operating equipment 

therefrom. 

Parking area adjacent to battery limita for use of H-Rami 
subcontractors' employees muring construction period. 

Furnish and maintain all times a olear,  solid roadway or 
roadways connecting battery limits, storage area and 
marking area with a main public highway. 
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- Kcc,      rt.T adjacent  to battery limits -und between buildings 
we    construction site and between storage  area and construc- 
tion     ite clear so  as not  to hamper or delay N-Ren's work. 

.    Furnia a site for disposal of spoil within 0,5 miles  froia 

b\tlory  limits. 

- Fumi oh at battery limits all necessary fill in excess of 
that  excavated by N-Ren as requested by N-Ren. 

- Supply drinking water at battery limits. 

- Fumirh for construction purposes water and electricity 
all in sufficient quantities  and of proper character,   at 

the battery limits. 

- Furnish and install whatever permanent fire-fighting 
•qui ¿» lent Purchaser deems necessary for the plant. 

- Fumi oh water in adequate quantity and under sufficient 
pre   uro for fire-fighting during construction,  provide 
H-Rcn \,ith fire-fighting assistance within the construction 
area oi  plant,   and provide watchmen if required by Purchaser, 

- Fumirjh all materials and operating equipment and do all 
wor^o outside  the battery limits of plant  and connect  at 
battery limits all piping built by N-Ren.     This shall 
include service lines for water, naphtha,   steam,   fuel oil, 
fuel cas,  flaring,   and sewers.     Furnish and install all 
machinery devices and shut-off valves required or desired 

in such lines. 
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Furnish all utilities in sufficient quantities and of 
proper character as and when required for the testing 
of operating equipment and for operation of plant. 

Supply and install raw water tank and  softened water 
tank within battery limits. 

Supply and install raw water pumps and. water line to 
battery limits of plant.     It is estimated that to 
service the water utilities of plant approximately 
700 US gallons of water per minute as make-up will 
be required.     It is expected that Government safeguards 
to supply this water in a continuous and reliable 
manner,  as the plant cannot be run without a safe water 
supply. 

Supply and install necessary sub-station,   including 
breakers,   starters,  necessary transformers and necessary 
conduit lines outside battery limits. 

Supply to  battery limit of plant all indigenous materials 
like cement, gravel,   sheets, bricks,  windows, doors, 
asphalt,  wood,  reinforcement iron (?),   etc.   for construc- 
tion of foundations,  buildings,  etc. within battery 
limits of plant. 

Supply and pay the salaries and wages  of all indigenous 
personnel and labour as required for construction of 
the battery limit plant,  or to hire and pay local con- 
tractors to do such work. 

Furnish all necessary charging stock,   catalysts,  (inclu- 
ding platinum),  chemicals,   lubricants  and supplies 
required for the starting and operating of the plant 
in quantities and of the kind and quality necessary, and 
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which do not contain impurities in such quantities aa to 
interfere with the proper operation of the plant, and the 
equipment required to  introduc« such charging stock, 
catalysts,  chemicals,   lutoricants,  and supplies  into the 
plant.    According to the previous proposal, the initial 
catalysts and chemicals will be delivered by N-Ren.    This 
is not reaffirmed  in th<- revised proposal. 

Furnish all spare parts  as recommended by N-Ren. 

Furnish furnitures and  equipment of offices. 

Furnish all laboratory  equipment as recommended by N-Ren, 

Furnish inert nitrogen  system. 

Furnish all maintenance  and safety equipment as recom- 
mended by N-Ren.     All machinery, equipment,  tools, etc. 
for mechanical,  electrical,  and instrument workshops will 
be at Government's expense. 

Tie-in all rainwater canals from battery limit of plant . 

Tie-in all liquid effluent sewtrs,   including sanitary 
sewer at battery limit  of plant. 

Furnish and install any sewage water treatment plant to 
handle the chemical and sanitary water effluents of plant, 
if required. 

Furnish and install any hot water installation as may be 
convenient in any buildings in addition to the administra- 
tion building and the change house. 

Build housing, facilities,  school,  etc.   for personnel 

and workers of plant. 

Employ and pay indigenous personnel and workers for 
operation,  maintenance,   etc.  of plant prior to start-up. 
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Training of personnel and worker». 

Employ and pay consultants and service staff to represent 
and handle Government's  tasks and obligations during 
construction and initial operation period. 

Furnish external telephone and teltx communications lines 
of plant. 

Furnish and install intornai telephone system of plant. 

Furnish micro-wave  communication system of plant. 
Furnish and install pipes and pomps  or furnish vehicles 
for transportation of naphtha and fuel oils from Liberia 
Refinery Company to the plant. 

Furnish and install extra fractionating unit in Liberian 
Oil Refinery. 

Furnish or reserve  ocean harbour and unloading and 
storing facilities  and transportation vehicles for the 
import of the phosphatic  and potassio raw materials 
thrcugh the harbour to the plant site. 

In case of Alternative B,  provide or reserve a ocean 
harbour pier or quay for liquid ammonia tanker ship. 
The distance  from the ship to the ammonia storage tank 
of the plant is envisaged by N-Rcn to be 4.000 ft.  in 
pipe length.     If distance will be different, this will 
call for modification in the supplies of N-Ren on the 
ammonia terminal equipment. 

Furnish or reserve ocean harbour site, including stores 
and loading facilities and road transportation vehicles 
for the export of NPK compound fertilizer. 

Install a separate and new oc-an harbour,  inoluding 
»tores and loading facilities and transportation vehicles, 
all complying with the "US Coast Guard Regulations" for 
the export of ammonium nitrate (33,5% N) which is 
Furnish rolling stock of plant 
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classified sa sn »xploair» and cannot b« passed through 
• harbour servine othar »hip» and coaaoditiea. 

Próvida and build eantral and local »tor«», transporta- 
tion vehicle» and aaploy peraonnal and worker» for 
aarfcctiitf and distribution of ths sad-product» in Libarla. 

Libsrisn f amirs' cradit achwsws for purchsse of 
fartillsers. 
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It is very important to k^.cw that the export »ales of a 

fertilizar plant of Liberia is bound to take place at lower 

ex factory prices than can be obtained on the fertilizers sold 

to the éomeatic market. 

In case that a duty-free import of fertilizers will be 

maintained in Liberia, the factory will have to compÉtt* on 

equal terms on the domestic market with the CIF Monrovia prices 

of the import agents of foreign fertilizer houses. 

Likewise, a Liberian factory will have to sell on any 

export market at prices which are not higher than the prices of 

the competitors in the respective areas. As in Liberia, agents 

importing from the large foreign fertilizer suppliers will be 

active in these areas. 

Most fertilizers on the export markets are sold through 

•gents from European and U.S. companies, which beaide fertilizers 

are manufacturing many other products for the agriculture, etc. 

Consequently, the import agents of said companies are not depen- 

dent only on the sales of fertilizers, but benefit as well -¿ 

fro« the marketing of many other commodities. Usually, any auch 

•gent represents one or t  few international companies and are 

not free to Join business with other exporting companiea, in 

particular not if thv,y are competitors to the principal» of the 

•gents. 

Consequently, a Liberian factory will h»ve to establish its 

own sales channels on the expert market and must be prepared to 

offer higher commission fees to the import agent» than the inter- 

national chemical houses, becau»e a Liberian factory will merely 

be able to deliver anaaoniura nitrate and NPK compound fertiliser». 
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Besides, a Libarían factory »«y n—á  to get disposed of 

tas products all over the year, while the iataraational dealers 

•ay have available large storages and be capable to withhold 

their products and ship at intervals as »ay be most suitable 

and economic to the export markets. 

Because the fertilizar consueptlon of most African countries 

.* modest, a Libarían fertilizer plant would need to export to 

swiy countries, and the freight costs will depend upon the 

distances from Liberia to the export markets. 

It is notad that £xchem-Weet African Explosives and Chemicals 

Ltd. at Charlesville covers nearly all the raarkrt on explosives 

in the West African countries. This means that the export market 

on ammonium nitrate from Liberia must be found in more distantly 

placed countries in Africa, which will add to the freight and 

marketing costs and reduce thf ex factory price corxespondlngly. 

Such export could only be made to countries which do dispose of 

their own explosiv« manufacturing, blending, and preparation 

facilities 

At present £xehen, Charlesville Is importing in th« order 

of 12.COO ««trie tons of ammonium astrate (33,5* N) per year 

end the domestic market on NPK compound fertilisers is lass than 

10.000 »etrie tons per year. 

This means that at a stream faetor of 80% a-Liberlnn factory 

as proposed ey N-ren Corporation would need to export in the 

order of 6.000 metric tons of ammonium nitrate (33,3% N) per year 

amd in the order of 63.000 metric tons of NPK grades par year 

In addition to its sales to the domestic markst at its present 
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In retrospect of the rtbov*, tne~ ex factory prie«« for the 

export markets will need to cover allowance« for harbour, loading* 

freight, insurance, and unloading costs and relativ«ly largeco»- 

mission ftes to the Import agents abroad. 

These allowances ay very well amount to say US $ 50-70 

per metric ton or mort at the actual condition» of the world 

market, meaning US % 3,5-4,8 million per year or »or« at the 

annual «xport sales rate given above. 

It is added that the export of most fertilizers nowadays 

irosi the industrial countries is ruled by the marketing and prie« 

conditions of a few marketing cartels, which oounts nearly all 

the Mg fertilizer manufacturers of the countries such as USA, 

Western Europe, and Japan. 

It goes without saying that a small Libwrian fertilizer fac- 

tory which again depends upon phosphatic and potassio raw 

Materials possibly being controlled by these cartels might be 

exposed to a serious competition on the export markets fron the 

cartels, in particular as their factories run at auch lower 

manufacturing costs and have less marketing costs. 
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îil •q1illl,J i i rnH'^n~^oni« "^  .rccqamendatlons 

5.1.1   Cash flow calculations have been made in the present 

report; which show that the Government of Liberia at 

realization of the fertilizer plant proposed by N-Ren 

Corporation would have to render and reimburse the 

capital investment requirements in the ordar of: 

US I 70 million in Alternative A. 

and in the order of: 

US $ 60 minion in Alternative B. 

during the two years of delivery and construction 

period and the subsequent seven years of operation. 

These reimbursements would comprise the pay-up of the 

Government shares and the deficits of the plant during 

repayment of the suppliers' loan and accrued interest 

because of the insufficiency of the revenue at sale of 

the end-products at competitive prices as compared to 

the sum of variable operation costs (excl. fixed costs), 

maintenance cost and insurance cost. 

Since the Government is conditioned to sign a surety 

guaran-* ¿e on the financial portion of the price of a 

possible contract with tMien Corporation, the Govern- 

ment would not be able to release itself of the 

obligation of paying the deficits of the plant opera- 

tion at any time for instance through declaring the 

fertilizer company bankrupt. 

Only after the seven years of loan repayments the fer- 

tilizer plant would be able to operate at a profit, 

however all too small to regain the above payments by 

the Government before the obsolescence and wear-out of 

the plant. Besides, the N-Ren Corporation would have a 

30TS right of such belated profits in view of 30% of the 
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share capital being the possession of the M-Ren 
Corporation through their modest retainment of 8% 
from the contract price. 

In simple words,  this means that the Government would 
have to invest US s¡¿ 60 - 70 million in order to get a 
fertilizer plant to sell its products at competitive 

compared to/ 
prices,  as/the alternative of continuing to import the 
products at the same prices and invest nothing,    This 
latter alternative must be regarded as the reasonable 
on* to pursuo. 

Alternative ;. constitutes a fertilizer plant including 
an ammonia plant, while Alternative B has no ammonia 
plant,  but imports ammonia from abroad. 

The above deficits are based upon reduced prices on 
naphtha and Diesel gasoil from Liberia Refining Company 
as expected to be granted by the President's Price 
Commission to the fertilizer plant as a major consumer. 

The above deficits have been based upon a stream factor 
of 359») during the first year, a stream factor of 70% 
during the second year,   and a stream factor of 80% 
during the third and subsequent years of operation in 
accordance with the recommendations of UNIDO/FAO/IBRD 
(World 3ank) for a fertilizer plant in a developing 
country. 

The above deficits and obligatory payments by Government 
do not include site purchase and site preparation, 
off-sites,  auxiliary deliveries,  etc.,  selling, general 
and administrative expenses, waste of raw materials 
during operation upsets,  any abnormal equipment re- 
placements or repair coats,  etc. 
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5.3 

5.1.2 Due to the present small consumption of fertilizers and 
an expected slow growth during the next years in Liberia, 
most of the production would have to be exported to 
neighbouring countries at competitive prices.     Even at 
such prices, it may be doubtful and difficult to find 
adequate market outlets in neighbouring countries.    At 
any rate,  such an export of the production would have 
to be studied, planned,  and organized carefully and in 
details in advance. 

5.1.3 It is normal practice of industry and highly recommended 
that the establishment and operation of a fertilizer 
plant is secured in advance by long term agreements on 
the supplies,  specifications, prices, and shipment of 
all the raw materials and combustibles. 

It is warned against relying upon short term or spot 
deliveries even if the prices may be low sometimes, but 
not necessarily always,  since such deliveries may not 
constantly be available,  and any failure in any of these 
deliveries will mean a complete stand-still of the 
fertilizer plant. 

5.1.4 The total annual manufacturing cost and annual deficit 
calculations of Report Part 4 were based upon a stream 
factor of 80;¿, upon the higher prices on naphtha and 
Diesel Aftsoil originally quoted by Liberia Refining 
Company,/simultaneously, upon a too optimistic apprais- 
al of the electricity cost.    These calculations have 
been repeated on the same basis in the calculations of 
Case 1 of the present report. 

In the calculations of Case 2 of the present report the 
total annual manufacturing cost and annual deficit for 
a stream factor of 80% have been found at the reduced 
prices of naphtha and Diesel gasoil from LRC expected 
to be granted by the President's Price Commission and at 
a correct entering of the electricity cost of the neces- 
sary electric power station of the plant. 
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In Case 2 and Case 1, but not in Report Part 4 an 

allowance of U£ V 1,6 million have been deducted from 

the sales price* of present level of ci.f., Monrovia 

to cover handling, freight, and insurance costs and 

import dealers' lees at the export of NFK fertilizers. 

The annual deficits of Case 2 (SCtf stream factor) as 

corrected in the above manners are still very substan- 

tial. 

The Cases 3,4, and 5 calculations of the prosent report 

are based upon the same assumptions as Caso 2, except 

that the stream factor is varied at 70%, 35%, and 100*, 

respectively. 

In all the Cases 1,2,3,4 and 5 the fixed and variable 

manufacturing costs havo been included. Straight-line 

depreciation over 10 yoars, 3,776 p.a. averaga interest 

on investments, and 10',; p.a. interest on working capital 

have been assumed. However, the fixed costs of site, 

off-sites, etc, selling costs, etc. as given under above 

item 5.1.1. are not included. 

The calculated annual deficits are as follows: 

Case      Stream factor  Annual deficit 
In mllll •^* 

Alternative A A&tfrmft 

4 35* 9,2 8,0 

3 70* 7,7 6,6 

2 80* 7,3 6,2 

(1) (80*) (7,9) (5,1) 

5 100* 4,5 3,4 
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5.1.5   Th« total manufacturing cost», tales revenues, and 
annual deficit of Cast 2 (30% stream factor) are 

detailed below: 

Alternative A 8JUl&&J2äJL 

Ffxed manufacturing epata.. 
Depreciation and lntereat 7,5*» 

Maintenance 1*23 

Insurance .ütité 
Subtotal JLu£ 

Variable manufacturing coats» 
Naphtha : 

14.373 metric tons at UStf  165,00 -  2,37 

Fuel oil No.2 (Diesel gasoil): 
20.139 metric tons at US?  135,00 -  2,72 

Bunker C fuel oil: 
2.695 metric tons at US$      127,80 -      0,34 

Mono-amm-phosphate: 
18.934 metric tona at US$  208,00 -  3,94 

Muriate of potash: 
22.798 metric tona at US$  139,00 -  3,17 

Labour and staff: 1,30 

Other variable costs: >«Jxfi£ 
Subtotal      ^¿& 

Sa?, e a revenues 
93..J88 jwtriç tons at US*    181,04 - l&jgi 

(average minus export allow. 
- price) 

ZtJ& 
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x 
jtfmttYt g 

Depreciation and interest 
Maintenance 
Insurance 

Subtotal 

Million US t 

6,66 

1,09 

.JL4& 

XW^m« ^uAfftMlini coats K 

Ammonia  : 
24.944 metric tons at \Jb$     200,00 

Naphtha  : 
654 metric tons at US*  165,00 

Diesel gasoil : 
1.329 metric tons at US#  135,00 

Bunker C fuel oil : 

2.695 metric tons at USI  127,80 

Mono-aaav-phosphate : 

16.934 metric tons at US$  206,00 

Muriate of potash: 

22.796 metric tons at US$  139,00 

Labour and staff: 

Other variable costs: 
3ubtotal 

attti rtymm 
93.106 metric tons at US*     181,04 

Average minus export allow, 
-price 

4,96 

0,11 

0,16 

0,34 

3.94 

3,17 

1,22 

£LPJ?. 

MS 
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A« apparent fro« the above figures, the fertilizer 

project of either Alternativ« A or Alternativ« B could 
•nly b« f«a«lbl«, if a combination of adequate saving« 

in fixed coats and the raw materials coïts on naphtha, 

Diesel gasoil, Bunker C fuel oil, mono-ammonium- 

phosphat«, and muriat« of potash and higher end-product 

sales prices could be achieved  Lower prices, even 

much lover prices of two or three of the raw materials 

would not by far be enough 

5.1.6 It is recommended and it is normal practice of the 

industry to establish fertiliser plants on careful 

planning and competitive bidding. 

In th* chapters 5.^,5.b and 5.6 the normal action« for 

the establishment of a fertilizer plant, thw tender 

papers for the bidding, and the names of some possible 

suppliers of small fertilizer plants are stated. 

It is pointed out that competitive bidding may not be 

obtained on small fertilizar plants nowadays, unless 

it is verified in advance that the project concerned will 

be feasible and realized. 

5.1.7 Minutes of the last meetings on 12th and 14th July 197* 

in the Ministry of Agriculture with representatives of 

N-Ren Corporation ar« given in chapter 5.2 
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AjpT^ulture with !t-1tn c9rp°ratiQn «* A-*• 
lf^tr a* 

p^t^clpants in ÄtrUßfc^ap. A^ÍUl^X J&&L 

DaajyiUtfnr, ai Ag«9»M8Ma¿ 
Hon. Louis A. Russ, Minister of Agriculture. 
Dr. Patrick Bropleh, Deputy Minister of Agriculture. 

Mr. Joshua Cooper, Director, flannln¿ Division. 

Fron, fl-Ren Corporation: 

Mr. Martin A. Train, Executive Vice President. 

Mr. Jaan Lariviere, Process Coordinator. 

Mr. Sheikh Alnoody, Advisor. 

KTfti Ittf habirian ifrviffl»»* ggrwrtttom 
Mr. Hilary B. Wilson, ST., General Manager. 

Mr. rflllianT. Diggs, tr., w^f«r
1
of^^^4^*

rCh 

and Evaluation Division. 

Mr. Karl KJeldgaard, UNIDO Expert. 

.Cral^-ISi^. isWJEÂDUL 
Mr. A.B. Tolbert, Lavyer and Agent of N-Ran Corporation, 
Fir.  Jusu  Vood,  Lawyer. 

fy^lcloants in mß9MRiLon.Xi*^iiJ}UCLJ37eX 
San« persons as afcora,  except that Hon.  Louis A. Rua«, 
Minister of Agriculture had been prevented fro« coning, 
end Mr.  y.B. Tolbert was not present,  but replaced by 
Mr. Abrahan L.  Janes,  Lawyer. 
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Minister Rusa declared at the »tart of the setting on 12th July 

1976 as follows: 

- That the Government of Liberia was concerned that 

the domestic market would not become big enough 

during the next »any years to consume the production 

of the proposed fertilizer plant, so that a substan- 

tial portion of the production would have to be 

exported 

- That the Government of Liberia was concerned that the 

proposed plant would not be competitive and able to 

operate at Manufacturing costs below the competitive 

narket prices on the products. 

Mr. Train answered that the fertilizer prices on the world 

market went up and down. The prices had been very high 1-2 

years ago and were at present relatively low. Mr. Train stated 

that N-Ren Corporation would be prepared to establish and finance 

at a certain interest charge an equalizing fund for the valleys 

and tops of the market prices.  The fund would reimburse the 

production losses of the proposed fertilizer plant during valleys 

of the market and would be repaid by the plant during tops of the 

Market. 

Minister Russ said that the operation and conditions of such 

• fund would have to be studied in all its implications and 

details, and he asked Mr. Train that N-Ren Corporation should 

present its offer and conditions on the equalizing fund in 

writing to the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Regarding the manufacturing costs, Mr. Train suggested that 

the Liberia Refining Company might produca naphtha in excess of 

the domestic market on gasoline, thus Implying that LRC might be 

prepared to sell naphtha at a low price to the proposed fertili- 

ser plant both for process feedstock and fuel, rather then have 

to export the excess naphtha at high shipment costs and conse- 

quently low ex-refinery price to clients abroad. In fact, if the 
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fertilixer plant could be supplied with cheap naphtha,  the 
manufacturing costs would decrease appreciably for Alternativa A. 

Minister Rus s ha id ed over a co oy of the Report  i'art 4 worked 
out by Mr.  Karl Kjeldguard to Mr.  Train of N-Ren Corporation and 
asked hi« to submit the v/ritten,  objective comments of N-Ren 
Corporation without any subjective remarks  for a next meeting in 
the Ministry of agriculture within the next couple of days. 

For the next meeting on 14th July 1976 N-Ren Corporation 
had prepared their letter  oí 13th July 1976 addressed to Hon. 
Louis N.   ¡luss Tf. HUBS,  Minister of agriculture,  Minister of 
Africulture,  where N-Ren Corporation are stating their co—anta 
on the Report i'art 4 by Mr.   Karl Kjeldgaard. 

This letter contains the following two clarifications on 
the extant of the revised N-Ren quotation and proposal: 

- The price quoted includes all work within the battery 
limits,   such as indigeneous buildinc materials,  civil 
engineering works and salaries of local personnel,   but is 
exclusive oí site preparation. 

- The price quoted is  fixed. 

Mr.  Train supplemented during the meeting, that this 
meant that the price would be fixed during the whole 
delivery and construction period.    Ho price escalation 
would be demanded by N-xlen Corporation during the two 
years of delivery and construction period. 

Mr.  Train stated that H-xien Corporation would airmail at 
the latest 23rd July 1976 from Bruxelles their additional c 
ments on the Report i art 4 and on the project as a whole,  to 

the Ministry of Agriculture. 
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Hr.    'licori reminded and a.»ked fSr.   Trein that  this  fortb- 
•oeUng Iettar ou¿ht to  include,   as  followst 

- Terns  and  interest on equalising fund  fer vellays  and 
%©p» oí market. 

- Guarantee on export marketing through an offer in writing. 

besides,  VT.   K^eldgaerd asked Ilr.  Trein that r;-R«n Corpore- 
tlon would sutnut to the Ministry  of Agriculture,   es follow«: 

- Synopsis of contraetetene«   as suggested by NT-Ren Corporation, 

• Consumption of Diesel gtsoil of the Diesel =otor« driving 
the electric  generator»,  which are included in the ::-R«n 
proposal and cast be regarded es a nece»*ary and  integrated 
utility unit of  a fartilizar plant in a developing country. 

- «Vtatenents and specificttion« of prinary reformer, 
naphtha reforming proceas  and instrumentation,  naphtha re- 
forming catalyst,   design niphthc (design narhxhc  specifi- 
eation r.ust  correspond exactly to the  «pacification of 
tho naphtha to ba supplied  by LRC or alternative  source), 
m*á patent inpingeraent clause on the naphtha reforaing 
process. 

Definitely,   the previous C-irdler reforner design with two 
rows only of wall bur  ers,   as indicated on the process 
flow diagram no.   S-3 in the revised T-Ren proposai book 
•i* February 1976  and tha i;-ften article    Realizing tho 
potential of tha  «nail armonia plantain ritro^an, 
Moxch/April 1976,  vhich vaa distributed to the nooting 
participants on 12th July 1975 by Ilr.  Martin A.   Train,  is 
unsatisfactory and efcmaa M« Mí *««•>*•« fer iia?htfca referai*«' 
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- Po« e ibi y, quota an alternativa aséenla plant,  basad ©» 
30-35 Kg/c«2g    reror»ing prea^ure,  no inaction of 
quench water to ¿as prepmution train,  and t hot pot 
wash inrteiMi of a Oirbotol - M^ wash for C02 removal, 
involving a 20-3a' decrease in consumption of naphtha 
plus  fuel oil no    2  to the primary reformer 

- ** ,sibly, replace tht uxrdler  ammonia eyntheeia converter 
intarnals and pancake electric  start-up haatar with 
Topaoa-TVA fuamonia syntheaie converter internals 
built-in alactric start-up haatar. 

Spacificationc and limita on ¿11 gaaaoua,  aqueoua, 
dust affluents of plsnt and »pacification of pollution 

in nitric acid plant,  ar*i complex plant. 

•asidas, Hr,  Train wae invitad to provida,  following his 
allsgmtiona as brought forward during tha »«atinga and 
in tha M-Ran lattar of 13th July 1976, any writtan 
quotations frosi suppliers on Ion« tar« dalivariaa of 
naphtha, Diasal gaeoil, Hkk\   and muriate of potash at 
substantially lowar price« than prasantly avallatola t© 
LDC and uaad as basia in tha Repart Part 4 sad tha pea- 
sant raport. 
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UUUiMüLlkaLJBA JWïUA Jw&assiLiJ&àteïfftà* for <^fnr- 

A revaluation of tha revised ;J-üan proposal of February 
1976 has baen carried out in ordar to asttblish the caah 
flow and capital investment requirements by tha Goveraejaivt 
of Ubaria,   if tha proposad fartiliiar plant would ba 
built. 

Tha capital  invast»ant require»ants by tha Governejant will 
coaprlse tha pay-up of tha Government aharas and tha 
cost of sita,   sita preparation,  off-sites,  auxiliary da- 
liveries,  ate.  during the pre-oparation pariod and tha 
r«iabursemants of tha deficits of tha plant durin« tha 
first sevan yaars of operation,  whan tha suppliers'  los» 
shall ba rapaid. 

It is racallad that ths Goverosiant of Ubarla is  e ondi- 
ti onad to sign a surety guarantaa on tha financial 
portion of tha prica of a possible contrsct with N-Ren 
Corporatoon according to tha N-Kan letter of 12th March 
19T6 to Prasidant Jillia» R,  Tolbart,  and tharafora tha 
Government would have to raiaburse any outstanding and due 
payment» 

Thasa daficits hava baen calculatad as tha fifferance 
batwaan t.ia sua of tha loan repayment and accrue* interaet, 
variabit oparation costs (axel,   iixad costs), maintenance 
cast,  and inaurane« cost and tha au« of tha revanwes or 
pricas fro« tha salas of producta. 

Tha cash flow and caoital investment requirementa by tha 
Government ara shown in tha ancloaad tabulationa nos. 20 
and 29 for Altarnativt A and Altornative 1, respactivaly 
of tha ravi sad N-Ren proposal 
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According to these tabulations the Govornwsnt would have 

to pay In totaJ in the order of: 

H^..tJP.JsttM2lliA Ató«7tósJ0LJla. 
in the order of: 

during tht two years of delivery and construction period 

end the subsequent lir&t *9yn  years of operation. 

Only after the full repayment of the suppliers' loan, the 

plant will be able to operate at a profit, however all 
too littlt to recover the «bove payments before the plant 

will get obsolete or worn out. 

The repayment and interest schedule of the tabulations 

nos. 23 and 29 have been copied fro« the N-ilan proposal 
book, while the figures on variable costs, maintenance 

costs, insurance costs and sales revenues have been taken 

fro« and are calculated in the enclosed tabulations nos. 

35-42 for Alternative A and tabulations nos, 40-55 for 

Alternative ú. 

hhl atrftiu&ctoxi 
In compliance with the reco—ndstiona by uNIDO/FAO/IMT 

for developing countries, the cash flow calculations have 

been based upon the following stress factors t 

Percentage production of dally 
design capacity through 540 
a.«ji i mr°  

1st. year 35- 
2nd. year 70% 
3rd. and subsequent 4 years    3CT» 
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5. fr.3 Recalculation of manufacturing, cost factors from specific 
values Into annual amounts,. 

In the enclosed tabulations nos.  30-3^ for Alternative A 
and tabulations nos.  43-47 for Alternative D the total 
annual manufacturing costs and the annual deficits have 
been calculated for Case 1 on basis of the  same raw 
material prices,  fertilizer sales prices,   and other 
»•sumptions as  in Report l'art 4,  chapter 4.11 regarding 
Economic evaluation of the revised N-Ren proposal of 
February 1976. 

In Report Fart 4 the specific manufacturing costs of the 
products art given in US & per metric ton,   and the various 
variable cost  factors such as raw materials,  utilities, 
and labour and stafi are  entered on a unit cost basis  in 
the calculations,    Thus,   the annual amounts of the various 
variable cost factors are not apparent from Report Part 4. 

On the contrary,  the purpose of the new calculations in 
tabulations nos.  30-34 and 43-47 has been to calculate the 
annual amounts of both the fixed costs and the variable 
costs in order to see the proportion in which each cost 
factor enters in annual amount in the total annual manu- 
facturing cost. 

Logically,   the annual manufacturing costs as found in the 
latter calculations of Case 1 as apparent from tabulation 
no. 33 for Alternative A and tabulation no.  46 for 
Alternative B are equal to the figures of tabulation 
no. 26 and tabulation no,   27,  respectively of Report Part 4, 

In the sales revenues of Case 1 an allowance of US $ 25 
per metric ton for harbour,  loading,   freight, insurance, 
and unloading costs and fees to import agents on an 
estimated quantity of 65.000 metric tons of end-products 
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for export, corresponding to US $ 1,6 million is foreseen, and 
therefore,  the annual deficits of Case 1 as apparent from 
the  enclosed tabulations nos.  34 and 47 are US# 1,6 million 
higher than in the tabulations nos.  26 and 27 of Report 
Part 4. 

3.3.4 Prices on naphtha, Diesel gasoil,  and Bunker C fuel oil. 

It is recalled that the manufacturing cost estimates of 
the revised N-Ren proposal are based upon unrealistically 
low prices on combustibles,  at least as compared to the 
ex-refinery prices of Liberia Refining Company (LRC). The 
N-Ren prices are, as follows: 

- Naphtha : US$ 100,00/short ton, 
equal to     US$ 110,23/metric ton. 

- Fuel oil No.2  (Diesel gasoil)     : US&    80,00/short ton, 
equal to     US&    88,18/metric ton. 

- Bunker C fuel oil : USft   80,00/short ton, 
equal to      USiii    88,18/metric ton. 

However,   in the enclosed tabulations nos.   30-34 and 43-47 
mentioned above, like in Report Part 4,  the following 
prices on the combustibles have been applied: 

Naphtha  (predesulphurized) 
Fuel oil No.2  (Diesel gas oil) 
Bunker C fuel oil 

US& 227,40/metric ton 
US$ 183,30/metrie ton 
USft    127,80/metric ton 

These prices (excl.  duty) were quoted by Liberia Refining 
Company in January 1976 during visits and discussions at 
the refinery.     By LDC letter of 23rd February 1976 LRC 
was asked to reconfirm these prices at earliest con- 
venience.    First by letter of 16th April 1976 LRC wrote 
to LDC that the proposed fertilizer company might be 
allowed reduced price from the refinery depending upon 
negotiations with the President's Pricing Commission. 
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At the time of receipt of the latter letter it was 

conceived that the anticipated reduction of the price» on 

naphtha and Diesel gasoil from LRC, although appreciable 

in annual amount, would still be all too small to turn the 

fertiliz?r project into a viable and feasible plant. 

Meanwhile, in order to check upon the possible saving in 

the co3t of naphtha, Diesel gasoil and Bunker C fuel oil 

from LRC the writer had a meeting on 15th July 1976 with 

Mr. Gerald Padmore, Deputy Minister of Finance and, upon 

Mr. Padmore*s suggestion, subsequent meetings on 15th, 

16th, and 28th July 1976 with Mr. James E. Hay, Resident 

Manager, T/hinney Murray & Co.ïlonrovia, who is in charge, 

on behalf of the Ministry of Finance, of the development 

of prices of the direct supplies from LRC to the enter- 

prises classified as major consumers, taking into consi- 

deration the volumes, the market prices and the contri- 

bution made to the economy by such major consumers. 

Mr. Hay has developed the following prices on the above 

assumptions : 

- Naphtha :  US$ 165/metric ton 

- Fuel oil No.2 (Diesel gasoil) UStf 135/metric ton 

- Bunker C fuel oil        :  US$ 127/metric ton 

Theae prices have been confirmed to LRC by the Ministry 

of Finance by a letter of August 2, 1976. 

As apparent, the Bunker C fuel oil price has not been 

decreased, as the volume to be consumed by the fertilizer 

plant will be too small to permit a price benefit. 
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During the meeting on July 12, 1976 in the Ministry of 

Agriculture Mr. Martin A. Train anticipated that Liberia 

Refining Company might produce naphtha in excess of the 

needs oi the domestic market and, thus had to export the 

surplus naphtha at low pric?s to distant clients abroad. 

This question has been checked on 13th July 1976 with 

LRC. At present JRC  does not produce or have to produce 

a surplus of naphtha. Reference is made to a memorandum 

of 14th July 1976, which the writer of the present report 

has submitted to Mr. Hilary B. /ilson, Sr., General Manager 

of LDC on this matter. 

With respect to the suggestion by N-Ren Corporation to 

consider whether cheap naphtha may be available through 

import from abroad, it is warned against basing the 

fertilizer project on short term deliveries at low spot 

prices from the world market. Only eupplies basod on 

long terra contracts ought to be considered. 

Besides, it is emphasized that the naphtha quality is 

restricted to be ' straight-runi! for the fertilizer project 

and must be approved in advance by the supplier of the 

naphtha reforming catalyst of the plant, because any 

other naphtha qualities as cracked naphtha, etc. are not 

suitable to the naphtha reforming process and might leed 

to serious operating troubles. 

Prices on, imported mono-ammonium-phosphate, muriate of 

Bftgapftate, and ammonia and on finished product«. 

The manufacturing cost estimates as given in the revised 

N-Ren proposal are based upon low raw material fertilizer 

prices, as follows: 
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- Mono-asm-phosphate :      USI 133,00/short ton, 

equal to î      USI 146,60/metric ton. 

- Muriate of potash :      UStf    06,00/3hort ton, 
equal  to :      UJ|    94,80/metric ton. 

The prices on all materials as applied in the manufactu- 
ring cost calculations of Report Part 4 and the present 
report are defined and listed in chapters A.7.10 and 
4.11.2 and tabulations Nos. 11 and 12 of Report Aart 4. 

Ás described,  the prices on imported mono-ammonium- 
phosphate and muriate of potash and the prorated sales 
prices on NPK fertilizers as applied in Report Part 4 
have been based upon a %uotation of 7th April 1976 
received by LDC from ULRC, Monrovia on supplies at 
c.i.f. Monrovia prices from BA.JF, West Germany.    For the 
calculations,  the M1P and KCl prices are reduced by 
1C# in order to consider shipment in larger 
lots than che lota  of 50 - 100 metric tona as envisaged 
in the UIilC/BA3i?' quotation. No such reduction has been 
mpplled for the NPK fertilizers. 

The MAP and KCl raw material prices used in Report Part 4 
are repeatedly usad in the manufacturing cost calculations 
of the present report, as follows: 

- Mono-asr.-phosphate:        USI 206,00/««trie ton 
- Muriate of potash    :        U&» 139,00/matric ton 

Referring to Report Part 3, alternative sources for MAP 
and KCl to BASF may be considered and examined,  but in 
view of the Europe Fertilizer Cartel it may be doubtful 
that substantially lower prices can be obtained on these 
raw materials from other sources in West Europe than 

at present. 
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The price of US^, 200/metric ton on imported raw material 

ammonia for Alternative B &s applied in Report Part 4 end 

the present report i? 10v¿ lower then the price of US$ 

200/fthort ton - US* 220,46/metrie ton a« applied in the 

N-Ren proposal. 

In Report Part 4 and the present report the sales prices 

on ammonia for the rubber plantations and on ammonium 

nitrate for the explosives industry have been assumed the 

sane as in the N-Ren proposal, namely US$ 220,46/metric 

ton and US$  209,44/metric ton, respectively. 

The prorated sales prices ci.f., Monrovia on NPK 

fertilizers based on the ULRC/DA3F quotation as entered 

in the sales revenues calculations of Report Part 4 and the 

present report are in average USSJ> 193,48/metrie tons and 

•re 1094 lover than the average sales price on NPK ferti- 

lizers of U3$ 200/short ton - US'Í 22j,46/metric ton as 

supposed in the revised N-Ren proposal of February 1976. 

It is true that the fertilizer prices were much higher 

(around US| 350/metric ton) on the world market during 

1973 - 1975 as compered to the present level of about 

USÜ 130 - 200/metric ton, ci.f., Monrovia, undoubtedly, 

the drastic price peak during 1973 - 1975 was caused by 

enormous purchase« of fertilizers on the world market 

by USSR and China.  In the meantime, the construction 

has been completed and the operation started of around 

25-30 large fertilizer plants, each with a yearly 

capacity in the order of 400.000 - 1.000.000 metric ton 
in USSR, Chinn, and elsewhere, or in the order of 150-250 
times the capacity of the present N-Ren project. 

Therefore, the fertilizer prices on the world market may 

show stability during the forthcoming years or a slow 

escalation in possible reflection of any Increases in the 

raw material prices on crude oil, rock phosphate, muriate 

of potash, etc. 
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In the enclosed annual manufacturing cost and annual 
deficit calculations Nos.   35 -  % and Nos.  40 - 49 for 
Alternative A and Alternative  3,  respectively on Case 2 
the reduced prices  on combustibles  fro« LUC  (see above 
chapter    5 3.4) have been tntered in replacement of the 
original LAC prices of Case 1 and Report Part 4.    The 
stream factors is 80S in Case 2 as  in Case 1 and Report 
Part 4. 

At the  same time,   the Ca&e 2 calculations have been based 
upon the full investment prices of the N-Ren proposal and 
corresponding higher fixed manufacturing costs,  and the 
Diesel gasoil consumption of the Diesel mo ter drive* 
electric generators have been estimated at 0,32 metric 
ton/1.000 XWH consumed corresponding to a Diesel gasoil 
cost of US* 0,043 par KWM consumed at a Diesel gasoil 
price of US*  135,00/metric ton,  rather than subtracting 
an estimated investment  co ft of Ü3* 5,5 million,  lower 
the fixed manufacturing  costs accordingly,  and enter 
the total electricity coat at the price of US$ 0,055/KWH 
of Liberia electricity Corporation to industrial con- 

>rs  as done in ("ase 1 and Report Part 4. 

Although this was  speci rically requested durine the 
meeting on July 14,  1976 in the Ministry of Agriculture, 
N-Ren Corporation hâve not so far advised the Diesel gasoil 
consumption of the electric power station, which is 
included in the in the N-Ren proposal,  and which must be 
an integrated unit of a fertilizer plant in a developing 
country in order to avoid frequent shut-downs due to 
power  failures.    The above Diesel gasoil consumption 
figure of 0,32 metric ton/1.000 K/1I has kindly been 
•stlmmted by the technical management of the electric 
generating station of Liberia ¿lectricity Corporation in 
Monrovia. 
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IB spite of the reduced prie«« of coabustlbles the annual 
deficit» of Case 2 m Alternativ« A hav« been decreased by 
merely US$ 0,6 »iIlion and have even been increased by 
US« 1,0 million in Alternativ« B as compared to Cas« 1 
and Report Part 4 b«caua« the correct ad^uataant on 
aanufacturin/   cost of th« «lactrlc pow«r station adds to 
tlM total «amu«ucturing cost.     It is nofd that th« 
•l«ctric power station of Alternativi B as proposed by 
H-ftan Corporation ic too big,   corresponding to an eatiaated 
excess of US$ 0,6 Million in fixed aanuXacturing costs. 

The annual sales revenues of Case 2 are identical to 
Case 1 (see above chapter 5.3 3). 

In the enclosed calculations Nos.  37 - 42 for Alternative 
A and nos.  50-55 for Alternative B the total annual 
aanufacturinf costs, annual  sales revenues,  and annual 
deficits hav« been recalculated by prorating the figures 
of Case 2 (aai stressi factor)  for the stream factors 70#, 
35%,  end loaó for Cases 3,4 and 5, respectively. 

A summary of the annual deficits as calculated in 
dependence of the stressi factor is given below 1 

c**« stressi factor Annual deficit, 
in alllipn USf 

AiteA-T   TKteeSS- 

4 

3 
2 

H) 
3 

39% 9,2 8,0 
70* 7,7 6,6 
*?á 7,3 6,2 

(«*) (7,9) (5,1) 
100* 4,5 3,4 
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teeopt for tha difíaranc«s axplalnad «boy«,  tha fixad 
MsjyXacturin* coat calculation« «f Caoo 1 and ftoport 
Port 4, Cas« 2, Case 3,  Cas« 4,  and CAS« 5 havo too* ajado on 
tho •«•• basic conditions,  «s follows i 

Maintonanca: 
2,5% p.s, on invastsMmts 

This rsts Is aodsst and is liksly to ba biffar, 

in particular during tha first yoars of opara • 
tlon and in a dovoloping country. 

Aroraf« intarostt 

3,7% p.a. on invoatawnt, corresponding to tho 
lntoroat charf« on tha supplisrs1 loan of tha 

N-Ran proposai, prorntad ovar 10 yaars. 

Dopraciation: 

10/»  p.a. on invastaonts. 
This r*ta ought to bo fixod frost tho point of 
viaw of buAinoss risk, rathor than oxpoctod 
aquipswnt life or taxation rulos. 

Xatorost on working capitali 
10% p.a. 

af plants 

0,99% p.s. an lnrastawnt as in tha »-Ran 

A higher pramiun af say 2% p.a. or «ora night ho 

in lino with tho roality dopondlng upon tho 

oororago womtod and tho highar risk of 

and rapalrs in a dovoloping country. 
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It is noted that the annual deficits of neither Report 

Tart 4 nor the present report take into account th« 

••Ulne, general and administrative expansée of U3#" 1,1 
million par year as assumed In the revised ft-Ren propendi. 

Moreover, in order to avoid to have to build a special 

harbour for export of AN (33,5* N) a earlier quantity will 
have to be produced of this product in accordance with 

the consumption of the Libertan explosives factory, and 

correspondingly aore NiX fertilizers will have to be 
produced and exported at the stressi factors of 70S - 

10a¿. As the production and sale of NFK fertilisers la 

resulting in an even higher loss than AN (33,3% H), 
this will »ean somewhat higher annual deficits than 

given above. 

In addition, the above annual deficits as calculated 
do not include the substantial capital cost of site 

purchase, site preparation, off-sites, auxiliary 

deliveries, etc. 

Besides, the above annual deficits do net take into account 

any wastes of raw materials and utilities during operation 
upsets and shut-down«, which nay occur frequently during 

the first years of operation in a developing country. 
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Fa* altri« Mié 
Ft* aV (»,* •) 
fa* M (17-17-17) 
fi« ITE (14-4-14) 
tot HI (2VII, VII,5) 
ta» at* (14-4-14) 

o,m x 40.925 
0,223 s 11.144 
0,0*1 s 29.0)0 

0,044 s 21.775 
0,127 s 11.052 
0,100 s 11.052 

total 

2.177 
11.950 
4.046 
2.531 
1.9M 
1.401 

(55,* » 
(17-17-17) 

UK (lC-4-t4) 
WW* (2V11,VH,5) 
WWK (14-9*14) 

0,415 m 10.144 - 
0,515 * 29.050 • 
0,559 * 21.755 - 
0,449 s 11.052 • 
0,591 » 11,052 - 

total 

14.751 
9.044 
7.541 

5.5* 

(ÎT-IT-ITI üftPJB 
nazi 

U.01I 
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Titelte , •• a 

ALTERNATITI A 

AHUA1 1AW MATmiAL AMD UTILITY COI8TMFTI0I 

(Wfl gfatll Fist«) 

Wttrtt tflM 

Por »Moni* t   0,55   x 24.944 - 13.719 
for nitric «old i   0,  16 x 40.925 - 6SA 

Total 1A.S7S 

riti g» Ifgi J (• Di-^ l»«oil) 
Por uaonlft i   0,50 x 24.944 - 12.172 

Por Ditaol aotoro of olootrio ganoratora i oarrospoodinf to 
«iootrioity ooomaption 

m 9 flit! flu 
Por «PK (17-17-17) « 0,037 x 29.030 - 1.074 

Por IPK (16-6-24) « 0,037 x 21.773 - 805 

Por HPK (23-11,5-11,5) t 0,037 x 11.032 * 406 
Por IPK (16-9-16) i 0,037 x 11.032 - 106 

Por IPK (17-17-17) i 0,361 x 29.030 . 10.479 

Por IPK (16-6-24) » 0,170 x 21.773 « 3.701 

Por IPK (23-11,5-11,5) t 0,234 x 11.032 - 2.381 
Por IPK (16-9-18) i 0,179 x 11.032 - 2.17S 

màSUtUML 

Morir t« of potarti (60* K^l 

Por IPK (17-17-17)         1 0,269 x 29.030   - 6.369 

Por IPK (16-6-24)           1 0,406 z 21.773   - 8.663 

Por IPK (23-11,5-11,5)  1 0,187 x II.032   » 2.062 

Por IPK (18-9-18)           1 0,314 x 11.031' - 3.A61 
Tota 22.796 

4 
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jrwT- 

for AI (33,5**) 

For IFK (17-17-17) 

for WFK (16-6-24-) 

For IFK (23-11,5-11,5) 

For IFK (16-9-16) 

For AM (33,3* •) 

For IFK (17-17-17) 

For IFK (16-6-24) 

For IFK (23-11,5-11,5) 
For IFK (16-9-10) 

For 

For aitrio oolA 

For HooaU 

For AI (33,5* •) 

For IFK (17-17-17) 

For IFK (16-6-24) 

For IFK (23-11,3-11,5) 

For IFK (16-9-16) 

i      0,010 x 16.144   » 162 

I      0,010 x 29.030   - 290 

i      0,010 x 21.773   - 216 

i      0,010 x 11.032   - 110 

t      0,010 x 11.032   - UQ 
ToUl 919. 

 SI 1 
•     7,72 x 16.144   - 140.100 

i      7,72 x 29.030   • 224.100 

i     7,72 x 21.773   - 166.100 

«     7,72 x 11.032   - 65.200 

i      7,72 x 11.032   - ISittfi- 
ToUl TQg.700 

i     0,70 • 24.944   - 17.500 

i      1,66 x 40.923   - 
toUl 

i      0,60 x 24.944   • 15.000 

i      0,11 x 16.144   - 2.000 

i      0,11 x 29.030   - 3.200 

i      0,11 x 21.773   - 2.400 

i      0,11 x 11.032   - 1.200 

i      0,11 x 11.032   - L20JL- 
Total M'PQQ— 
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Fer 
For nitrie aeid 
For AX (33,5**) 
For IK (17-17-17) 
For m (l6-ê-24) 
For m (23-11,3-11,3) 
For M» (lt-9-lt) 

i  794 x 24.944  - 19.tOi.000 

i    3 x 40.925  « •     205.000 

t   41 x lt.144  « 744.000 

t   44 x 29.030  . •   1.277.000 

i   44 x 21.773  « 934.000 

t   44 x 11.032  • .     485.000 
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3A Normal actions for the establishment of a fertilizer plant. 

/. non-comprehensive list on normal and necessary actions 
for the  establishment of a fertilizer plant  is given below.  Mor» 
actions may be no od od and the order of actions may be chancad 
according to circumstances. 

- Pre-feasibility study. 
- Quotations from alternative suppliers of raw materials 

for both ex factory, mine or terminal delivery and c.l.f. 

delivery. 

- Quotations on shipment of raw materials. 

- Quotations on utilities. 

- Study of market outlets and market prices in all market 
areas (domestic and export markets)  concerned of the 
finished products and  shipment methods. 

- Quotations on shipment of  finished products. 

- Appointment of experts and consulting engineer»,   if 
own experienced and highly qualified staff is not at 
hand. 

- Study of shipment, harbour and unloading facilities 
and storage of raw materials 

- Study of storage, harbour and loading facilities,   and 
distribution of finished products. 

•  Study of alternative plant sites and selection,   site 
survey and soil Investigation of final site. 

<*> Study of road,  railway  (if any),  necessary off-sites, 
supply of electricity,   supply and data of water for 
process and cooling purposes, etc. 

- Study of climatic conditions.    natereological datm 
over more years ought to be available, 

. study of regulations,   codes and standards,  etc.   of 
authorities for construction and operation of plant, 
environmental protection standards,  health standards, 
aafety standards, tqui puent inspection régulât ione,  ate. 
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Study of •••liability of staff and labour for construetion, 
operation,  and maintenance of plant, of labour livi,  etc. 

Study of availability of houaing for expatriates and 
p    riatoa during conetruction and operation of plant. 

Study of availability of detailed engineering firma, 
civil engineering and fraction aubcontractors,  ate. 

Study of availability of doneatlc workahops, ate,  for 
••Intanane« and rapai• of plant. 

elaboration of tandar papara for engineering, delivery, 
construction,  and initial opération of plant. 

Study of alternativa ways for financing of plant. 

Study and «election of poeaible Madera. 

Tender in« on the engineer inc.  delivery,  construction, 
initial operation of the plant. 

• lvaluetion of bida. 

• Pinal feasibility and as s es eaten t study. 

- Uwtatlone on f Inane in*. 

• Signing af letters ®f intent far raw »ateríais ausblies 
and shipment en lane tera baala. 

• Signing of letters %t intent far aerketlng and snlpaeat 
af flnlehed producta te najar allenta m* dealers asi 
lang tara basis. 

• Signing of lettera •£ intent fair utility suppliée sai 
lang tara beai*. 

• rurchaae af plant sita. 

• Selection of succeeeful biadar and final 
nagatlatlena. 
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- ¿ignlnf of contract with successful bidder and contractor 
for the engineering,  delivery,  construction,  and initial 
operation of plant. 

• Signing of contract on financing. 

• Signing of contract with an inspection agency for 
inspection ar.    approval of equipment in Contractor's 
and manufacturers' workshops in advance of shipment. 

• Establiahnent and employment of Purchaser's staff for 
survey,   control,  and auditing of contracts and works 
and for fulfillment of all Purchaser's obligation«,  et«. 

• lidding and signing of contracts with: 

• forwarding agents. 
- Detailed engineering design fina«. 
- Civil  engineering subcontractors. 
- érection subcontractors. 
- Erection asterial and utility supply companies. 
- Security and guard ccmyenies. 
• Erection Insurance and personnel damage and slskness 

insurance company etc. 
• Ite. 

- tag incerine,  bidding,  and signing of contracts en 
harbour facilities,  roads,  railway (if any),  utility 
Supplies,  site preparation,  sewers, housing,  etc. 

• IJsployment and training of local staff and labour far 
construction and erection of plant. 

• employment and training of staff and labeur fer 
«snags»int. operation, and maintenance of plant. 
Feasibly,  signing of cantract on general 
operation and maintenance of plant. 
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* a*ploy»ent and trainin« of marketing and salee staff, 

purchasing and stor»keeping staff, bookkeeping, auditing, 

financial, cashier and statistic staff, personnel 

employment staff, secretaries, other administrative 

personnel, personnel safety staff, first-aid clinic 

infirmary staff, social benefits staff, fate, guard 

security people, etc 

- Signing of contract" with plant Insurance company. 

- Signing of contracts for raw Materials supplies and 

shipment on long ter« basis. 

- Signing of contract for Marketing and shipment of 

finished products to major clients and dealers on long 

tern basis. 

- Signing of contracts for utility supplies on long ter« 

Signing of contracts with possible local workshops and 

contractors for maintenance of plant during overhauls, 

etc. 
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sJaMffi oparation, of a ftrtlllier plant. 

A non-exclusive niwury list of the lteas of content» of 

a typical set of comprehensive tender papers for the engineer- 

lnf, construction, and initial operation of a fertilizer plant 

if given below.  Such tender papers will have to be worked out 

by experts end consulting engineer«. 

- Fiant capacities and end-product specifications. 

- Background of project, 

• Hrocess units, utility units, and off-sites. 

- Basic design data: 

- Raw »aterial specification. 

- utility specifications. 

- Cllnatic conditions. 

- Clinatlc design basis. 

• Process design, design principles, regulations ani 

codes and standards for equipment, buildings, installa- 

tions, construction, etc. 

- Unit cost« of raw »ateríais, utilities, and labour, and 

design and calculating basis for evaluation, balancing, 

determination of optimal design and ainlsju« of the 

of variable costs and fixed costs 

Plant site, location, nap and dimensions, elevations, 

•ail investigation data, ground water levels, antl- 

fleodlng measures, road connections, etc. 

SBtglneerlng package, definition, details, requii 

et«. 
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Presentation and approval procedures of process design 
drawings,   engineering and utility diagrams,  instrumenta- 
tion design and specifications,  equipment drawings and 
specifications,  basic civil engineering design and 
specifications,  etc.. 

Detailed list, grouping, data, etc. of all equipment and 
materials, and of excluded equipment and materials to be 
clearly stated by bidders. 

Detailed list,  grouping,  data,  etc.  on catalysts, 
packings,   chemicals,  lubricating oil and grease, etc. 

Detailed list,  grouping,  data,  etc.  on emergency 
replacement and first year's normal replace ment of 
spare parts. 

Inspection rules and procedures of equipment and 
materials in manufacturers' workshops in advance of 
shipment. 

Quoted prices on equipment and materials,   catalysts and 
similar materials,   and spare parts: 

- Delivery terms,   ex works,  f.o.r.,  f.o.b.,  or ci.f., 

- Price basis on cash payment terms. 

- Currencies. 

- Break-down, grouping,  details,  currencies,  etc. of 
quoted prices. 

Quoted lump sum remunerations and travelling expenses, 
or daily remunerations and expected man-days and number 
of men of each category and cost of airtickets of Con- 
tractor's foreign personnel for supervision of detailed civil 
engineering design,  civil engineering design,  civil 
engineering works,   and erection works. 

/ 
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Uuoted lump sum living allowances, or daily living 

allowances and expected man-days and number of men of 

each category of Contractor's foreign personnel for 

supervision of detailed/engineering design, civil 

engineering works, and erection works. 

uuoted lump sum remunerations and travelling expenses, 

or daily reaunerations and expected man-days and number 

of men oí each category and cost of airticket of 

Contractor's foreign personnel for operation and main- 

tenance of plant during first year's operation. 

Uuoted lu p sum living allowances, or daily living 

allowances and expected man-days and number of men of 

each category of Contractor's foreign personnel lor 

operation and maintenance oí plant during first year's 

operation. 

Payment terms, financing terms, interest charges and 

credit insurance costs on payment of quoted prices, 

remunerations, etc 

Financing av-liable to Purchaser by Purchaser'r own 

sources. 

Purchaser's approval in advance and right of rejection 

of contractor's foreign personnel. 

Rulos for payment and approval of living allowances to 

Contractor's foreign personnel. 

Contractor's requirements or estimated needs o.f each 

category of local staff and personnel for construction 

and erection works of plant. 

Contractor's requirements or estimated needs of each 

category of local staff and labour for operation and 

and maintenance of plant. 
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- Employment rules and approval and salary payment of local 
staff and labour. 

- Role of selected consulting engineers and approval 
procedures by financing parties of Purchaser. 

- Forwarding,  transportation,insurance,   and ownership 
transfer of equipment and materials, 

- Basic civil engineering design. 

- Detailed civil engineering dc.;ign. 

- Civil engineering works. 

- Erection works. 

- Training of staff end labour for erection. 

- Training oí staff and labour ior operation and maintenance 
of plant. 

- Commissioning,   start-up,   and first year's initial operation. 

- Purchaser's obligations,   like site preparation and 
protection, off-sites,  roads, utility supplies for 
construction and erection,   employment of staff and labour 
for construction,  erection,  operation,   and naintcnonce, 
housing,   applications to  authorities and approvals, 
auxiliary equipment procurement,  raw material and utility 
supplies for commissioning, start-up and operation,   etc. 

- Guarantees by contractor: 

- Reliability of equipment and operation during first 
year's operation. 

- Performance guarantees. 

- Guaranteed consumption figures. 
- Guaranteed end-product specifications. 
- Guaranteed limits of effluents for environmental 

protection. 
- Test-run procedures. 
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- Replacement of unsatisfactory equipment and materiale and 
correcting measures and procedures at non-fulfillment of 
Contractor's guarantees  and repeated test-runs. 

- Time schedules and guaranteed limits. 

- Penalties  at non-filfillment of guaranteed time limits. 

- Financial  securities: 
- Letters of credit or bonds by iurchaser. 
- Letters of advance payment guarantee by Contractor 

and certified by reputated banks. Contractor ought 
to render such letters of advance payment guarantee 
on all advance payments made by t*urchaser which are 
liberated eventually as equipment and materials are 
approved,  shipped,   and taken over by lAirchaser. 

- Letters of performance guarantee by Contractor and 
certified by reputated banks. 

-liability of Contractor. 

- Royalty and patent clause«,  patent impingement. 

- Language of contract. 

- Arbitration rules. 

- Laws. 

- Secracy. 

- Adjudication rules. 

- Submittance of bide,  opening of bids, dates and address 
of Purchaser. 

- 3id security. 

- Evaluation of bids, forfeit of bid3, selection of 

successful bidder, invitation to contract negotiations, etc, 

- Negotiations and signing of contract. 
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5.6 Suppliers of small fertilizer plants. 

Below is given a non-exdueive list of engineering and 
contracting firms which may be  interested in bidding on small 
fertilizer plants. 

- Chiyoda Chemical Engineei¿ng and Construction Company, 
Japan 

- Chemicc, U.S.A. 

- Coppee-Rust, Belgium. 

- Davy - Powergas, England. 

- N-Ren Corporation, U.S.A. and Belgium. 

- Simon - Carves Ltd., England. 

- SIMM Progetti, Italy. 

- Friedrich Uhde G.m. b.H., liest Germany. 

- Voest - Alpino, Austria. 

Before tenders should be called for, it ought to be 

ascertained that the project will be realistic and be feasible. 

Mo reputatcd engineering and contracting firm is willing to bid 

on unfeasible projects noting that it costs at least in the 

order of US & 50.COO - 100.000 to prepare a complete bid, which 

will stand any chance under competitive bidding conditions. 

Besides, before tendering is arranged, the bidders contem- 

plated by Government ought to be contacted and information be 

given on the project in advance in order to convince the bidders 

that the project may be realized. It is noted that small fer- 

tilizer plants are not considered feasible in general in the 

industry nowadays. 

Possibly, the bidders and the number of bidders will have to 

be limited to certain companies and a certain number. 

Possibly, Government will have to offer certain bidding 

rewards to the best bidder, the second best bidder and maybe, 

the third best bidder as found in accordance with stipulated 

adjudication and evaluation rules by a neutral committee in order 

to encourage reputated companies to participate in the bidding. 
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